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Welcome
To H&A and our February issue

This month has us asking the question, ‘What 

kind of collector are you?’ I have to confess that 

more is always more in our house, so it would 

seem that we’re maximalists. The dining room 

walls are covered in black and white photography, 

our mantelpieces groan beneath the weight of 

mid-century ceramics and my vintage silk 

scarves spill from antique chests. We just love 

stuff. We find it fun to mix eras and objects.  

We can’t deny that we’re collectors. 

What I’ve found fascinating when speaking  

to others is that so many who love design and 

antiques don’t consider themselves to be 

collectors at all. But get them talking about their 

homes and, quite often, with very little prompting they start to wax lyrical 

about a certain style, maker, or how much they enjoy the thrill of the hunt for 

something special. Before you know it, they’ve told you all about their antique 

watches, mid-century chairs or what they’ve most recently rummaged for at  

a flea market. It seems that the modern collector is so many of us, in so many 

different guises. Whether for you it’s about feathering your nest in a way that’s 

unique, acquiring the rare or an appreciation of a certain aesthetic, you’ll find 

interest in our feature ‘The Beauty of Collecting’ on page 33 – it will get you 

thinking about the psychology behind the pursuit that grips so many of us, 

offering refreshing ideas on how to display what you love in your home. For 

further inspiration, delve into the featured homes in this issue – each of the 

owners has created a unique interior from careful curation and striking 

decoration, and each home is brimming with ideas to copy. 

As a maximalist, I’ll be trying not to take too many new ideas home,  

but to refine what we have – or, at least, that will be the intention...

FOLLOW�THE�H&A�TEAM…
… on Facebook, Twi�er, Pinterest and Instagram for regular  

updates and to find out which fairs we’ll be visiting

We’re fascinated by the intricate three- 

dimensional collages of Kristjana S Williams 

(p54), which combine old maps and archive 

prints with new technology. Our feature 

on collecting modern first editions (p100) 

has us itching to start our own, whilst this 

cocktail chair (p15) would provide the 

perfect spot for reading an old favourite 

from cover to cover – the colour and retro 

shape feels fresh for spring.  
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Claire Masset

As a collector herself, Claire found writing our feature 
on Hornsea po�ery (p70) a real treat. ‘I still remember 
buying my very first Hornsea piece – a John Clappison 
cat cruet set,’ she says. ‘It was over 20 years ago, while  
I was studying decorative arts at Glasgow University. 
Strangely, that’s also where I first met ceramics expert 
Paul A�erbury, who kindly contributed to the feature.’

Maggie Stevenson

Maggie has a lifelong interest in interiors and design 
and has wri�en about decorating and furniture for 
most national lifestyle magazines. This month, she 
wrote our essential guide to carpeting (p89). 
‘Researching the latest developments, I was intrigued 
to see how traditional skills and pa�erns from the past 
have inspired new and exciting designs,’ she says.

February contributors

Brent Darby

Though he was born in New Zealand (and, having 
finished shooting a new book on 1940s style, is escaping 
back there to catch some winter sun), interiors 
photographer Brent has fallen for English interiors  
and enjoyed shooting Cole�e Vernon’s elegant home 
on p44. ‘I loved the entranceway,’ he says. ‘It’s always 
nice shooting a house with so much personality.’

 
H&A iPAD�EDITION 

Homes & Antiques is also available 

for the iPad – visit the Newsstand 

section of the App Store and 

search for Homes & Antiques.  

You can purchase single issues  

or subscribe and save: 12-month 

subscriptions are available for 

£34.99 and six-month subscriptions 

are available for £18.99.
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YOUR�ARTICLE�TOOK�THE�BISCUIT
I enjoyed your feature on antique tin dealers Jo and 
Michael Saffell, and would love to throw more light on the 
Huntley & Palmers biscuit tins. The company responsible 
for the design of the tins was Huntley, Boorne & Stevens, 
which was situated in London Street, Reading, close to the 
H&P shop depicted on the tins. I joined HB&S as an 
apprentice designer in 1961, to learn the crafts of design, 
illustration, photolithography, silkscreen and darkroom 
photography – all the things required for working in the 
metalware industry – and I stayed with the company until 
1977. On certain days, you could catch the heady smell of 
H&P baking Dundee cake. It made you feel very hungry! 
It’s a piece of history that I’m pleased to have had a hand 
in, and I hope it gave pleasure to many people.
Tom Branton, Wiltshire

Your letters

Our star le�er winner* will  
receive a bo�le of Tai�inger  
Brut Réserve with six glasses, 
worth £50. tai�inger.com 
Write to us at Homes & Antiques, 
Tower House, Fairfax Street,  
Bristol, BS1 3BN or email  
homesandantiques@immediate.co.uk

ANTIqUE TREATMENT

I recently broke my ankle quite badly and, after a long stay 
in hospital, was sitting at home, bored and in pain, when 
H&A came to the rescue. I pulled out my old issues from 
2010 to 2014 and re-read every word, poring over the 
photographs and visiting many of the websites mentioned.

Time flew by and, once I am back on my feet, I will be 
putting into practice all the ideas for my home and 
collections that I gleaned from your pages. Also, in spring, a 
friend and I will be visiting Marseilles with your vintiquing 
suggestions in hand, so I have plenty to look forward to.
Katherine M Cli�on, Pavia, Italy

*UK readers 
only. Please 

include a 
daytime 

phone 
number

A�POIGNANT�GREETING 

Your article on early Christmas 
cards prompted me to take a 
look in a box of cards treasured 
by my late mother. There was  
a very poignant one from 1917, 
with greetings from 56th 
London Division Territorial 
Force. What a bittersweet 
sentiment, I thought, after 
reading that in July 1916, 
there were 4,749 casualties 
in the 56th Division in the 
Gommecourt attack alone.
Jane Elmer, Solihull 

BORN�IN�THE�USA 

Having enjoyed your feature on Cape Cod, may  
I suggest that you take a drive up to Plymouth, MA.  
A replica of the Mayflower, Plymouth Rock and a 
walk through the village seeing how the pilgrims 
lived will all quench your thirst for a great historical 
trip. You could 
even take a tour  
of the Mayflower 
Brewery and really 
taste the history!
Elaine Brosseau, 

California 

LETTER

STAR�LETTER

LETTERS
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TV sound system

Bose

®

 Solo 15

One speaker
means no clutter or extra wires

Introducing the NEW Bose® Solo 15 TV sound system.

Does your flat-screen TV have you constantly reaching for the remote? 

You turn the volume up. Then turn it down. And you still miss some-

thing they said. Flat-screen TVs are made for great picture, not great 

sound. That’s why we created the Solo 15 TV sound system. We took 

the original Solo speaker and made it even better. Proprietary digital 

signal processing allows this speaker to deliver more of the dialogue, 

music and sound effects you’ve been missing – clearly and naturally.

This one-piece system connects to your TV with a single cable, and fits 

beneath most TVs up to 50". There’s no better place to experience the 

sound of the new Solo 15 TV sound system than in your own living room 

while watching your favourite programmes. That’s why we’ve made it 

easy for you to try it first. Order now, and we’ll ship the Solo 15 TV sound 

system to you free of charge for a risk-free, 30-day home trial. Then 

put down the remote, and enjoy better sound.

Finally hear 
what they’re 
saying on TV.

One connection
to your TV and one plug to the wall 

One solution
that fits neatly under your TV*

With

30-DAY RISK-FREE 
HOME TRIAL

FREE COURIER
DELIVERY

2-YEAR TRANSFERABLE 
WARRANTY

EASY PAYMENT 
OPTIONS **H WC P



A Selection from  

Est. 1897, each 
piece of Moorcroft 
art pottery is made 
entirely by hand 
for collectors 
around the 
world.
Early in 2014, Emma Bossons FRSA, 

expressed her love of Japanese art via an 

informal interview. Greatly infl uenced by the 

dulcet tones of ancient wood-block prints and 

the unique style in which animals, people and 

fl owers all harmonise together, her adoration of this 

Japanese art form can often be seen percolating into 

her own designs today. Isola Bella steps forward as a 

dramatic prestige design, crafted to fl oat effortlessly into 

homes around the world as white peacocks display their 

grandiose plumage and bask in their own unique style.

Isola Bella
Designer: Emma Bossons FRSA

Height: 45cm/18"



  the 2015 Moorcroft

Design Studio

Sandbach Road, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent ST6 2DQ.

Telephone: 01782 820500     Email: enquiries@moorcroft.com    

www.moorcroft.com

Buy any of the pieces featured in this gallery experience by quoting 

H&AFebLetter at the Moorcroft Heritage Visitor Centre, either  

by telephone, email or in person and receive a letter from the 

designer detailing their private thoughts and inspiration as well as 

a framed signed copy of a stunning limited edition watercolour of 

Isola Bella. Offer Expires April 3rd 2015 and is subject to availability. 

Free Postage and Packing.

READER OFFER

Pheasants of Snow-Hollow
Designer: Emma Bossons FRSA

Height: 20cm/8"
Wind Runner
Designer: Emma Bossons FRSA

Diameter: 23cm/9"  

Rennie Rose
Senior Designer: Rachel Bishop



now

£989
was £1299



NEWS
From earthenware elephants to royal cushions, the new year brings  
with it a wealth of exciting antiques hunting and rich decor

EDITED BY ALICE HANCOCK

FASHIONABLE FOLK
The fashion brand Monsoon started life as a stall on 

Portobello Road in 1973 when founder Peter Simon 

wanted to bring to the UK folk-inspired style found 

on his travels to India and Afghanistan. For a new 

collaboration with Multiyork, Monsoon has picked 

out 15 designs from its archive and reworked them  

in a spectrum of fresh colours. Try a print on a 

statement footstool for a pre�y si�ing room update. 

‘Universal’ rectangular footstool in ‘Calista 

Cardinal’, £299. 0845 303 7134; multiyork.co.uk
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Covetable cooking
La Cornue stoves have long been the toast of amateur 

and professional cooks alike. In 1908, Parisian perfumer 

Albert Dupuy took advantage of the spread of gas supply 

throughout the French capital and came up with the  

patented vaulted oven design. The cookers have been  

a coveted kitchen appliance since. Thanks to the new 

‘Grand Maman 90’ stove, which measures just 90cm 

across, you can now fit them into smaller kitchens too. 

From £9,530. 0870 789 5107; lacornue.com

FIT FOR  

A KING
Have a right royal sit down 

on one of the National 

Portrait Gallery’s new 

collection of ‘Real Tudors’ 

cushions. In honour of the 

‘Real Tudors: Kings and 

Queens Rediscovered’ 

exhibition (until 1st March), 

these suede-like cushions 

feature renowned Tudor 

figures, from Elizabeth I to 

Thomas More, using iconic 

images from the Portrait 

Gallery’s collection. The 

gallery’s digital artists have 

been at work enhancing the 

colours into rich tones 

befi�ing of the opulence of  

a regal interior. ‘Real Tudors’ 

cushions, £35 each.  

020 7306 0055; npg.org.uk

GORGEOUS GREYS
As we have discovered from the new season’s pale�e, grey 

doesn’t have to mean cold. Among its warmer hues is Edward 

Bulmer’s new ‘Washstop’. Taken from an old Colourman’s 

catalogue, Bulmer describes it as ‘an elegant take on the colour 

of washing up water’. £38 for 2.5l. 01544 388535; potsofpaint.com

Country types
Named a�er the mayflies that  

hang over the River Test in 

summer, Hampshire-based 

Mayfly Vintage grew out of Helen 

Hanson’s passion for collecting 

industrial and French vintage 

pieces on travels across 

Europe with her husband, 

James. Now she has escaped 

the London rat race, she 

splits her time between 

supplying bona fide vintage 

decor to everything from 

international fashion  

shows to local homes,  

and sourcing unusual pieces 

such as these red italic advertising 

letters. At 40cm high they 

certainly make a bold statement. 

Red wooden letters, £20 each. 

07801 199131; mayflyvintage.co.uk
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CORALLED CALM

Statement without 

being standout, Emma 

Bridgewater’s ‘Coral’ design 

for Sanderson is just the 

wallpaper for this season’s 

pastels trend. £45 per m. 

0844 543 9500;  

sanderson-uk.com 

CRANBERRY BLUSH

Save your Valentine’s 

blushes for the 

glassware and serve up 

the chocolates in The Old 

Cinema’s 1930s decorative glass 

bowl, £140. 020 8995 4166; 

theoldcinema.co.uk

A PASTEL PERCH

Industrial-style seating 

loses its hard edge when 

it has pale pink legs like 

Oliver Bonas’s large 

stool, £75. 020 8974 0110; 

oliverbonas.com

DIP-DYE DARLING

Pastels and ombre: 

embrace the two 

trends at once 

with this cushion 

from The French 

Bedroom Company, 

£52. 01444 415430; 

frenchbedroom 

company.co.uk 

ROSE-TINTED GLASS

Jasmine Way’s diamond 

pa�ern jug, £60, is as good 

for flower displays as it is  

for decanting water. 

020 8715 2520;  

jasmineway.co.uk

TICKLED PINK

Inject a girly accent 

into your si�ing 

room with Darlings 

of Chelsea’s ‘Viola’ 

chair, from £699. 

020 7371 5745; 

darlingsof 

chelsea.co.uk

DESIGNS WE LOVE

PRETTY IN PINK

WORD �UP

‘February means getting ready for 

skiing. We have shaken off 

January blues and spend days 

dreaming of delicious coffee up 

the mountains in crisp sunshine.’

TORI�MURPHY

HOMEWARE�DESIGNER

Colourful 
collaboration
Interior design company 

Lane has teamed up with 

the paint experts at Little 

Greene to create a bright 

new limited edition of 

its signature ‘Twin Tone’ 

lampshade made entirely 

from sustainable British 

materials. Using colours 

inspired by 1950s and 

1960s palettes, there are six 

different combinations. With 

so�er shades on the outside 

and stronger tones inside, 

they give your room an extra 

pop of colour whenever 

you flick the switch. ‘Twin 

Tone’ lampshades, £65. 

lanebypost.com

Great Danes
The Danes have an illustrious 

history of furniture design 

– think Hans Wegner and 

Arne Jacobsen – so luxury 

furniture company Wharfside 

had plenty to draw inspiration 

from when creating its 

new retro-inspired Danish 

collection. The firm has 

combined a range of woods 

(ash, walnut, cherry and oak) 

with 1940s-60s Danish design 

to create modern classics such 

as the ‘Open Retro’ cabinet 

(£3,200, le�). 020 7253 3206; 

wharfside.co.uk

NEWS 
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DOMESTIC DIRECTION
Time for a post-new year clean-up? Point the way to the washing 

machine with this distressed industrial sign from Out There 

Interiors. Its cheery vintage look might just provide the inspiration 

you need to put another load on. Laundry arrow wall sign, £39.  

020 8099 7443; outthereinteriors.com

Win iconic Sixties designs
The ‘Verdure’ pattern was designed by Peter Hall for 

Heal’s in 1965 and became its biggest-selling fabric. 

Now it is being revived in modern colourways by 

homeware firm Winter’s Moon. To win a ‘Verdure’ 

cushion and a Sixties-style lamp, send a postcard 

marked ‘Verdure’ with your full contact details to the 

address on p161. 07783 768503; wintersmoon.co.uk

MISCHIEVOUS MOTIFS
Starlit forests and harlequined merrymakers are the focus of Cole & Son’s new  

spring/summer collection. The pa�erns are inspired by a range of literary characters, 

from the Commedia dell’Arte’s Punchinello to Moby Dick. For a so� foliate look, try 

a wall of ‘Secret Garden’, an intermingling of leaves, snails and shells inspired by  

the children’s classic. £78 per 10m roll. 020 8442 8844; cole-and-son.com

LOVE TO GIVE
To coincide with its first year  

of trading antique, industrial  

and vintage homeware, The 

Gi�ed Few has launched a new 

website. The company was born 

of the Charles Eames philosophy 

of believing in the beauty of 

simple things and, when you can 

pick up a pair of these Edwardian 

postcards (still with their original 

messages) turned into circus-

themed prints for £13.95, they 

make accessible gi�s indeed. 

01536 760338; thegi�edfew.com

Antiques speak

LOVING CUP

More for parties than Valentine’s, loving cups 

have two or more handles and are designed 

to be passed from person to person.
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SIX�OF�THE�BEST�MEASURING�JUGS
Time to practise your Pancake Day wrist flicks. Get the right measure of ingredients in an elegant jug

1 White ceramic 1l measuring jug, £26.50, Sophie Conran. 0843 227 1461; sophieconran.com 2 ‘Idealisk’ 1l measuring jug, £5.50, Ikea. 020 3645 0000; 
ikea.com 3 ‘Country’ 1.8l measuring jug, £18, John Lewis. 03456 049049; johnlewis.com 4 Gingham 1l measuring jug by Nigella Lawson, £25, Unique  
& Unity. 0845 605 9699; uniqueandunity.co.uk 5 Polish enamel measuring jug, £13.50, The Vintage Kitchen Store. thevintagekitchenstore.co.uk  
6 White ceramic 1l measuring jug by Garden Trading, £9, Amara. 0800 587 7645; amara.com

Hat trick
‘When Alec Guinness, James 

Stewart and Fred Astaire got home 

in the evening, with a sharp and elegant 

gesture they would throw their hat on to 

anything within reach. So why not a lamp?’ 

says Philippe Starck of his new ‘Chapo’ lamp 

for lighting company Flos (£290). Why not 

indeed? It means you can change the shade on 

this rather sleek design every day – depending 

on the extent of your hat collection, of course. 

020 7681 9933; flos.com

1 2 3

64 5

Mexican heritage
Each item in Maud Interiors’ new ‘Chiapas’ 

collection is made by El Camino de los Altos, 

a not-for-profit cooperative in the highlands of 

Mexico. Each piece is made by Mayan women 

using the pre-15th-century technique of weaving 

on a backstrap loom. ‘Abuela’ cushion cover, £79. 

020 8675 4637; maudinteriors.com

LOOK DOWN
Topps Tiles’ ‘Statement Styles’ 

lookbook provides a wealth of 

ideas for hero flooring, from 

mismatched bathroom tiles to 

geometric Victorian looks. The 

‘Francisco Segerra Salisbury’ 

tile (£12.49 per tile, le�) is 

influenced by 12th-century 

Mediterranean decor. It makes 

an eye-catching contrast to an 

industrial-style kitchen table. 

Or, if you’re feeling brave, why 

not try it on the wall? 0800 

023 4703; toppstiles.co.uk

NEWS 
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FABRIC FABLES
For Bedeck’s new ‘Fable’ range, head of design Julie 

Hall found inspiration at a New York textile dealer. 

Back in the UK with a suitcase of 18th-century 

Japanese prints and tapestry pieces, she drew up 

the designs and recoloured them in a pre�y pale�e 

for spring. From £12. 0845 6030 861; yourfable.com

One for the books
Here’s a novel way to display your reading. Icelandic designer Agustav 

has come up with this suspended bookshelf (£134), from which your 

volumes can hang, supported by wooden plates so they don’t get 

damaged. They’ve been sourced by new homeware company Oates 

& Co, which champions lesser-known designers from Britain and, 

when it is really taken with something, further afield. Each bookshelf 

– handmade from oak – comes with 12 pegs strong enough to hold even 

he�ier hardbacks, which should provide plenty of reading to see you 

through the last of winter. 0843 866 7567; oatesandco.com

CLUB 
CLASSIC
Though furniture design 

company Arlo & Jacob is 

only four months old, its new 

‘Wallis’ armchair has the look 

of a classic. Thanks to its 

fluted back it wouldn’t look 

out of place in the genteel 

interior of a 1930s private 

members’ club, while the 

traditional coil springing 

makes it a comfortable pew 

for a postprandial sit down. 

The company is strong on 

historical shapes – each 

piece is a reinterpretation 

of a time-honoured design – 

and traditional methods of 

making. Every chair it sells 

is handcra�ed from start 

to finish by one person at a 

90-year-old factory in Long 

Eaton, Derbyshire. From 

£685. arloandjacob.com
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Sumptuous sofas and a garden spa are just 
two reasons to visit this foodie escape

INSTANT WEEKEND

THE�PIG�NEAR�BATH�
PENSFORD

On a cold February 

night, what could be 

more welcome to 

the weary traveller 

than the sight of a 

restored Georgian 

manor house glowing with light and warmth? 

The Pig near Bath, which opened in March 2014, 

is based on the winning formula of comfortable 

rooms decorated in a luxurious country-house 

style, a superb restaurant supplied with 

produce from its own kitchen garden, and 

treatment rooms housed in upmarket potting 

sheds (which are more like mini chalets). 

We got into the swing of things by sinking into 

a velvet Chesterfield in a lounge adjoining the 

bar, where we sipped G & Ts in front of the fire 

and admired the chandeliers and antiques. For 

many, the major draw will be the food. The 

restaurant, which boasts a ‘25-mile menu’ (all 

ingredients are sourced within this radius), 

draws in visitors from well beyond the hotel’s 

walls and was buzzing even on a Tuesday night. 

No surprise, given the tempting offers such as 

home oak-smoked haddock and foraged sorrel. 

There was even a wine expert on hand to 

recommend the best tipple to go with your dish.

For your antiques shopping hit, head to nearby  

Bath, home to the Decorative Antiques Fair in 

March (bathdecorativeantiquesfair.co.uk) and a 

fortnightly vintage market at Green Park Station 

(vintageandantiques.co.uk). Other highlights 

include the the Bartlett Street and Old Bank 

antiques centres and the many bric-a-brac  

and independent shops of Walcot Street. 
Double rooms from £139.  

01761 490490; thepighotel.com

NATIONAL 

POTTERY
Emilie Taylor creates Grayson 

Perry-esque pots in classic shapes 

and, in place of the kings and 

dignitaries you might expect, she 

works sgra�toed depictions of 

urban life into the clay. Her 

ceramics start the new year at The 

Arts & Cra�s House in Blackwell, 

recently recipient of a Heritage 

Lo�ery grant, where they will be 

on show from 23rd January to 12th 

April. 01539 446139; blackwell.org.uk

Getting in gear
The Fosse Gallery in Stow-

on-the-Wold will launch its 

2015 season with a centenary 

exhibition of Scottish painter 

William Gear’s works on paper 

from 1st to 21st February. 

The artist had a prodigious 

output and the show, the 

third in a series, will display 

48 bold paintings from the 

latter stages of his career. 

All the works, which take 

inspiration from his surrounds 

first in Paris and later in 

Buckinghamshire, are for sale. 

01451 831319; fossegallery.com

Nature’s design 
Kew Gardens’ annual Orchid 

festival this year celebrates the 

tricksy house plants’ ability 

to ensnare their pollinators. 

Orchids maintain their beauty 

through their own design by 

attracting the right type of 

insect. In order to get the 

correct male pollinator, they 

dress themselves up to appear 

like females of the species. The 

standout display on show in the 

Princess of Wales Conservatory 

between 7th February and 8th 

March will include a giant orchid 

flower made entirely of smaller 

blooms. 020 8332 5655; kew.org
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SMALL FORMS
Jacob Epstein is best known for his 

modernist sculptures, such as Coventry 

Cathedral’s St Michael’s Victory over the 

Devil, but a new exhibition shows a more 

tender side. From 30th January to 10th 

May, ‘Babies and Bloomsbury’ 

at The Foundling Museum 

will showcase Epstein’s 

remarkable depictions  

of children. The 

sculptures and 

drawings focus on his 

1914-27 Bloomsbury 

period – a time in 

which he fathered 

five children, 

including Ki�y 

Epstein, who went on 

to marry Lucian Freud.  

020 7841 3600; 

foundlingmuseum.org.uk

The greatest house you’ve 

never heard of…

Quite. Five miles’ worth of 

corridors, 22 properties on the 

estate, a room for every day of 

the year and the longest facade 

in Europe. The house alone 

covers 2.5 acres, an area even 

bigger than Blenheim Palace, 

Chatsworth or Versailles. 

How did a house on such a 

massive scale come about?

Wentworth Woodhouse was 

built for the 1st Marquess of 

Rockingham in 1735 but it was 

his son, who was twice prime 

minister, who was responsible 

for the mansion’s grandeur. 

In the late 18th century he 

discovered a coalfield in the 

grounds. His money was made 

and the building began.

So what went wrong?

All was well until, a�er World 

War II, a national coal shortage 

led the minister for fuel and 

power to order opencast mining 

in the grounds. The family had 

no choice in the ma�er and the 

estate was dug up right to the 

walls of the house. Subsidence 

due to the mining caused 

dramatic cracks in the baroque 

plasterwork and sinking of the 

floors. Then, a�er the death 

of then-owner the 8th Earl of 

Fitzwilliam in a plane crash with 

his mistress ‘Kick’ Kennedy 

(sister of JFK), the house was 

leased to a polytechnic.

And today?

In 1999 the house was bought 

by former architect Cli�ord 

Newbold, who wanted to 

restore its glories. But with 

£42m needed just for the  

repairs, he’s been forced to  

sell. To rescue Wentworth 

for the nation, Save Britain’s 

Heritage has stepped in with  

a campaign to raise £7m to  

buy the house. If it’s successful, 

together with the National 

Trust, it will open the stunning 

state rooms to the public and 

rent out estate properties.

What a story. How 

can I help?

Even the smallest  

pledges are boosting  

the campaign. To  

find out how to  

donate, go to the  

campaign’s website at  

savebritains 

heritage.org.

ONE�MINUTE 

GUIDE:  

WENTWORTH 

WOODHOUSE

An itch to stitch
Sew Over It – a popular shop for trendy 

haberdashery and sewing fabrics – has 

just opened a second branch in Islington, 

north London. Owner Lisa Comfort 

studied under British designer Bruce 

Oldfield and offers over 30 different 

classes at the new shop – all part of  

her crusade to get the nation stitching.  

020 7326 0376; sewoverit.co.uk
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Browse thousands of luxury wallpapers at

www.wallpapersofdistinction.co.uk

or call us for advice on 0800 327 7592

“A hidden gem of the decorative arts”
Nottinghamshire Today

from



A season for sculpture
In the mid to late 19th century, when travel 

was less affordable, collecting marble casts of 

classical statuary was all the rage. The South 

Kensington Museum (as the V&A was then 

known) held one of the most comprehensive 

collections in its Cast Courts, which have 

reopened a�er a major refurbishment. They are 

the only galleries in the museum that contain 

the same objects as when they first opened. If 

you don’t get your fill of classically inspired casts 

at the V&A (vam.ac.uk), head to Tate Britain 

(tate.org.uk), where there is a major exhibition 

of Victorian sculpture from 25th February. 

Pieces ranging from the Minton factory’s 

stunning earthenware elephant to pieces from 

the 1851 Great Exhibition will be on display.

SEE THE LIGHT
Plique a jour (French for ‘le�ing 

in daylight’) is the glass-like 

enamelling technique used  

on these delicate early 

20th-century teaspoons.  

They will be part of the sparkly 

o�ering on the stand of  

T Robert at The Mere Antiques 

and Fine Art Fair between  

30th January and 1st February. 

To receive two-for-one entry 

to the fair, simply show this 

page of H&A on arrival.  

01797 252030; merefair.com

RENAISSANCE MAN
An iconic Shoreditch pub is the new home of salvaged fire 

surround and reclaimed lighting specialist Renaissance 

London. The company has transformed the old bar and 

neighbouring warehouse into a haven for architectural 

salvage, collected during owner Owen Pacey’s extensive 

travels around the world. 020 7251 8844; renaissancelondon.com

Bedtime story
An ornately carved four-poster bed that vanished for 300 

years has gone on display in its original home at Ordsall 

Hall near Manchester. It disappeared in the 1650s before 

reappearing in the 1930s, when it was sold to cover the 

death duties of a local man. 0161 872 0251; bit.ly/1FY9rUB

Offer
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Terms & conditions 1 Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd. 2 Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding employees of promoter  
or employees (and their immediate families) of the prize suppliers or any other companies associated with the draw. 3 By entering, you agree to be bound by all the  
rules of the promotion. 4 Only one entry per person allowed. Bulk entries made by third parties will not be permi�ed. 5 No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, 
ineligible or fraudulent entries. 6 The prize is as stated. No cash alternative or alternative prize will be o�ered if unsuitable. 7 Prize is non-refundable, non-transferable 
and not for resale. Prize subject to the supplier’s terms and conditions. 9 Closing date for entries is 11:59pm on 4th February 2015. 10 One winning entry will be chosen 
at random from all eligible entries. 11 The prize includes up to 50 square metres of the same carpet complete with underlay and fi�ing. 12 The winner has the option to 
purchase more of the same carpet if required. 13 The winner will be notified of the win within 21 days of the closing date by phone or email. 14 Winners must claim their  
prize within three days of notification. In the event that the winner does not claim their prize within three days, another winner will be drawn at random. 15 The draw is  
final and no correspondence will be entered into. 16 For details of the winner, send an SAE to: FAO Marketing Assistant, Homes & Antiques, Immediate Media Company 
Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN within two months of the closing date. 17 Terms and conditions governed by English Law. 18 Delivery of prize 
will be within a month of the winner being notified. 19 For full terms & conditions visit homesandantiques.com/competitionterms. Immediate Media Company Limited 
(publisher of Homes & Antiques) may use your details to send you o�ers and promotions in accordance with our privacy policy. For details of how to unsubscribe, please  
see this policy at immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy. 

How to enter

Answer the following question:  
What yarn is used in Brockway’s ‘Solar’ 

carpet range?

A 100% wool  B 80% wool/20% nylon  
C Man-made

Enter online at homesandantiques.com  
or send your answer, name, address and 
phone number to: Homes & Antiques, Issue 
265, Brockway Solar Carpet Competition, 
PO Box 501, Leicester, LE94 0AA

O
ne lucky reader can bring  

a unique look to their home 

with a beautiful wool-rich, 

twist-pile Brockway carpet that’s 

exclusive to them. Win this competition 

and you can pick a luxurious carpet 

from Brockway’s classic collection 

‘Solar’ range, with its exclusive colour 

matching service. You can choose 

from 64 on-trend plain colours or pick 

a colour of your own as Brockway can 

match virtually any colour reference. 

This special prize includes up to 50 

square metres of carpet in your home, 

plus underlay and fi�ing.

Brockway’s heritage of great British 

cra�smanship spans 50 years, during 

which time the Kidderminster-based 

company has continually improved 

its lovingly produced, hand-finished 

carpets, which today are made with 

the latest environmentally aware 

technology and the finest raw materials.  

Visit brockway.co.uk to find out more

WIN!�A�PERSONALISED�COLOUR�
MATCHED�CARPET�MAKEOVER

We’re celebrating Brockway Carpets’ 50th anniversary by giving you the chance to win  
a colour matched carpet to coordinate with your home, from neutrals to bold brights

£3,000

WIN!
LUXURY�CARPET 

WORTH

COMPETITION 
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Victorian-inspired homeware store Closet & Botts celebrates 

its first birthday this month – although co-owners (and 

old school friends) Chloe Shearing and Harriet Maxwell 

have done such a good job of making the shop their own it 

feels as if it’s been there for years. ‘We like to make it a place 

where people can imagine how they might have things in 

their home,’ says Chloe. The idea for the store was dreamed 

up on a trip to Italy, during which Chloe (nicknamed 

‘Closet’) and Harriet (‘Botts’) were distracted from the 

classical monuments by the flea markets. Though they went 

back to their jobs for a few years – Harriet was a display 

artist for Anthropologie and Chloe worked in a patisserie  

– they eventually found the ideal premises in Lewes. ‘It was 

a pharmacy for 50 years,’ says Chloe. ‘Now and again a local 

person comes in and tells us about the history.’ These days, 

the apothecary bottles on the shelves are antique and there’s 

a mixture of vintage enamelware, 19th-century French 

tables and new pieces such as scented candles hand-poured 

into jars. ‘We don’t want to categorise things into “vintage” 

and “new”,’ says Harriet. ‘It’s about mixing it together.’

Need to Know… GET IN THE VAN Harriet and Chloe’s first purchase was a white Transit van for their flea market 

trips. ‘We call her the Pearly Queen!’ says Chloe H&A LOVES The 19th-century weights and measures poster behind  

the counter CONTACT Closet & Bo�s, 196 High Street, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 2NS. 01273 945398; closetandbo�s.comW
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School friends who set up a Victorian-inspired homeware store

Chloe Shearing & Harriet Maxwell
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DON’T�MISS�THIS�FANTASTIC�OFFER

SUBSCRIBE�TODAY

WHAT TO EXPECT EVERY ISSUE

HOMES Every issue is 
packed with inspiring 
ideas for your home

ANTIQUES Discover the 
world of antiques, from 
silver to earthenware jugs

FAIRS The best antiques 
fairs every month, plus 
receive cut-price entry

 H&A�SUBSCRIPTION�ORDER�FORM
Complete the order form and send to  
Homes & Antiques magazine, FREEPOST  
SEA5894, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME9 8DF

YOUR�DETAILS (essential)

Title   First name      

Surname       

Address       

      

   Postcode    

Home telephone number     

Mobile telephone number     

Email address     

OTHER�PAYMENTS

For a year’s subscription (12 issues)

Q�UK cheque/credit card – £35.90 for 12 issues  

Q�Europe – £48.20 for 12 issues  Q�ROW – £67.60 for 12 issues

Q�I enclose a cheque made payable to Immediate Media Co  

Bristol Ltd for £                    

DEBIT/CREDIT�CARD����Visa Q�Mastercard Q�Maestro Q

QQQQ�QQQQ�QQQQ�QQQQ��
Issue no (Maestro only) QQ�QQ�
Valid from QQ�QQ�Expiry date QQ�QQ

Signature               Date    

HAP���

Offer ends 4th February 2015  *Bonus gift only available to UK residents paying by 
Direct Debit. Stock is subject to availability and Homes & Antiques magazine reserves the 
right to substitute the gift. Please allow 28 days for delivery of your gift. If you cancel within 
two weeks of receiving your fourth issue, you will pay no more than £5. Your subscription 
will start with the next available issue.

Instructions to your bank or building society  
to pay by Direct Debit

Name of bank       

Address       

   Postcode    

Name(s) of account holder(s)           

Signature      Date  

Reference number (internal use only)

Bank/building society account number                Branch sort code

Originator’s identification number

7 1 0 6 4 4

Please pay Immediate Media Company Bristol Ltd 
debits from the account detailed in this instruction 
subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct 
Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction 
may remain with Immediate Media Company 
Bristol Ltd and, if so, details will be passed 
electronically to my bank/building society.

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit mandates from some types of account

Q��I would like to subscribe to Homes & Antiques magazine

PAYMENT�OPTIONS

Q UK Direct Debit – 5 issues for just £5. Then  
continue at just £16.75 every 6 issues by Direct  
Debit saving 30% (please complete  
the mandate below)

Your personal information will be used as set out in our privacy policy, which can be viewed 

at immediate.co.uk/privacy-policy

SAVE  
25%

SAVE  
30%

PLUS  
BONUS GIFT
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Subscribe to 

Homes & Antiques today

and get 5 issues for £5* plus a BONUS BOOK

Subscribe online today at

OR�CALL�OUR�ORDER�HOTLINE�ON� �0844 844 0255 

YOUR�SPECIAL 

SUBSCRIBER�PACKAGE

Z Try your first 5 issues for just £5* 
plus receive a copy of Miller’s Field 

Guide: Porcelain (worth £7.99)

Z Continue at just £16.75 every 6 
issues by Direct Debit – saving 30% 

Z Enjoy exclusive subscriber-only 
pages every quarter

Z Receive every 
issue direct to 
your door with 
free UK delivery

Z Never miss an 
issue of your 
favourite magazine 

Please quote

HAP���

 �
Lines open Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm. Calls to this number from a BT landline will cost no more than 5p per minute. Calls from any other providers may vary.

buysubscriptions.com/homesandantiques/HAP���

Worth

£7.99
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CONTACT�DETAILS�
��ʟ��ʜ�ɴ��01228 406320
���ɪʟ�enquiries@hhauctionrooms.co.uk
��ʙ�ɪ�� hhauctionrooms.co.uk

H&H Auction Rooms is one of the longest established auction houses in the north of England. 
It traces its roots in Carlisle back to 1890 when the firm was founded by HE Winter

H&H�AUCTION�ROOMS

S
tephen Farthing, auctioneer with H&H Auction Rooms, 

continues the push with raising the fun in the ever-

popular weekly sales in Carlisle. The level of business  

has doubled since the spring, largely down to confidence 

in the long-established saleroom. The 150 years of auctioneering  

has helped H&H Auction Rooms gain a great reputation, and its 

philosophy of ‘we sell anything’ has been taken to the core of the 

business, so every week customers new and old are responding to  

the packed saleroom. Over 700 lots will sell at a rate of 200 lots per 

hour so, to stand a chance, bidders act quickly.

Highlights from the auction house’s winter programme included 

two west Cumberland marriage plates, which achieved a record price 

of £1,750. Two telephone bidders were trying to outdo each other on 

the day. The two hand-decorated and glazed plates had been with a 

west Cambrian family for many generations and date back to 1724. It 

was the tradition to celebrate with such items, which were decorated 

with the couple’s initials (hence the I, B and A on one of the plates, 

pictured right). With only slight damage to one plate, they represent  

a slice of local history from nearly 300 years ago.

The image of the sailing vessel (top left) is of the Ann Wise. It was 

built in Whitehaven and the master at the time was David Smith. 

Records differ slightly but the owners were certainly the Gaitskell 

family from west Cumbria. The picture is reverse-painted on glass 

and is a rare naive painting of a Cambrian ship passing the Dutch 

port of Flushing. It sold for £1500 and the new owner will keep the 

painting in west Cumbria.

We don’t think the bidder was really buying this little Tri-ang  

pedal car for Christmas (top right) but it would have made a great 

surprise for his son, had he not been at the auction when his dad  

spent over £300 on this blast from the 1960s.

Other recent activity has seen H&H Auction Rooms raise over 

£2,000 for a local hospice when a benefactor gave 30 lots of oriental 

reproductions to sell on its behalf. Lots included a full set of armour, 

a 5ft-tall teak Buddha and a life-size terracotta warrior.

H&H’s spring sales are already planned and stock arrives each day. 

H&H Auction Rooms is exclusively offering Homes & Antiques 

readers an unmissable offer of half-price sellers commission: 10 per 

cent (plus VAT) instead of the usual 20 per cent. So if you want to be 

part of one of the fastest growing auction rooms, simply telephone 

Stephen Farthing on 01228 406320 to discuss your requirements.

This Tri-ang  
pedal car sold  
for over £300

ʟ����You could even find a life-
size terraco�a warrior for sale
�ʙ��� This marriage plate, which 
sold recently, dates from 1724

This picture of the 
Ann Wise was sold 
recently at H&H 
Auctions Rooms

ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURE
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Crafty folk

1 Rothschild & Bickers pendant light, £450, Heal’s. 020 7896 7451; heals.co.uk 2 ‘Åkerkulla’ rug, £35, Ikea. 020 3645 0000; ikea.com 3 ‘Folk’ mugs, £16.99 for three, 
The Oak Room. 01707 257175; oakroomshop.co.uk 4 ‘Folklore’ co�ee pot, £21.50, Berry Red. 0845 450 3937; berryred.co.uk 5 Verdigris metal wreath, £13.95, 
Dotcomgi�shop. 020 8746 2473; dotcomgi�shop.com 6 ‘Floral’ and ‘Animal’ embroided cushions, £33.95 each, Myakka. 0345 460 3122; myakka.co.uk 7 ‘Folk’ 
cross-stitch rug, £120, Oliver Bonas. 020 8974 0110; oliverbonas.com 8 ‘Kitu’ ceramic hooks, £12.95 each, Nkuku. 01803 866847; nkuku.com 9 ‘Folk’ box, £20, 
Plümo. 020 8889 9945; plumo.com 10 1970s Bitossi cat, £50, Ruby in the Dust Vintage. 020 8449 7591; rubyinthedust.co.uk 11 ‘Que�a’ chair, £1,425, Barker  
& Stonehouse. 0333 355 9351; barkerandstonehouse.co.uk 12 ‘Antonia’ chest of drawers, £1,295, Graham & Green. 020 8987 3700; grahamandgreen.co.uk

Vibrant floral designs, handcra�ed touches and playful use of colour  
all come together to create this eclectic folk story for interiors

Vintage
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A Week of Pearls                
HALF PRICE £49.50!
New Year Offer. Expires 14th February 2015 (Valentine’s Day)

To order call  01908 523155
www.pearlcompany.co.uk enter code HAJ14 at checkout

HAJ14
From time to time, we may make our mailing list available to other carefully selected companies. 
If you do not wish to receive other direct mail please tick.

 I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to:  The Pearl Company
 Write your name & address on the back and send it to: 
 The Pearl Company, Unit 6 Fern� eld Farm, Near Mursley, Milton Keynes MK17 0PR

 Please debit my Card No:                                                                                                                                           

Switch/Maestro Issue No:                    Extra Security No:                             

Start Date:                /                  Expiry Date:                /                

Signature:                                                                                 Date:                                                    

UK Standard Delivery FREE 

Guaranteed Next Day Delivery £8.95 

Europe £9.95 • Rest of the World £11.95

MR, MRS, MS                      INITIALS        SURNAME                                                                                                                      

ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                 POSTCODE                                                                          

DAY TEL NO.                                                                                                                                                                                    

E�MAIL                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

(Last 3 Digits on 
Signature Strip) 

Delivery

TOTAL

 Style          Description                                               Colour           Qty      Price             Total

E710   Week of Pearls              -           £49.50

A208  Clip-On Converters                    £5.00

FREE  
P&P

90 DAY
GUARANTEE

No questions 
asked

Clip-on Earring Converters

Bring a whole new lease of life to your earring 

collection with these fabulous clip-on earring 

converters.  You can easily convert these stud 

earrings into clip-ons simply by pushing the stud 

earring post into the hole on the converter.  

Available in gold plate or silver plate.

STYLE A208  Clip-on Converters  £5

Free 52 page Catalogue 

Timeless and elegant, pearl necklaces and earrings have always added that touch of sophistication 

ERH� WX]PI� XS� ER]�SYX½�X��3YV�[MRXIV� GSPPIGXMSR�SJ� WXYRRMRK�[LMXI� ERH� GSPSYVIH� TIEVP� RIGOPEGIW��

stud and clip-on earrings, bracelets and much much more will surely take your breath away. 

Call 01908 523155 for your FREE catalogue or visit www.pearlcompany.co.uk

 

A Week of Pearl Earrings  

A beautifully presented box set of 7 pairs of freshwater button pearl earrings. 

These stunning 8mm pearls are presented in a delightful array of colours: 

black, white, pink, dove, cerise, mulberry and turquoise - all set with sterling 

silver posts and scrolls. Classical elegance at an unbeatable price!  

STYLE E710  A Week of Pearls  £99  HALF PRICE £49.50! 
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Layer raw materials such as wood, wool and clay to give your rooms  
a pared-back, calming beauty that’s in harmony with nature

Natural selection

1 ‘Marrakech’ rug, from £710, Kelaty. 020 8207 0208; kelaty.com 2 Alpaca throw in taupe and coral, £165, Sophie Allport. 0845 0177 866;  
sophieallport.com 3 ‘Lineas’ lambswool cushion, £50, Decorator’s Notebook. 0845 474 1747; decoratorsnotebook.co.uk 4 Bank of pine drawers,  

c1820, £490, Spencer Swa�er. 01903 882132; spencerswa�er.co.uk 5 ‘Kubus’ fruit bowl, £104, Nordic Elements. 07730 431546; nordicelements.com  

6 Terraco�a crockery range, £15-£22, Reiko Kaneko. 01782 311668; reikokaneko.co.uk 7 Ra�an square baskets, from £59.95, Nkuku. 01803 866847;  
nkuku.com 8 Mathers & Hirst ‘Whitstable’ cradle sofa, £2,595, Heal’s. 020 7896 7451; heals.co.uk 9 ‘Heavy’ desk lamp, £384, Decode.  

020 8988 9124; decode.london 10 ‘Nomad’ jug, £19.50, Marks & Spencer. 0845 609 0200; marksandspencer.com
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For a FREE colour brochure call 01443 771222
or visit us online www.thomaslloyd.co.uk

Chesterfield
3 seater 

was £1299 -
now £889

Over 30 years in the making
Direct from the factory quality leather sofas and chairs

100%
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

21 day
home trial

DELIVERING
CRAFTSMANSHIP

& QUALITY

Since 1981

5
YEAR FRAME
GUARANTEE

2 years
other materials

JANUARY SALE NOW ON

Great British Sofas

www.couch.co.uk

01495 717170

10% OFF
EVERYTHING IN JANUARY



DECORATING

The beauty  

of collecting

What kind of collector are 

you? Fritz Karch explains 

to Alice Hancock the 

impulses that drive us to 

amass our treasures and 

how they are best displayed

�FEBRUARY������H&A����

When collecting with a 
colour in mind, contrast 
your pieces against a 
neutral se�ing so that 
they stand out
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‘C
ollecting is a universal passion,’ says Fritz  

Karch, co-author of the new book Collected: 

Living with the Things You Love and a lifetime 

collector of everything from souvenir spoons  

to interesting rocks.

If there’s one person who knows about collections, it’s  

Fritz. He spent many years working as collecting editor at 

Martha Stewart Living magazine in the US and now runs  

his own antiques shop in New Jersey. He’s also a collecting 

addict: ‘I shop at least once a week,’ he admits.

The beauty of collecting is that it is entirely democratic. 

Collected celebrates seekers of the rarest assemblies of 

majolica and old master drawings right through to the man 

who saves a handful of sand from every beach he visits or the 

woman who amassed over 30,000 teabags which, stored in 

suitcases in her studio, have a surprising beauty all of their own.

For those of us with a more modest selection of objects 

– a shelf of enamelware, perhaps, or a set of old prints – the 

book is a bible of inspiration for display. ‘As well as show an 

incredible history of cra�smanship, it was our goal to get 

people not to be afraid of using their collections,’ Fritz says. 

In order to do this, Fritz and co-author Rebecca Robertson 

(also from the Martha Stewart Living stable) characterised 15 

di�erent collecting impulses – those driven to collect a certain 

colour of object, people who seek animal-themed pieces or 

others who hunt for the rarest, largest or, conversely, tiniest 

items – from which we’ve taken five to show you here. 

And if Fritz could give just one tip for displaying a collection? 

‘Start with your favourite pieces but think about scale and 

pale�e as you add to it. It’s about editing.’

So which kind of collector are you? Read on to discover  

what category you fall into…

THE MINIATURIST

Fritz identifies himself as a miniaturist. ‘It’s 

incredibly practical in that when you have 

this commitment to collecting, it makes 

it easy to transport. I also think there’s a 

wonderment of miniaturization. It’s much 

more di�cult to weave a basket or create a 

pot on such a tiny scale. There’s a nostalgia 

for childhood too, when everything you own 

is a miniature of the real world.’

He has a collection of miniature chairs, 

which grew out of an increasing lack of 

space to house his cherished full-size  

chairs. ‘I love chairs but I had to start 

hanging them on the wall because I ran  

out of space,’ he explains. ‘A doll’s house 

chair doesn’t take up nearly as much room. 

One table can hold an entire apartment 

building full of furniture.

‘Isolate small pieces so they are  

all together in one place,’ Fritz advises. 

‘Miniature pieces are so small and fragile 

that if one on its own got crushed by a  

book, say, you might not notice it.’

ʀɪɢʜ��Fritz began collecting chairs made from 
scraps and old cigar boxes but soon became 
interested in tiny versions of Bauhaus and post-
war designs ���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��Miniatures are ideal for 
small urban homes or if you move around a lotD
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‘A doll’s house chair doesn’t take up 
as much room. One table can hold an 
apartment building full of furniture’
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DECORATING

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ� The Victorians 
were keen on pasting paper 
ephemera into closets and onto 
folding screens as this playing card 
aficionado has ʀɪɢʜ��Collecting 
one colour or suit of playing card is 
a good way to theme a collection

‘This harks back to the gatherer impulse in our hunter-gatherer ancestry. 

These are the people that need the most security. They want the fullest cave’

THE MAXIMALIST

‘We found two separate 

impulses within this category,’ 

says Fritz. ‘There are people 

who want the largest ever  

made who are the opposite  

of the miniaturist. They don’t 

want dinky precious things. 

They want a giant piece with  

the most impact. 

‘Then there are the people 

that just love more is more is 

more. They are insatiable in 

trying to learn an entire world  

or genre. This harks back to  

the gatherer impulse in our 

hunter-gatherer ancestry.  

These are the people that  

need the most security. They 

want the fullest cave.

‘If you fit into this category 

make sure you isolate and 

choose a spot that is practical  

to display your collection.  

The Rothschilds, for example,  

used to put all their most  

precious ceramics inside  

their fireplaces. Though it  

helps to have a lot of space,  

it’s about responding to the 

room. Does it have cupboards? 

Does it have windows? You  

have to be creative about  

where the unused spaces  

are. Say you have a spare 

wardrobe, you could turn  

it into a miniature museum.’

�FEBRUARY������H&A����
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THE EXCEPTIONALIST

To be an exceptionalist is to 

chase a�er the rarest or the 

most extreme of a particular 

object. ‘The exceptionalist is  

like many advanced collectors. 

Each piece has to be in the  

best condition or the most 

desirable,’ Fritz says.

‘It is also a practical thing. 

You can’t keep buying more and 

more so you want to have the 

best or most unusual piece. Like 

an athlete driven to beat their 

time, it’s self-competition.’

As with the 18th-century 

owners of cabinets of 

curiosities, exceptionalists 

take their collections seriously. 

‘They tend not to have young 

families with wild children,’ 

Fritz says. ‘There’s a big trend 

for collecting old shop display 

racks. They’re practical for 

collectors because you can 

keep a whole collection safe.

‘Making a display on a wall 

(like this one, right) is another 

great way to keep things out  

of the way. I’d recommend 

laying the pieces out on the 

floor and playing around with 

the arrangement before you 

hang it up.’

‘The exceptionalist is like many advanced collectors. Each piece has to  

be the most desirable. You want to have the best or most unusual piece’

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��English majolica is 
the most sought-a�er and o�en 
adorned fashionable Victorian 
glasshouses as ceramic is immune 
to moisture ʀɪɢʜ��Risk of accident 
in the kiln when firing large pieces 
makes them more preciousC
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���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��Defining a space by 
juxtaposing strong colours is known 
as colour blocking and is a favourite 
trick of stylists ʀɪɢʜ��If you collect 
objects in one colour, create variety 
by bringing together di�erent 
shapes and surface textures

‘Contrasting your pieces with a neutral is a smart choice. You can contrast 

things against a very dark environment or against something very light’

THE COLOURIST

‘Colour is a very strong 

motivator,’ says Fritz. ‘People 

can get very passionate about 

living with a certain colour.  

One collector, whose collection 

of dice we photographed, was 

interesting because he had a 

particular pale�e. Everything  

he collected was either 

black, red or ivory or some 

combination of the three.

‘This is one for the decorator. 

Contrasting your pieces with 

a neutral is a smart choice 

whether it’s dark or light. And 

remember that many colours 

including brown and dark blue 

can act as neutrals. You can 

contrast things against a very 

dark environment so they are 

silhoue�ed and beautiful or 

against something very light.

‘Extreme combinations, 

if you’re more sophisticated 

with colour, can be equally 

incredible. I saw a room once 

where all the furniture was 

white, all the accessories were 

red and they had painted 

the room lavender. It was a 

spectacular sight. 

‘In terms of the actual pieces 

you collect, focus is helpful in 

terms of display and colour is a 

good way to do this. If you buy 

randomly, it’s very hard to put 

everything together. There has 

to be a defining factor.’
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READER OFFER

Homes & Antiques readers can purchase 

Collected: Living with the Things You Love 

by Fritz Karch and Rebecca Robertson 

(published by Abrams) at the special price 

of £22 (usual price £25), including free 

P&P in the UK (charges apply for overseas 

orders). To purchase your copy, please call 

01903 828503 and quote reference 50514.

THE MACHINIST

‘The antiques world is just like the 

fashion world in that it thrives o� the 

next new idea,’ says Fritz. ‘25 years 

ago it was architectural fragments 

when country houses were being torn 

down. Now it’s factories. All these 

unbelievable utilitarian industrial 

things with patinas from years of  

use by the same man or woman at  

the same workstation are appearing 

on the market.

‘The new generation of collectors 

are fascinated by what is strange 

technology to them, such as an old 

camera or typewriter. This trend 

really addresses the new appetite 

for what we might think of as the 

basic inventions of the 20th century 

but that have now become exotic 

wonderments.

‘Generally machinists are fascinated 

by how things work. Because the 

objects are obsolete they become  

like miniature sculptures. Spacing 

and the juxtaposition of scale are 

important in this category. 

‘A lot of the a�raction is also in the 

material – the durability, shininess 

and patina of metal. To make sure 

machines don’t look too brutal when 

you display them, oppose them with 

something so�.’

�ʙ����The German collector of these toasters had nearly 700 in total. He only kept  
122 out in a perfect grid on his shelves so that each one had the space to breathe but  
the overall impact was still impressive

‘The new generation of collectors are fascinated by what is strange technology 

to them… basic inventions have become exotic wonderments’
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SAVE UP 

TO 24% 

ON TICKETS 

FOR MADAM 

BUTTERFLY 
Experience this spectacular production of  
Puccini’s masterpiece when it returns to  
London’s Royal Albert Hall this year

Terms & conditions This o�er is subject to availability, does not apply to tickets already purchased and cannot be used in conjunction with any other o�er or discount.  

O�er closes 31st January 2015. O�er valid on performances on 3rd, 4th, 5th, 10th, 11th and 13th March 2015 only and all other performances are excluded. O�er applies  

to selected stalls, front choir and front circle seats only and excludes all other ticket prices. Tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded. *Prices include a transaction  

processing fee (£2.50 per ticket) and card-handling fee (2% of total transaction) on all telephone or online bookings.

S
ince its world premiere 

at the Royal Albert 

Hall in February 1998, 

this sensational production 

of Puccini’s masterpiece has 

le� an indelible impression 

on over 400,000 people and 

received the highest critical 

acclaim wherever it has been 

performed. Due to huge popular 

demand, this spectacular staging 

of Madam Bu�erfly returns to 

London and, by taking advatage 

of this special o�er and booking 

your seats before 31st January, 

you can save over £10 per ticket 

on selected performances of this 

astounding production.

Once more, the floor of 

the Royal Albert Hall will be 

flooded to create David Roger’s 

stunning design that sees Madam 

Bu�erfly’s house perched 

on stilts above a traditional 

Japanese water garden.

No opera can match the 

tragedy and sorrow of Puccini’s 

Madam Bu�erfly. Set in Japan  

at the turn of the  

20th century, this tale 

of the doomed love of an 

American naval o�cer and his 

young Japanese bride inspired 

Puccini to write some of his 

most sublime music – music that 

weaves together the di�ering 

cultures of the east and west.

The magnificent love duet  

and Bu�erfly’s solo One Fine 

Day, in which she expresses 

her belief that Pinkerton will 

return, are just two of the 

highlights. And when Pinkerton 

does eventually return with his 

American wife, Bu�erfly realises 

she has been betrayed and the 

opera moves to its powerful, 

tragic conclusion.

O�er valid on:  

3rd, 4th, 5th, 10th, 11th and 13th 

March 2015

Standard stalls tickets:  

£71.86, £48.40, £42.28*

O�er prices:  

£61.66, £38.20, £32.08*

how to book

To book, call the box o�ce on�����

����������quoting ‘Puccini Offer’ 
or book online at royalalberthall.com 
and enter 17923 when prompted.
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The French mirror above the 
fireplace in the Vernons’ living 
room dates from c1870, while 
the wooden console table 
was made from a 19th-century 
French armoire, topped with 
reclaimed wood. The two 
matching side tables are  
both 19th-century

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����
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French dressing
Collette Vernon has made her home in the wing 

of a Victorian manor house and filled it with  

a mix of antiques from across the Channel 

FEATURE JO LEEVERS  PHOTOGRAPHS BRENT DARBY 

HOMES 



�ʙ����An old stone urn is partnered by contemporary ceramic vases  
and a collection of antique horns, reflecting Colle�e’s original approach  
to styling ���ɪɴɢ���ɢ� The sweeping staircase in the entrance hall is 
a grand a�air that works as both a play zone for sons Sonny, Beau and 
Bastien and an art gallery space, featuring work by Jay Crowther and  
a huge mural from Surface View

F
or someone who lives amid a casual grandeur that could 

hail straight from a Bordeaux chateau, Collette Vernon 

has a refreshingly down-to-earth attitude. She exudes an 

air of not quite believing her luck in landing this home, 

while her ‘been in the family for generations’ French style has been 

artfully drawn together from dawn trips to fairs across the Channel. 

Not so long ago, the family were living in a Victorian semi in 

south-east London, until the spectre of redundancy from her City 

job delivered one of life’s wake-up calls. With three young sons, she 

and her husband Cliff decided it was an opportunity to up sticks 

from London and for Collette to try turning her lifelong hobby 

of antique hunting into a full-time job. ‘Trawling flea markets 

THE 

ESSENTIALS

�ʜ����ɴ�ʀ 

Colle�e Vernon, 

who runs online 

store The 

Vintage Trader, lives here with husband Cli�, who 

heads up the contemporary art division for a fine 

art shipping company. The couple have three sons, 

Sonny (eight) and twins Bastien and Beau (five).

�ʜ���ʀ���ʀ�ʏ The family live in a wing of a 

Victorian manor house near East Grinstead. There 

is a kitchen, drawing room, TV snug, utility room and 

study on the ground floor and a master suite, three 

bedrooms and a family bathroom on the first floor. 

Colle�e has a workroom and showroom in the a�ic.

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



‘Trawling flea markets and fairs 

became a bit of escapism for me 

when I was working in the City’

HOMES 





and fairs became a bit of escapism for me when I was working in 

the City,’ she says. ‘During holidays I would hunt out the nearest 

brocante and, every time we had a weekend away, the trip would 

inevitably involve seeking out little antiques shops.’

Fast-forward two years and Collette now runs The Vintage 

Trader, an online store selling antiques and decorative items with a 

cool, contemporary edge. And the family have moved into the wing 

of a manor house, complete with statement fireplaces and reams of 

oak panelling, giving her the best possible backdrop for her wares. 

The couple fell for the house from the moment they first turned into 

its crunchy gravel drive. ‘It seemed ridiculous that this place wasn’t 

on for much more than our London semi,’ remembers Collette. 

A CLOSER LOOK

Brocanting in France 

Two of Colle�e’s favourite haunts in France  

are the Montpellier and Lille flea markets.  

‘I o�en go with my sister and I’d advise anyone 

doing a big fair or market to go with a sibling or 

a good friend,’ says Colle�e. ‘It’s good to get 

an honest second opinion and share the highs 

and lows. Not to mention the carrying.’ Working 

out when to arrive (early, while it’s still dark) is 

one of the lessons Colle�e learned the hard 

way. Other fair-shopping tips include wearing 

comfortable shoes, taking a good torch and at 

least knowing your numbers in French: ‘Those, 

I’ve become good at,’ she says, ‘because in the 

end it comes down to the deal.’ 

‘During holidays I would hunt out the nearest brocante and, every time we 

had a weekend away, the trip would involve seeking out little antiques shops’

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��A portrait painting and a vintage feather headdress make  
a striking arrangement in the drawing room. The drinks trolley dates  
from 1950, while the marble-topped bu�et is French, c1900 �ʙ���﹐�ʟ��� 
A gli�ering crystal sconce hangs over a dark painting by Stephen Mackey. 
The nest of tables to the right of Colle�e are mid-century �ʙ���﹐�ʀɪɢʜ��
The antique French chandelier creates drama in the drawing room

HOMES 
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The family’s dining table is 
from Ardingly Antiques & 
Collectors Fair and has been 
teamed with a vintage bench 
and an Eames ‘DSR’ chair. The 
vintage Sanderson wallpaper 
was there when they moved in

‘I start with decorative antiques and then 

add quirky or contemporary touches, such  

as pink flamingos or art with a playful side’

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



The Clive Christian kitchen 
was already installed but 

works well with Colle�e’s 
decorative furniture. A pair  

of delicate pink flamingos  
from Paperchase injects  

a dash of humour

HOMES 



Get the look

1 ‘Provencal Charm Shabby Chic’ bedside table, £195, The French Bedroom Company 2 ‘Oxford’ o�oman, £395, Alison at Home  

3 Pink flamingo, £35, Bonnie & Bell 4 Vintage Italian bar cart, £1,468, 1st Dibs 5 ‘Varese’ cushion, £59, Designers Guild 6 Lead-e�ect  

urn, £75, Catesbys 7 ‘Fabienne’ wallpaper, £52 per roll, Sanderson D For stockist information see page 161

1

2

3

4

5

Much of Collette’s stock is displayed around the house and 

customers can visit by appointment to view it. But, first and 

foremost, this is a family home for the couple and their sons Sonny, 

Beau and Bastien. As far as the boys are concerned, the move simply 

means they now have the best house ever for indoor football and 

hide and seek: ‘They can disappear for hours,’ says Collette. 

As the place is three times the size of the family’s previous home, 

they had plenty of space to fill when they moved here. ‘What’s 

more,’ says Collette, ‘the height of the rooms demands more 

substantial and quality pieces – you can’t just pop to Ikea for  

a quick fix, it wouldn’t really work.’ 

Collette has a particular love for the faded grandeur of old  

French chateau pieces. Antique French mirrors, chandeliers  

and mid-century drinks trolleys have become her signature style  

– with a dash of the unusual (think French postal horns, Fornasetti 

plates and Seventies disco mirrors) thrown in for good measure. ‘It’s 

all about the mix,’ she explains. ‘I start with decorative antiques and 

then add quirky or contemporary touches, such as fluorescent pink 

flamingos or art with a playful side.’ So in the grand stairwell, an 

18th-century masterpiece, courtesy of Surface View, has a face-off 

with giant picture featuring a panda’s head by Jay Crowther.

Similarly, in the drawing room, Louis XV flourishes and 

sparkling chandeliers play to the gracious symmetry and scale but 

are partnered by witty House of Hackney wallpaper. ‘On the one 

side it’s pure grandeur, on the other you have a troupe of monkeys 

playing the accordion,’ says Collette. ‘Without that contrast, I’d 

worry that I’d end up waking up in Miss Haversham’s house.’  

Visit Collette’s online shop at thevintagetrader.co.uk

6

ʟ����A bath from The Cast Iron Bath Company adds 
hotel-style luxury to the master bedroom �ʙ��� In the 
master bedroom, a Surface View mural keeps watch  
over the Loaf bed, while gilt frames prove beautiful 
enough in their own right

7
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Showrooms:   Bristol 0117 923 8915   Cambridge 01223 460377   Cheltenham 01242 512087   Chester 01244 343438   Guildford 01483 537717
NEW Harrogate 01423 531073   Kendal (concession) 01539 720400   Leamington Spa 01926 334506   London W1 020 7629 2019

Manchester 0161 834 7466   Marlow 01628 481114   St Albans 01727 845828   Tunbridge Wells 01892 536286   Witney 01993 776682

All showrooms open Sundays during the Sale.

For our brochure call 01993 893130.  Visit our website: www.wesley-barrell.co.uk

Now is the perfect time to 

buy the perfect sofa.

Wesley-Barrell has been at the forefront of British sofa design and craftsmanship 

for over a century. And now you can enjoy the perfect sofa at Sale prices.

 WINTER 

SALE
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THE�CUTTING�EDGE
Icelandic artist Kristjana S Williams combines old-world  

images from antique books, maps and archives with the latest  

printing technology to create fantastical collage worlds
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Kristjana works on a collage in her 
London studio. The walls behind 
are papered with one of her 
colourful designs, and the sofa is 
upholstered in her eccentric, ornate 
fabrics. ‘This studio is like a living 
version of my mind,’ she reveals

ANTIQUES�OF�THE�FUTURE



N
estled in the heart of London’s 

Turnham Green stands a grand 

Victorian house. Behind the smart 

front door, the interior resembles 

the home of a 19th-century natural historian: 

fascinating ephemera and ornaments fill every 

available space, creating a weird and wonderful 

world where plastic lobsters sit alongside life-size 

flamingo statues, globes perch on marble fire 

surrounds and theatrical, feathery masks dangle 

from gilt-framed mirrors.

Sitting on a throne-like sofa at the centre of  

this beautiful, maximalist realm is Icelandic 

designer Kristjana Williams, who is wearing 

glitter-covered trainers and leafing through a 

book of bird engravings by Victorian illustrator 

Edward Lear. ‘When I launched my studio in 

2012, I started out in a tiny room in Fulham, so 

when we moved here it seemed enormous,’ she 

says, in her gentle, Scandinavian accent. ‘We’ve 

already outgrown it, so we’re moving to  

a much larger industrial space soon.’

It’s no wonder Kristjana’s studio is packed to 

the rafters – her business is expanding rapidly. 

Her new range of upholstered furniture only  

went into Hong Kong’s luxury department store 

Lane Crawford in spring 2014 and it’s already the 

shop’s second best-selling collection. Meanwhile, 

her quirky cushions, globes and wallpapers are 

stocked at top boutiques, including Liberty and 

Paul Smith; she’s collaborated with the likes of  

the Victoria and Albert Museum and The Map 

House; and her intricate fine art collages have 

been commissioned by prestigious clients such  

as The Connaught hotel, for which she recently 

produced an award-winning giant collage.

A surge in creativity

All of this is even more impressive when  

you consider she only launched her own label in 

2012, after eight years of running Beyond the 

Valley – a thriving designer-maker gallery off 

Carnaby Street that she co-founded in 2003 with 

two friends from Central Saint Martins college. 

‘As much as I loved Beyond the Valley, all of my 

energy went on the business side and my own 

work was neglected,’ she says. ‘People are 

surprised at the quantity I’ve produced in the  

past three years but I had so many ideas stored  

up in my brain and now they’re being released.’

Kristjana’s early designs were screen-printed 

garments but the fast-paced, throwaway culture  

of fashion soon lost its appeal. ‘It was exciting but, 

in fashion, everything you make is void after six 

months,’ she says. ‘I prefer the longevity of 

furniture, wallpaper and fine art pieces.’

�ʀ�������Trays of pre-cut 
palm leaves and decorative 

elements cover the studio 
desks. ‘I use acid-free 

paper and ink so my fine-art 
pieces will last a long time,’ 

explains Kristjana; she 
patiently teases each paper 
element into position using 

a combination of folding and 
layering. ‘The flamboyance 

and maximalism of my work 
is the opposite of traditional, 

pared-back Scandinavian 
design,’ she says; Kristjana 

uses entomology pins to fix 
her paper elements to foam 

board, creating a 3D e�ect 
that brings her work alive

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



To make her collages, Kristjana uses a  

variety of royalty-free imagery from archives, 

scans in ‘found’ objects such as leaves and  

picks up original Victorian engravings at  

auction houses and antiques shops. She then  

edits and embellishes each element by hand  

or with her computer to create her own  

multi-layered creatures and worlds. ‘I might  

layer 50 different components to make a single 

ostrich,’ she says. ‘I often give creatures masks 

made of insects and leaves.’

For her fine art pieces, Kristjana uses tiny 

entomology pins to fix each element to foam 

boards, gradually building up dreamscapes that 

channel influences as diverse as Aztec tiles, 

antique maps and Victorian ornithological 

illustrations by Edward Lear and John Audubon. 

‘Each piece is its own universe,’ she says.

�ʟ����ɪ����ʀ�������ʟ����

Vibrant circular cushions 
from her ‘Aztec’ collection 
create an eye-catching 
display on Kristjana’s studio 
sofa. Available in silk or 
co�on, they’re double-
sided, so you can simply 
flip them if you fancy a 
di�erent design; o�en, 
Kristjana uses an antique 
map as a background. She 
likes to adorn her creatures 
with di�erent expressions. 
‘Some are friendly, with 
their eyes visible, but some 
have their eyes covered, 
so they seem a bit sinister,’ 
she explains; with po�ed 
ferns, antique furniture and 
marble fireplaces, Kristjana’s 
bohemian studio is the 
perfect theatrical se�ing  
to showcase her Victoriana-
inspired work

In the next room, four patient crafters  

carefully cut out intricate paper shapes by  

hand with small scissors, working quietly and 

industriously. ‘The palm trees are the fiddly  

ones,’ they agree. Colourful paper butterflies, 

fluorescent birds and snippets of botanical  

flora and fauna galore sit in black trays here  

and there – like prepped ingredients waiting  

for a chef – ready for Kristjana to work her  

magic. Despite the scissors, they all have Apple 

Macs, too. ‘We cut out shapes digitally as well as 

by hand,’ says Kristjana. ‘Using Photoshop is like 

using a scalpel. We blend old and new techniques 

together, layering and manipulating designs.’

Kristjana’s childhood in Iceland influences  

her flamboyant collages. ‘We just had grey  

moths and moss,’ she says. ‘I didn’t appreciate  

the beauty of Iceland until I was older. As a child, 

even the butterflies of Norfolk where I holidayed 

each summer with my English grandmother 

seemed tropical. That’s why my work is filled  

with colourful, exotic birds and plants – but 

within monochrome landscapes, which echo  

the black sand and white snow of Iceland.’ 

‘Paper butterflies sit in  

trays ready for Kristjana  

to work her magic’

ANTIQUES�OF�THE�FUTURE
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Maps feature heavily in her designs. For the 

2014 London Design Festival, she collaborated 

with The Map House, London’s oldest specialist 

antiquarian map seller, on ‘Art Cartography’ – an 

exhibition of collages featuring ancient maps and 

weird new worlds. ‘I had been working with maps 

for several years, so working with The Map House 

was a dream come true,’ says Kristjana.

Her latest collages feature three-dimensional 

elements that burst out from the frame and, 

similarly, her work is creeping out from the limits 

of surface design. ‘My passion is for interactive 

installations – experiential collages with sounds 

and visual elements,’ explains Kristjana.

‘In 2011, I did an interactive print journey at the 

V&A for London Design Festival where visitors 

used iPads to take a collage apart and make their 

own patterns. Some were surprised that I exposed 

the process, but I am all for inclusion.’

For Shanghai Design Week 2014, she created six 

masked paper-cut ‘spirits’ suspended in a bamboo 

forest. ‘Each print had its own sound journey – an 

audioscape collaged from different components.’

Before coming to London to study art, Kristjana 

spent eight years working as an electrical engineer 

in Reykjavík, so perhaps her love of technology 

isn’t that surprising. ‘I built low-voltage logic 

circuits,’ she says. ‘It was the colours and designs 

of the components that inspired me. I think I was 

always destined to become an artist instead.’

So, what’s next for this indefatigable creative? 

She hints at a top secret project for the Alexander 

McQueen: Savage Beauty exhibition at the V&A 

(from March), as well as a new installation 

inspired by her Scandinavian heritage. ‘I’m 

returning to my roots. It’s called The Engraved 

Nordic Audio Expedition – a journey through five 

art pieces featuring Greenland, Iceland, Norway, 

Sweden and Finland,’ she says. Although she is 

still seeking funding, she hopes it will be on in 

both London and Reykjavík later in 2015. ‘I’m 

making a herd of three-dimensional origami 

animals and an audio-visual programme so 

visitors can explore the mystical landscapes of 

Scandinavia – black sand, moss and ice…’ It’s 

clear Kristjana’s journey has only just begun.

Kristjana’s work starts at under £100 for her  

trays, cushions and prints and goes up to several 

thousand pounds for armchairs and sofas.  

020 8742 1439; kristjanaswilliams.com 

COLLECTING KRISTJANA S WILLIAMS
PHILIP�CURTIS��DIRECTOR��THE�MAP�HOUSE��LONDON

‘We love Kristjana’s work, as she revives the centuries- 

old tradition of decorative maps, harking back to a time 

when they were an art form. It is great to work with 

someone who is so in tune with this traditional art form 

but with a very modern and vibrant interpretation. 

‘Kristjana is creating a body of work that combines 

decorative beauty and a great sense of fun while retaining the integrity 

and splendour of the original art works on which she is building. This 

ability to appeal to collectors of both antique and contemporary art 

makes her work uniquely a�ractive across the whole spectrum of buyers.’

�ʜɪ��ɪ��ɢ��Kristjana’s 
Summer Hjartar 

Tre collage ʙ�ʟ���
Falin Viltur Blar is an 

explosion of  
colour and creativity

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����

‘Visitors can explore the 

mystical landscapes of 

Scandinavia – black  

sand, moss and ice…’ 



Maintains the natural colour of the wood 

and limits the greying process

Call or visit 

the web for 

stockists.

+44 (0)1296 481 220

www.osmouk.com

>  Prolongs wood lifetime

>  Algae and fungal decay protection

>   Transparent 425 Oak fi nish, 

420 Clear and 428 Cedar fi nish 

now available
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 FINE ART AUCTION

See it all online at www.lawrences.co.uk

(01460) 73041 

enquiries@lawrences.co.uk 

South Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 8AB

January 13th: Silver & Vertu 

January 15th: Jewellery, Decorative Arts & Ceramics 

January 16th: Pictures, Clocks, Furniture & Carpets

January 30th: Books, Maps & Manuscripts

Over 2000 lots, estimates from £100-£40,000+

Bracket Clock by Richard Mason of St. Albans, £3000-4000

January Sale now on

2015 catalogue out now www.sofasofa.co.uk 01495 244226
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Libs Lewis’s repurposed ceiling 

tiles and antique signage give 

her home a quirky charm

FEATURE ALI HEATH  PHOTOGRAPHS EMMA LEWIS 

Signs of 

invention



HOMES 
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Libs’s 19th-century American  
tin tiles provide a surround for  
the wood burner. The sofa and 

Bokhara rug from India were 
inherited, while the sign was  

found at an antiques fair



‘E
ver since I can remember I’ve always had a desire  

to collect,’ says Libs Lewis. ‘On family holidays,  

when my parents wanted to visit cathedrals, I was 

desperate to visit junk shops. I had an appreciation  

of tiny treasures and would spend my pocket money on pieces  

to go on my bedroom shelves – snuff boxes, tins, farm animals.  

I would spend hours rearranging them.’ 

After a short-lived period as a Norland Nanny, her love of 

collecting saw Libs, at the age of 21, take over her local junk shop  

in Nailsworth. She later joined forces with Ali Sharland to launch 

the Sharland & Lewis antiques stores. ‘Last year we amicably 

decided to do our own thing and I set up Domestic Science,  

with shops and cafes in Nailsworth and Tetbury,’ says Libs.  

Just as Domestic Science is a nod to the past, with a mix of  

antiques and carefully chosen new finds, so too is Libs’s home.

The family moved here in 2002. The building was originally 

constructed as a bakery in 1901 but had more recently been used as 

a cookhouse and overflow classroom for the local school, so needed 

some serious tweaks to become a family home. Today, the curious 

combination of high and low ceilings and endless turns and nooks 

are complemented by stylish panelling, bespoke bookcases and,  

in the kitchen, the recent installation of English Rose aluminum  

units from the 1950s. The most noticeable aspects of the home  

though are Libs’s varied – and often surprising – collections.  

Antique signs pop against the whitewashed walls, thermometers 

line the bathroom wall and vintage linens adorn everything from 

‘The most noticeable aspects of  

the home are Libs’s varied – and  

often surprising – collections’

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



���ɪɴɢ���ɢ�﹐��ʀ�������Vintage 
apple crates from Domestic 
Science provide quirky storage; 
Libs is a fan of quality brushes 
and utility items ��ɪɴ�ɪ��ɢ��An 
antique table base has been given 
a new lease of life with a zinc table 
top. English Rose floor units have 
been cleverly teamed with painted 
display wall cabinets. The wooden 
panelled wall has been created 
with Dutch cheeseboards and 
embellished with vintage copper 
brioche moulds

THE ESSENTIALS

�ʜ����ɴ�ʀ�Libs Lewis, owner of Domestic Science, and her 

husband David, a property developer, live here with their son 

Alfie (eight) and Libs’s older children Harriet (21) and Patrick (23).

�ʜ���ʀ���ʀ�ʏ The quirky building in Nailsworth, 

Gloucestershire, was originally a bakery and dates back to  

1901. Downstairs is a large kitchen-diner, si�ing room, walk-in 

pantry/utility room and cloakroom. Upstairs there are four 

bedrooms, two bathrooms and an o�ce. 

HOMES 
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noticeboards to chair covers. ‘I made the three huge noticeboards 

one weekend when David and Alfie went camping. I broke every 

needle on my sewing machine trying to complete them!’ laughs 

Libs. ‘They’re made entirely from antique fabrics, trims and buttons 

that I’ve treasured for years.’ 

Libs’s more unusual collections have also been mounted  

on the walls, creating quirky architectural features. Old Dutch 

cheese boards (which were originally used in factories to mature  

cheeses on) have been repurposed as panelling in the kitchen and  

Alfie’s bedroom. In the sitting room, 19th-century American  

tin ceiling tiles are mounted as artwork and create another wall 

covering in the kitchen. ‘The tiles were used in American public 

buildings and apartments as a quick alternative to fancy European 

plasterwork,’ says Lib, who started collecting them 15 years ago  

after buying her first one at a New York flea market. ‘I used to  

A CLOSER LOOK

Antique signs
‘I started collecting antique and vintage signs when I 

was in my twenties,’ says Libs. ‘They’re unique pieces 

of artwork and I prefer them to more formal paintings 

– the o�en outdated messages and language amuses 

me.’ For similar old signs, try The Old Cinema  

(020 8995 4166; theoldcinema.co.uk) or Elemental 

(020 7247 7588; elemental.uk.com).

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��The vintage Pelforth bar sign was 
adapted into wall art by Lib, who mounted it  
on to a board and fi�ed a light behind  
�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʀ���ʟ����The piano was inherited 
from Libs’s parents and on top of it sits a 
collection of vintage apple crates used to store 
Alfie’s toys, books and games; Libs sourced the 
vintage toys from Hoggy’s Antiques in Tetbury

‘The noticeboards are made entirely 

from antique fabrics, trims and 

buttons that I’ve treasured for years’

HOMES 
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‘It’s quite a pared-back look  

but everything we have has  

a history and a story to tell’

�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ���

�ʙ����Libs has collected 
vintage thermometers 

for years; a vintage sign 
adds a humorous touch 
in the bathroom; an old 

family portrait of David, his 
brothers and family dog sits 

above a cupboard in the 
master bedroom; one wall 
of the master bedroom is 

devoted to vintage mirrors 
and old photos ���ɪɴɢ���ɢ� 

Mirrored bedside tables 
from Amy Perry Antiques 
add a dash of elegance to 

the master bedroom

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����
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1 ‘Georgia’ armchair, £829, Darlings of Chelsea 2 Noticeboard, £85, Kiki Voltaire 3 ‘O’ vintage le�er, £295, Alexander & Pearl 4 Metal  

three-drawer chest, £395, The Libra Company 5 Roberts ‘Revival’ DAB radio, from £143.99, John Lewis 6 ‘Bertie on Wheels’ cushion, £25, 

Cotswold Trading Company 7 ‘Robinson Crusoe’ wallpaper, £67.20 per roll, Fabric and Papers D For stockist information see page 161

1

2

3

buy them at fairs and markets, unable to resist their historical 

provenance. I find the many years’ worth of beautiful chipped  

paint utterly mesmerising.’

Despite the amount of eclectic collections, which span decades 

and continents (Libs takes inspiration from everywhere from  

New York to Bali), the overall look of the home is cohesive and 

anything but overwhelming, thanks to Libs’s flair for decor. ‘It’s 

quite a pared-back look but everything we have has a history and 

a story to tell,’ she says. ‘More often than not, pieces that find their 

way in have a playful edge, which means that, although the house  

is full of treasures, it has a very laid-back feel.’ 

For more information on Domestic Science, visit  

domestic-science-home.co.uk or call 01666 503667 

�ʜɪ��ɪ��ɢ� Antique cheese  
boards dress the back wall in  
Alfie’s bedroom �ʙ����ʀɪɢʜ� 

Alfie’s noticeboard is made from  
a collection of vintage textiles 

Get the look

4

5

6

7
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HA114From time to time, we may make our mailing list available to other carefully 
selected companies. If you do not wish to receive other direct mail please tick.

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to:  The Cashmere Centre Ltd
Write your name & address on the back and send it to: 
The Cashmere Centre Ltd, Fern� eld Farm, Near Mursley, Milton Keynes, MK17 0PR
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Choose from 30 beautiful seasonal colours and 4 practical sizes 
plus for a limited time only - buy one pashmina, get another 
absolutely FREE! Our classic cashmere pashmina are woven from 
a blend of 60% luxuriously soft grade ‘A’ cashmere and 40% pure 
silk. Fantastically versatile, adding a splash of colour to dress up 
ER]�SYX½�X�ERH�VIRS[RIH�[SVPH[MHI�JSV�MXW�TVIQMYQ�UYEPMX]��SYV�

pashmina will last you a lifetime making them excellent value.  

Style 419 Scarf 10” x 65” £29 Buy One Get One FREE!

Style 421 Stole 20” x 68” £49 Buy One Get One FREE!

Style 410 Shawl 28” x 78” £69 Buy One Get One FREE!

Style 411 Wrap 36” x 81” £89 Buy One Get One FREE!

Buy One Classic Cashmere Pashmina 
- Get One FREE!

Blush

Hazelnut

Winter Sun

Black

Soft Orchid

Aquamarine

Poinsettia

Hessian

Parma Violet

Lime Fizz

Baby Pink

Winter Teal

Glacier

Red Wine

Caramel

Plum Jam

French Lavender

Orange Zest

Antique Grey

Berry

Ivory

Arabian Blue

Molten Orange

Lilac Grey

Regal Blue

Nougat

Autumn Red

Hunter Green 

Flamingo

Lagoon

To order, or for a FREE Cashmere 
GEXEPSKYI�TPIEWI�GEPP�UYSXMRK�HA114

01908 522455
www.cashmerecentre.com/bogof 

enter code HA114 at checkout

CASHMERE WAREHOUSE SHOP
With access to all styles in our current catalogue along 
with hundreds of previous seasons styles, samples and 
one off pieces, many at half price! 

OPEN: Monday - Friday 10am - 4pm 
Saturday  9.30am - 12.30pm. 
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 Style       Description                                       Size                     Colour                               Price          Total

UK Standard Delivery: £2.95
Guaranteed Next Day Delivery: £8.95
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Delivery

TOTAL

90 Day 
Money Back 
Guarantee!
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Aquamarine Stole
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New Year Offer Expires 14th February 2015 (Valentine’s Day)



From le�: Plant pot, £35 for three, Graham & Green. Vintage books, £3 each, Lewes Antiques Market. Santorini 
mustard ‘Electra’ table lamp, £345, Jonathan Adler. Horse ornament, similar to pale blue Dala horse, £18.95,  
The Swedish Wooden Horse. Hornsea slipware vase, £25, 20th Century Parade. Vintage soda syphon, find similar 
at Home Barn. Hornsea ‘Contrast’ storage jar with lid, £10.15, Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Imprest’ pot, £55, Vintage 
Ceramics. Black scissors, £12, Designers Guild. Hornsea ‘Cornrose’ storage jar, £12.50; large Hornsea ‘Fauna Posy’ 
log, £14.50; small Hornsea ‘Fauna Posy’ log, £12.50; Hornsea ‘Brontë’ storage jar, £14.50, all A Pre�y Penny. 
Brushes, find similar at Green & Stone. Hornsea vase, £18.50, Yay Retro! Antique pigment jar, £45, Green & 
Stone. Hornsea ‘Rainbow’ vase, £6, An Eye on Style. Hornsea muramic wall plaque, £60, H is for Home. Sideboard, 
find similar at The Modern Warehouse. Walls in ‘Blue Gum’ flat emulsion paint, £36 per 2.5l, Paint Library
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Hornsea was one of post-war Britain’s best-loved potteries. Today,  
canny interiors lovers are once again embracing the distinctive  

tablewares that embody Sixties and Seventies design

Pots of appeal

FEATURE CLAIRE MASSET  PHOTOGRAPHS BRENT DARBY  STYLING MARISA DALY

DISCOVERING�ANTIQUES



W
hen, in 1949, brothers Desmond and Colin 

Rawson began making plaster of Paris models 

in their home in the small seaside town of 

Hornsea, East Yorkshire, they could have had 

little inkling that they would go on to create one of the most 

successful British potteries of the 20th century. By the 1970s, 

their tableware was exported around the world and stocked in 

all the major department stores, and their trademark chunky 

brown, green or blue mugs, plates and bowls were a common 

sight at breakfast tables around the country. Hornsea would 

also become recognised for its ground-breaking designs. As 

ceramics expert Paul Atterbury puts it, ‘Hornsea’s achievement 

was to turn a remote East Yorkshire souvenir pottery into  

a centre of modernism. Hornsea became a household name  

– a name that still has considerable appeal to collectors today.’

In the early days, the Rawson brothers were helped by  

a friend, Phillip Clappison, who bought them a tiny second-

hand kiln. Hardly bigger than a shoe box, the kiln – which  

was installed in the coal store at the back of their house  

– could accommodate only the smallest items, so the brothers 

started by making miniature toby jugs and small souvenirs. 

Within a year, items were selling so well that the brothers 

moved to rented premises and took on their first employee.

Just four years later, Hornsea Pottery became a limited 

company. The brothers made pieces people wanted to buy  

and could afford, and their timing was impeccable. After years 

of rationing, the country was enjoying a renewed confidence. 

‘Events like 1951’s Festival of Britain were important,’ says Paul. 

‘There was a sense that, as a nation, we should move forward 

and away from traditional styles and ideas. Also significant was 

ʟ��� Top shelf, from le�: Hornsea ‘Concept’ vegetable tureen, £25, 
Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Blue Scroll’ herb jar, £8; staved teak planter, 
£25, both Pineapple Retro. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ vinegar bo�le, £6.10, 
Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Fleur’ biscuit storage jar, £18, A Pre�y Penny. 
Hornsea ‘Elegance’ salt and pepper pots, £27.50, Midcentury Home 
Stores. Hornsea blue ‘Tapestry’ cereal bowls, £28 for six, A Pre�y 
Penny. Hornsea blue ‘Stripes’ coffee storage jar, £8, Yay Retro! 
Hornsea ‘Brontë’ coffee storage jar, £8.50, Chinasearch. Middle 
shelf, from le�: Hornsea blue ‘Tapestry’ jugs, £10 per pair, 20th 
Century Parade. Wooden egg cups, £4 each, PJ Woodcra�. Hornsea 
‘Prelude’ vegetable tureen, £28, A Pre�y Penny. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ 
bu�er dish, £12, Chinasearch. Hornsea royal blue ‘Heirloom’ spice 

jars, £14.50 for four, Yay Retro! Hornsea green ‘Heirloom’ sugar 

storage jar, £10, Sunbury Antiques Market. Vintage cookery books, 
from £2 each, Oxfam. On worktop, from le�: Marble trivet, £59, 
The Conran Shop. Hornsea ‘Heirloom’ spice rack, £17.50, Yay Retro! 
Wooden rolling pin, £12.50, RE. Pestle and mortar, £25, H is for 
Home. Hornsea black and white ‘Summit’ sugar shaker, £12, Sunbury 
Antiques Market. Green glass beer bo�le, £12.50, The Conran Shop. 
Hornsea ‘Contrast’ jug, £12.80, Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Rainbow’ 
salt pot, £10, Midcentury Home Stores. Wooden chopping board, 
£35, The Conran Shop. Vintage beer bo�le, £5, Sunbury Antiques 
Market. Glass salt pot, £6, RE. Wire egg basket, £22, H is for Home. 
Utensil holder, £12, Sunbury Antiques Market. Old wooden spoons, 
£1.50 each, RE. Hornsea white ‘Scroll’ herb jar, £8, Pineapple Retro. 
Paisley ‘Crescent’ wallpaper in ‘Lido’, £45 per roll, Mini Moderns

�ʙ��� From le�: Hornsea ‘Red Stripe’ salt and pepper set, £15, 
Yesterday’s Home. Hornsea yellow and white ‘Summit’ cruet set,  
£90, Vintage Ceramics. Blue napkin, £7.95, Graham & Green.  
Vintage knife, £36 for six, RE. Hornsea blue ‘Tapestry’ egg cup,  
£6.50, 20th Century Parade. Hornsea ‘Fleur’ egg cup, £12.50 per  
pair, A Pre�y Penny. Hornsea spice jar, £10 for six, The OK Corral.  
Hornsea green ‘Heirloom’ egg cup, £2.55, Chinasearch
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On table, from le�: Napkins, as before. ‘Prism’ tumblers, £2 each, Habitat. 
Wicker place mats, £4 each, Orford Cra�s. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ cereal bowl, 

£12.80, Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Contrast’ salt and pepper pots, £15, A Pre�y 
Penny. Egg cups, as before. Glass jug, £65, The Conran Shop. Hornsea ‘Stripes’ 

jam pot, £8, H is for Home. Hornsea ‘Stripes’ coffee storage jar, £15, A Pre�y 
Penny. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ mug, £12.20, Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Summit’ bu�er 

dish, £26, Yay Retro! Vintage glass vase, £45; wooden fruit bowl, £20, both The 
Peanut Vendor. Vintage cutlery, £36 for six pieces; vintage bread board, £26, all 

RE. Hornsea February ‘Love’ mug, £30, Vintage Ceramics. Hornsea ‘Chateau’ 
mug, £25, H is for Home. Hornsea ‘Heirloom’ sugar pot, £15, Vintage Ceramics. 

Hornsea ‘Brontë’ coffee pot, £22.50, A Pre�y Penny. Hornsea ‘Heirloom’ cereal 

bowl, £10.20, Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ milk jug, £10, Vintage Ceramics. 
Hornsea ‘Brontë’ cereal bowl, £10.80, ChinaSearch. Furniture: Dining table, 

similar to ‘Docksta’ table, £130, Ikea. ‘Camille’ dining chairs (as seen at front le�), 
£795 each, Jonathan Adler. Grey ‘Talia’ dining chairs, £75 each, Habitat. 

Accessories: ‘Half Circles’ screen-print, £40, Roddy & Ginger. White ‘Moth’ 
origami lampshade, £116.32, Nellianna. ‘Darjeeling’ tea towel, £12, Mini Moderns

DISCOVERING�ANTIQUES



On wall: Hornsea muramic dish (on le�, with concentric pa�ern), 
£25, Vintage Ceramics. Hornsea blue ‘Heirloom’ side plate, £5.85, 
Chinasearch. Hornsea ‘Autumn Flowers’ side plate (small plate 
with dark rim), £2, Lewes Antiques Centre. Hornsea ‘Fleur’ dinner 

plate (large white plate with pa�ern in middle), £36 for four,  
A Pre�y Penny. Hornsea green ‘Fish’ dish, £8, Pineapple Retro. 
Hornsea dark green ‘Heirloom’ saucer, £2.75; Hornsea light brown 
‘Sa�ron’ dinner plate, £18.25; Hornsea ‘Contrast’ dinner plate 
(white with brown border), £18.25, all Chinasearch. Hornsea 
yellow ‘Fish’ dish, £17.50, Midcentury Home Stores. Other items, 
from le�: Peter Hvidt green highback armchair, £2,300, Sigmar. 
‘Escher’ cushion (on armchair), £100, Niki Jones. White ‘Tulip’ 
side table, £590, Designers Guild. Green glass vase, find similar  
at Sunbury Antiques Market. Teak candlestick, £42, The Conran 
Shop. Books, as before. Hornsea green ‘Heirloom’ cup and saucer, 
£10, Vintage Ceramics. ‘Isosceles’ rug, £540, Niki Jones. Wooden 
sofa, find similar at Pelikan. ‘Albers’ cushion, £100, Niki Jones. 
Blue ‘Brera Lino’ cushion, £55, Designers Guild. ‘Detroit’ coffee 

table, £180, Graham & Green. ‘Kra�’ album (under blue book), 
£4.80, Green & Stone. Vintage camera, find similar at Sunbury 
Antiques Marker. ‘Bark’ glass vase, £8, The OK Corral. Hornsea 
‘Tricorn’ bowl, £30, Yesterday’s Home. Vintage plate, £2, Oxfam. 
Vintage Tibor fabric tray, £30, Winter’s Moon. Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ 
sugar bowl, £14.20; Hornsea ‘Brontë’ tea cup, £10.10; Hornsea 
‘Brontë’ tea saucer, £2.20, all Chinasearch. Hornsea green 
‘Heirloom’ coffee pot, £15, Vintage Ceramics. ‘LeWi�’ cushion, 
£100, Niki Jones.Furoshiki cobalt blanket, £145, Designers Guild. 
Ra�a cushion, £71, The Conran Shop. Light, similar to Loxton 
Lighting ‘Capiz’ shell pendant, £22.49, LightsWorld. Magazine 

rack, find similar at The Peanut Vendor. Paint on walls, as before
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‘Decorative items for the home became all 
the rage and Hornsea met the demand with 
an array of “fancies” – small vases, bonbon 

dishes, posy bowls and ashtrays’

DISCOVERING�ANTIQUES





the increasing influence of Scandinavia and Italy, the rise of 

modernist department stores such as Heal’s and Habitat, and 

the proliferation of style ideas through TV and magazines.’

Decorative items for the home became all the rage and 

Hornsea met the demand with an array of ‘fancies’ – small vases,  

bonbon dishes, posy bowls and ashtrays. The company also 

invested in good designers such as Marion Campbell. Although 

only with the company for a few years (1954-57), her work was 

avidly collected. She made a series of black streamlined animals 

and women, which can sell for up to £400 today.

More success came with the ‘Elegance’ range, launched 

in 1955 and designed by Phillip Clappison’s 18-year-old art 

student son, John. The organic shapes and bold decoration – 

contrasting white stripes on a black ground with a yellow inner 

glaze – were strikingly modern. The technique was radical too, 

involving the application of strips of masking tape to the pot 

before coating it with black glaze and firing to create the stripes. 

Today, a medium vase will cost you £40. The most coveted item 

in the range is the unusually shaped and extremely rare tall vase.

PERFECT�TIMING

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, Hornsea produced 

successful kitchenware ranges, such as ‘Summit’ (1960) and 

‘Summertime’ (1962), which featured cruet sets, sugar bowls, 

mustard pots, butter dishes and jugs. The brothers realised 

it might be time to launch tableware ranges and, again, their 

timing couldn’t have been better. Car ownership rose by 250  

per cent between 1951 and 1961. While early visitors to the 

Hornsea factory and shop had come via rail and coach, thus 

limiting their buying ability, they were now driving there, with 

empty car boots and more disposable income than ever before.

‘The “Heirloom” pattern was a result of my doodles with 

a calligraphic pen,’ John Clappison once told Pauline Coyle, 

author of Gone to Pot: The Life and Work of John Clappison. 

These ‘scribbles’ became, in 1967, Hornsea’s first full tableware 

range. It was an immediate success. ‘Production couldn’t keep 

up with demand and department stores had to be limited to  

a certain quota,’ says Carol Harker, Hornsea Museum’s curator. 

Other ranges soon followed, including ‘Saffron’ (1969), ‘Brontë’ 

(1971) and ‘Contrast’ (1974). By the mid-1970s, Hornsea pottery 

was being sold in over 60 countries around the world. 

The company’s tableware success was thanks to its ability to 

innovate. In 1965 it had perfected a revolutionary method of 

screen-printing on to curved surfaces. ‘Applying transfers, the 

traditional method of decorating pots, was only cost-effective  

if the transfers were bought in bulk,’ John Clappison told 

Pauline Coyle. ‘Hornsea, as a small company, could not afford 

to do this. I tried to devise a machine that would screen-print 

directly on to pottery.’ Together with Desmond Rawson and 

engineer George Sumner, John invented a machine that could 

print on any surface. This did away with the need for transfers 

and helped increase production.

‘John had a tremendous effect on the company,’ says Carol,  

�ʙ��� Hornsea ‘Sa�ron’ sugar pot, £15, Vintage Ceramics. Hornsea blue 
‘Heirloom’ teacup, £8.80; Hornsea ‘Concept’ teapot, £48, both Chinasearch. 
Hornsea ‘Rainbow’ vase, £6, An Eye on Style. Hornsea black and yellow dish, 
£12, Midcentury Home Stores. ‘Isosceles’ rug, £540, Niki Jones. Tables, 
similar to Ercol ‘Kimble’ nest tables, £499 for set, Marks & Spencer ���ɪɴɢ�

��ɢ� Top shelf: Hornsea ‘Teardrop’ plant pot, £22, A Pre�y Penny. Hornsea 
‘Posy’ log vase, from £9, Lewes Antiques Centre. Carved vessel, £25 per 
pair, Niki Jones. Second shelf: Hornsea ‘Posy’ log vases, as before. Wooden 

ruler, £8, Present & Correct. Plant pot, £3, RE. Third shelf: Hornsea ashtray, 
£55, Vintage Ceramics. ‘Posy’ log vases, as before. Fourth shelf: ‘Posy’ log 
vases, as before. Trophy, £12, RE. Hornsea ‘World’s Best Motorist’ mug, 
£14.50, A Pre�y Penny. Tea light holder (as plant pot), find similar at Habitat. 
Other items: Books, as before. Wooden chair, find similar at The Modern 
Warehouse. Tretchiko� print, find similar on eBay. Umbrella, £10, Sunbury 
Antiques Market. Walls in teal emulsion paint, £36 per 2.5l, Paint Library

TOP�OF�THE�RANGE
‘The “Heirloom” range was considered fairly revolutionary 

and caused quite a sensation when it was launched in 

October 1966 at the Ceylon Tea Centre in the Haymarket, 

London,’ John Clappsion once recalled. ‘Heirloom’ was 

created using a new ink, patented by Hornsea. The pa�ern 

was screen-printed on to the unglazed pot with the special 

glaze-resistant ink. Then, when the glaze was applied, it ran 

o� the inked pa�ern and only a�ected the uninked areas. 

A�er firing, each item featured a contrast between the 

smooth, coloured glaze and the ma� decoration. As the glaze 

was thicker than the ink, there was also an a�ractive relief 

e�ect. The glaze colours used for ‘Heirloom’ were ‘Lakeland 

Green’, ‘Midnight Blue’ and ‘Autumn Brown’. ‘“Midnight 

Blue” is now the most sought-a�er colour,’ says Carol Harker, 

curator of Hornsea Museum, ‘but when it was first launched, 

the green and the brown were the most popular.’

DISCOVERING�ANTIQUES
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describing his work as ‘varied, quirky and sometimes 

iconic’. As Hornsea’s chief designer, he earned a number of 

accolades, including many Design Council awards. ‘He was 

able to create a distinctive style that reflected contemporary 

sculpture, along with Scandinavian and German ceramics, 

while working within the limitations of the Hornsea factory’s 

fairly basic production methods,’ says Paul. His animal cruet 

sets, muramics (ceramics made to hang on the wall) and mug 

designs demonstrate his distinctive, often humorous style.

Another significant contributor was Alan Luckham, who 

modelled many of John’s designs. Collaborations include  

the ‘Summit’ (1960), ‘Leaf’ (1961) and ‘Summertime’ (1962) 

ranges. Look out too for the elegant ranges by Sara Vardy: 

‘Fleur’, ‘Cornrose’ and ‘Tapestry’, all created in the 1970s.

MIX�AND�MATCH
By 1974, the pottery was producing over 3 million pieces a year. 

To meet demand, a new site was opened in Lancaster. That same 

year, a collaboration with ceramics firm Queensberry Hunt saw 

the launch of ‘Contrast’, which was to become Hornsea’s most 

successful tableware range. By 1981, the company had reached 

a peak of employment, with 700 staff working over its two sites. 

More successful ranges followed, including ‘Concept’. Despite 

all this activity, by the late 1980s profits had plummeted. It’s not 

completely clear why but there is no doubt that the company 

found itself in a difficult marketplace competing with cheap 

foreign imports. Paul believes that it also overestimated the 

appetite for its contemporary designs. ‘Hornsea probably  

outgrew itself, with hundreds of staff and a second factory  

in Lancaster,’ he says. ‘In the end, you have to ask whether  

any pottery can survive entirely from modern design, for  

which the market is always limited.’ After a number of 

management takeovers, the company closed in April 2000.

Today, Hornsea tableware is still affordable and, as many 

of the ranges follow the same shapes, you can mix and match. 

‘Heirloom’ is perhaps its most noteworthy range but each has its 

particular charm, from the delicate blue-and-white ‘Tapestry’ 

pattern to the instantly recognisable brown ‘Brontë’ range.

‘The most collectable pieces are the ones that are clearly by 

individual designers,’ says Carol. ‘I love John’s “Abbey” lantern. 

Not many were produced as they were difficult to make. It 

now fetches about £600.’ Antiques expert Mark Hill goes for 

‘the 1950s ranges, produced when the company was new and 

vibrant. “Elegance” is a great example. Later on, the “Studio” 

and “Slipware” ranges are noteworthy, with “Muramics” and 

rare studio works like “Lady Lantern” topping the bill.’

If you’re thinking of starting a collection, a journey  

to Hornsea Museum will not disappoint. ‘When I saw the 

brilliant array of pieces in the museum, I was bitten by the 

collecting bug,’ says avid collector Rita Hasdell. You’ll find  

over 3,000 items on show representing all ranges and eras.  

Not least, you’ll be able to see the tiny kiln that sparked the 

brothers’ creative enterprise. Could this sight be the start  

of your own love affair with Hornsea? 

FIND�OUT�MORE

Where to buy

l A Pre�y Penny 

apre�ypenny.co.uk
l China Search 01926 

512402; chinasearch.co.uk
l H is for Home, 01706 

819941, hisforhome.com
l Midcentury Home Stores 

etsy.com/shop/

midcenturyhomestores
l Pineapple Retro  

01590 624429, 

pineappleretro.co.uk
l Sunbury Antiques 

Market Kempton Park 

Racecourse, Sunbury-on 

Thames. 01932 230946, 

sunburyantiques.com
l The OK Corral 01983 

568175, theokcorral.co.uk
l Vintage Ceramics  

07876 044059; 

vintageceramics.co.uk

l Yay Retro, 02380 844982,  

yayretro.co.uk

What to read

l Hornsea Po�ery 

1949-1989 by Brian 

Heckford (1998)
l Gone to Pot: The Life and 

Work of John Clappison 

by Pauline Coyle (2007)

Where to see

l Hornsea Museum, Burns 

Farm, 11-17 Newbegin, 

Hornsea, East Riding of 

Yorkshire, HU18 1AB. 

01964 533443; 

hornseamuseum.com
l Hornsea Collectors 

Society, Flat 4, 299 

Worrall Road, Wadsley, 

She�eld, S6 4BD. 

hornseapo�ery.co.uk

From le�: Hornsea square ‘Impact’ lidded box, £25; slip trail pa�erned 
dish, £10, both Midcentury Home Stores. Hornsea brown muramic dish, 
£20, Lewes Antiques Centre. Coloured thread, 35p each, Green & Stone. 
Stationery, from a selection at Paperchase
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On desk, from le�: Baker’s twine, £6.25, Green & Stone. Copper flower pot, £35, Selfridges. Hornsea bird 

mug, £18.50, A Pre�y Penny. Books, as before. Hornsea ‘Fleur’ storage jar, £14.50, A Pre�y Penny. Hog paint 

brushes, from £3.50 each, Green & Stone. Ruler, £8, Present & Correct. Antique pigment jar, as before. 
Hornsea ‘Impact’ box, as before. Hornsea brown ‘Heirloom’ pencil pot, £6, The OK Corral. Pencils, £1.30 
each, Green & Stone. Blue Lexon scissors, £12, Designers Guild. Hornsea ‘Posy’ log vase, £12.95, A Pre�y 
Penny. Green and blue ribbon spools, £18 each; beige ribbon spool, £3.15; coloured twine, 35p each, all  
Green & Stone. Hornsea muramic dish, £20, Lewes Antiques Centre. Vintage metal clipboard, £15, H is for 
Home. Hornsea ‘Rainbow’ vase, £6, An Eye on Style. Mustard ‘746’ telephone, £49.95, Graham & Green. 
Slip trail dish, as before. Vintage ‘Maclamp’ lamp, £135, Winter’s Moon. Vintage click calendar, £45, Present 
& Correct. Other items: ‘Lappljung’ rug, £20, Ikea. Woven basket, £36, RE. ‘Paisley Crescent’ wallpaper in 
‘Lido’, £45 per roll, Mini Moderns. ‘Sled’ chair, £309, Graham & Green. ‘Jacquet’ cushion in ‘Chalkhill Blue’, 
£45, Mini Moderns. Desk, find similar at The Modern Warehouse. Walls in teal paint, as before
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Theresa Bergne and Alex Barry – who are drawn to everything from 

Georgian to mid-century design – were delighted to discover vintage 

wallpaper in their Victorian home, now a brilliant foil for their collections

Layers of history

FEATURE CHARLOTTE PACKER  PHOTOGRAPHS JAMES BALTSON

THE ESSENTIALS

�ʜ����ɴ�ʀ Art consultant Theresa 

Bergne and her husband Alex Barry, 

an architect who also runs a bespoke 

shelving business, live here with 

their two children, Bill (12) and Katie 

(nine). Theresa’s consultancy, Field 

Art Projects (fieldartprojects.com) 

commissions public art projects. For 

more information on Alex’s shelving, 

email holmandesign@outlook.com.

�ʜ���ʀ���ʀ�ʏ The semi-detached 

Victorian house is located just outside 

Bristol. It has a living room, study, 

dining room, separate kitchen with a 

breakfast table and five bedrooms.
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���ɪɴɢ���ɢ�﹐��ʀ���ʟ����Candlesticks by 
Theresa’s brother, Sebastian Bergne, and a pot 
by Lawson Oyekan are displayed on a Georgian 
chest of drawers in the living room; the shelves 
in the study were designed by Alex��ʜɪ����ɢ� 
Theresa loves the brown and gold embossed 
wallpaper put up by the previous owners in the 
1970s. The framed drawing is by Roger Kelly

HOMES 



A
s Theresa Bergne describes her first visit to 

the house she now shares with her husband 

Alex Barry and their two children, Bill (12) 

and Katie (nine), it becomes clear that she  

was as impressed by its owners as she was by the house 

itself. ‘We didn’t ever meet them,’ she says, explaining  

that, by the time the house went on the market, they had 

moved into a nursing home. ‘But it was obvious that the 

house had been a labour of love. Although the interior 

hadn’t been altered for 40 years, it was all in good order.  

In every room there were really unusual wallpapers: 

designs that were completely of their day and unlike 

anything you can buy now.’ 

In fact, the owners’ decorative home improvements 

could be charted from the 1950s to the 1970s via the 

wallpapers alone: a wonderful Festival of Britain print  

in one bedroom, jazzy stripes in another, the kitchen  

walls resplendent in jolly coffee pots and, in what would 

become Theresa’s study, a splendid gold and brown 

embossed number from the 1970s. 

To Theresa’s surprise, the house was also filled with 

interesting Middle Eastern artefacts. ‘My father was  

a diplomat,’ she says. ‘He spoke Arabic and worked all  

over the Middle East and I grew up surrounded by lots  

of similar things. It turned out that the owner was also  

an Arabist, which really struck a chord with me.’

In their respective jobs – Alex as an architect and  

Theresa in her role commissioning public arts projects  

�ʙ����The oil painting leaning against the bookshelves in the study is of one of 
Alex’s relatives�ʙ�ʟ���The circular calendar is by Sebastian Bergne. The hands 
and the print are both by Serena Korda, who created a community arts project

A CLOSER LOOK

The history of wallpaper 

In its earliest incarnation, wallpaper was designed 

to imitate the tapestries that lined the walls of the 

grandest houses of the 16th century. The oldest 

surviving example was found in the Master’s Lodge in 

Christ’s College, Cambridge and dates from the late 

1500s. Although many other designs have survived 

in historic houses or in museum collections, such as 

the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Whitworth 

Art Gallery in Manchester, antique papers from the 

1600s to the early 1900s are hard to come by. 

Today, most historic wallpaper dates from the 

post-World War II years, when mass production took 

o�. Find designs at charity shops, vintage shops and 

car boot sales. It’s o�en sold by the metre or yard, so 

check if the price quoted is for a roll or just a section.
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The chair in the living 
room (just seen) was 
made by Alex and is 
a copy of a design by 
Frank Lloyd Wright. The 
table is Ercol, while the 
candlesticks were bought 
in an antiques shop. 
Resting on the fireplace  
is a print by Fiona Banner

HOMES 



The kitchen units came from  
Ikea, while the shelves were 

made by Alex, who found a job 
lot of cheese curing boards in a 

reclamation yard. The rocking  
tea pots are by Lucy Whiting



�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʀ�������The earthernware jars have been collected  
over the years and the pa�erned dishes were a gi� from Theresa’s  
father who worked in Uzbekistan; the stripy ‘Piccadilly’ carpet is  
from Disney Flooring in Bristol 

‘The couple’s approach involved 

cleverly combining traces of  

the building’s past with their 

plans for its future’

– they are both required to create contemporary responses 

to buildings or locations, while also respecting the stories 

and histories of these places. Naturally enough, this was 

the approach they took to the renovation of their house, 

cleverly combining traces of the building’s past with  

their plans for its future. 

And nowhere is this more evident than in the study, 

where the various incarnations of the house happily 

coexist. Unlike most of their neighbours, Theresa and  

Alex resisted the temptation to create the ubiquitous 

kitchen-diner by knocking this room through, preferring 

instead to stick to the original Victorian floor plan, just  

as the previous owners had. From the outset, Theresa  

had wanted to retain one or two of the best wallpapers,  

and the gold and brown design in this room was not  

only her favourite but also in excellent condition,  

despite its age.

And finally, the issue of where and how to store the 

couple’s impressive collection of books was resolved by 

Alex, who designed the brilliant shelving system that lines 

the walls. The units, made from salvaged oak planks and 

HOMES 
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Get the look

1 Sewing box, £83.99, Minerva Cra� 2 ‘Paisley Circles’ wallpaper, £58 per roll, Sanderson 3 Robin Day ‘675’ chair, £275, Case Furniture  

4 ‘Caernarfon’ bed cover, £299, Jane Beck Welsh Blankets 5 Overmantel mirror, £296, Sweetpea & Willow 6 Yixing-style teapot, £20, The 

Exotic Teapot 7 ‘Range’ co�ee table, £249, made.com 8 Victorian drawers, £778, The Old Cinema D For stockist information see page 161

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ�������ʟ��� Theresa found the Robin Day  
birch and plywood chair and the co�ee table in a skip. The 1950s basket  
weave chair is German and belonged to Theresa’s grandmother; Penguin  
classics are displayed on the chest of drawers; part of Theresa’s collection  
of contemporary ceramics is on the table — the cream coloured jug is by  
Sun Kim �ʜɪ����ɢ� The original 1950s Festival of Britain wallpaper in the 
spare room was in such good condition that the couple decided to keep it

custom-made metal uprights, not only chime with the 

1970s decor but also echo the proportions of the room. 

They have attracted so much positive feedback that Alex  

is now making them to order. 

This layering of different aesthetics – Arts and Crafts 

with mid-century, Victorian with 21st-century high street 

– can be found in every room: a Georgian chest of drawers 

in the sitting room is an unexpected foil for the studio 

pottery displayed on top. Upstairs, a Robin Day birch  

and plywood chair (a remarkable skip find) makes  

a pleasing contrast to the Victorian fire surround. The 

striking blue in the dining room was chosen to provide 

a vibrant backdrop for the wood engravings that Alex 

collects. The colour has a distinctly Fifties feel, in keeping 

with the mid-century dining furniture, and it also serves  

as a link to the 1950s Festival of Britain wallpaper in the 

spare room at the top of the house.

Although both Theresa and Alex are keen collectors, 

they’ve also accommodated various inherited pieces into 

the scheme. Not everything is to her taste, says Theresa, 

but she still enjoys having these things around. ‘Objects 

become receptacles for stories and memories and they  

have strong associations with the people they came  

from.’ And it is this sensitivity to the past that explains  

why Theresa and Alex were so determined to retain the 

stories and associations that came with their house.’ 

‘This layering of aesthetics – Arts 

and Crafts with mid-century, 

Victorian with 21st-century – 

can be found in every room’
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• over 35 years of  experience 

• unique selection of  exquisite pieces.

• handmade antique and decorative rugs, carpets 

and kilims from various parts of  the world

for more information please visit our website

A selection of  decorative   

handmade rugs
and antique, oriental, 

Antique handmade wool 

Tekke Turkmen rug 

(4’9”x4’3”) made circa 1880

Collectable handmade Persian 

Isfahan wool and silk rug 
(7’x5’) made circa 1910

Decorative handmade Persian 

Qashgai tribal rug 

(6’2”x5’4”) made circa 1920

JANUARY 
SALE 

Call 01495 24399 or visit www.kirkdale.co.uk

Clarence 3 seater sofa 
WAS £1149 - NOW £899



Brintons’ striped chocolate 
fudge carpet can be stylishly 
linked to adjacent rooms with 
plain carpets that share the 
same colour pale�e

Make your home cosy, comfortable and colourful  

by focusing on floor coverings. Maggie Stevenson 

helps you choose the ideal carpet for every room

CARPETING
steps to characterful

9

ESSENTIAL�GUIDE
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Jacaranda’s Seville carpet is 
luxurious enough for bedrooms 
but is a ‘heavy contract’ floor 
covering so can stand up to the 
rigours of use in busiser rooms  

1 FROM�THE 
GROUND�UP

‘When choosing a look for their 

interiors, many people focus on 

fabrics and furniture and forget 

about the floor,’ says Jeremy 

Wilson of Ulster Carpets. ‘But 

a good-quality carpet in the 

right colour and pa�ern can 

add depth and personality to 

the home and make a real style 

statement.’ Given its importance 

to the scheme, allocating a 

proportional amount of your 

budget to the carpet will be a 

worthwhile investment. The 

latest designs contain touches of 

accent colour that can be picked 

out in other furnishings making 

it easy to create an integrated 

look. If you prefer plain carpet 

but can’t find the colour you 

want, John Lewis and Brockway 

Carpets (see p24), among others, 

o�er colour-matching services 

to produce wool carpet to match 

your preferred shade. 

2
PILE ’EM�HIGH
To get the most from your carpet choose 

the right one for the job. Carpets are labelled to 

indicate their suitability: heavy domestic-grade 

carpets have durable, resilient pile ideal for busy 

areas like stairways and living rooms; medium 

domestic-grade carpets are suitable for rooms 

that receive lighter wear, such as bedrooms. If you 

have children and pets, carpets made from 

stain-resistant fibres are easier to clean and 

flecked, mo�led or pa�erned carpets disguise 

marks. ‘Twist and velvet pile carpets are both 

hard-wearing,’ says Rupert Anton of The Carpet 

Foundation. ‘Loop pile is durable too although 

animal claws can snag in its weave. Plush Saxony-

style carpet feels luxurious in the bedroom but  

is less suited to living areas.’ 

John Lewis’s Colour 
Unlimited sevice means 

you can have a carpet  
of any hue

����H&A�FEBRUARY�����
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Cormar’s polypropylene 
‘Sensation Twist’ carpet,  

seen here in charcoal, 
combines a sumptuous feel 

with everyday practicality

3 
MATERIAL�CONCERNS
How a carpet looks, feels and performs depends on the 

fibre it’s made from. Wool is the classic choice of natural fibre and 

polypropylene is one of the most-popular synthetic materials – both 

can be used alone or mixed with other materials. ‘Wool is warm, hard-

wearing and has the resilience to recover easily from the pressure 

of furniture or heavy foot tra�c,’ points out David McCormack of 

Cormar Carpets. ‘Polypropylene is durable, stain-resistant, easy  

to clean and colourfast, as well as being an a�ordable choice.’
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Stairs and stripes: 
draw visitors’ eyes up 

your staircase with 
this Roger Oates Isis 

Leaf runner
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4
STEPPING�UP
Stair runners can be made from cut pile, loop or 

flatweave carpet and are a smart alternative to fi�ed 

carpet. They come in standard widths between 59cm 

and 70cm or can be made to order to leave at least 

5cm of floor visible at either side. ‘Where there’s fi�ed 

carpet on the landing, it should go over the nosing of 

the top step to cover the upper edge of the runner,’ 

advises Crucial Trading’s Emma Hopkins. ‘Generally, 

where the stairs connect wooden floors, the runner 

should start at the base of the bo�om step and end 

under the nosing of the top step.’

5
BUDGET�FOR�THE�BASICS 
Underlay and professional fi�ing will extend the 

life of your carpet so don’t be tempted to skimp on 

them. ‘A decent underlay is about £8.50 per square 

metre,’ explains Ian Powers, Assistant Buyer of Floor 

Coverings at John Lewis. ‘Heavy paper to line the 

floor is around 50p per square metre and, in the 

London area, grippers and fi�ing will add a further 

£18.90 per square metre.’ A good supplier will specify 

the right width of carpet to reduce wastage. You can 

cut costs further by clearing the room of furniture  

and disposing of old carpet before the fi�ers arrive. 

Professional fi�ing cuts the 
carpet – in this case one of Ulster 
Carpets’ Bohemian Collection 
– flush against walls, reducing 
wastage and overall costs

ESSENTIAL�GUIDE
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6 PERFECTLY�P�IN
Plain carpet in a neutral tone is an elegant, go-with-anything 

background for a room but in larger spaces it can seem bland. One 

way to add interest is with texture and there’s a wide range of designs 

on o�er from subtle bouclé to ribbed e�ects, loop and velvet stripes 

as well as more complex textures that emulate Aran kni�ing pa�erns. 

‘Even quite striking pa�erns look more subtle when they’re presented 

in a single colour,’ says Anjana Sethia of Flock Living. ‘The variation in 

pile height of textured carpet creates a graduated surface and light 

playing across it emphasises the pa�ern.’

FIVE�OF�THE�BEST�PATTERNED CARPETS

1

2

1 Kingston Itschner in Light Grey, 100 per cent wool, £74 per sq m, Geometric collection, Axminster Carpets 2 Fabulous Narrow  

in Opal, 100 per cent wool, £140 per sq m, Crucial Trading 3 Painterly floral, hand-tu�ed, 100 per cent silk, £680 per sq m, Stark Carpet   

4 Honeycomb in Duck Egg, £88.20 per sq m, Quirky B collection, Alternative Flooring 5 Rhapsody in Summer Breeze, 80 per cent wool,  

20 per cent nylon, £63 per sq m, Boho Collection, Ulster Carpets

3

4

5

Texture adds 
character to Kersaint 

Cobb’s ‘Carribbean 
Days’ range of  

plain carpets 

7 GO�WITH�THE�FLOW
Using the same carpet throughout the house gives a feeling 

of continuity and helps small homes feel more spacious but 

complementary carpet designs can deliver a similar e�ect while 

linking rooms more creatively. ‘You can create a visual flow through 

adjoining living spaces by choosing carpets with a common 

background or accent colour,’ says Jeremy Wilson of Ulster 

Carpets. ‘Provided the colour pale�e is the same, using tonal 

stripes, pa�erns and plains alongside one another gives individual 

spaces their own personality without creating a busy look.’

You can create visual flow 
without having to match 
carpets. Colours are shared 
between Brintons ranges  
to help you do just that 
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8 DESIGN�TREND 
Plain-coloured and striped carpets are perennial 

favourites but the latest designs o�er a new take on 

pa�erned floors. As well as plaids in new colourways  

and quirky retro designs in gentle pastels, look out for 

romantic, large-scale motifs from Timorous Beasties, neat 

geometrics by Ashley Hicks and cra�-inspired pa�erns,  

such as this one, created by weaver Margot Selby for 

Alternative Flooring. ‘Bold designs feature heavily in  

home decor,’ says Rob Mpayah of Brintons, ‘and pa�ern  

and colour create a bold fashion statement.’

Neat repeating 
geometric pa�erns 

reminiscent of 
the 1970s, such as 

Alternative Flooring’s 
‘Quirky B’ range, 

work well with  
retro furniture 

ESSENTIAL�GUIDE
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9 ANTI�UE�RUGS 
Decorative rugs have had a place in 

western interiors for centuries and they’re still 

in demand today. New rugs made in traditional 

eastern and European designs combine quality 

and value. But if you hanker a�er authenticy, 

antique rugs o�er the patina of age.

‘Kilims are usually the cheapest to buy,’ 

says Ma� Roe of London House Rugs, ‘but 

prices rise steeply for fine Indian Agra and 

silk Persian carpets.’ Prices for these can run 

into thousands of pounds. ‘The more colours 

there are in a rug, the more it will cost,’ points 

out Rachel Simpson of The Rug Studio. ‘In a 

decorative room, the scale and execution of a 

carpet’s design are as important as its colours.’

When buying an antique carpet it pays  

to do your homework, so ask the advice  

of a reputable, expert dealer. ‘Look for the 

best quality and condition,’ says Sara Barber  

of the Persian Carpet Studio. ‘A good rug  

isn’t dependent on the number of knots per 

square inch. Some of the most collectable 

antique rugs are tribal and woven on thick 

wool foundations.’ 

A�ercare is important to ensure your rug 

has a long life. ‘If you must vacuum your rug, 

work across it, not down the length to avoid 

catching the tassels,’ advises Rachel Simpson. 

‘Never use a carpet cleaning machine on  

a rug and have any accidental spillages  

and stains dealt with professionally.’ 

Head to Nomad Ideas 
for traditional kilims. 

This Russian one is 
around 65 years old

STOCKISTS

x� Alternative Flooring  

01264 335111;  

alternativeflooring.com

x� Axminster 03332 406406; 

axminster.co.uk

x� Brintons 0800 505055;  

brintons.co.uk

x� Cormar cormarcarpets.co.uk

x� Crucial Trading 01562 743747; 

crucial-trading.com

x� Flock 020 8440 8777;  

flock-living.com

x� Imperial Rugs 020 8455 8056; 

imperialrugs.co.uk

x� Jacaranda 01536 762697; 

jacarandacarpets.com

x� Kersaint Cobb  

01675 430430; kersaintcobb.co.uk 

x� London House Rugs  

01937 845123;  

londonhouserugs.co.uk

x� Nomad Ideas 01666 500224; 

nomadideas.com

x� Persian Carpet Studio  

01787 882214;  

persiancarpetstudio.co.uk

x� Roger Oates 01531 632718; 

rogeroates.com

x� The Rug Studio 01572 829927; 

therugstudio.co.uk

x� Starck Carpets 020 7352 6001; 

starkcarpet.co.uk 

x� Ulster 028 3833 4433; 

ulstercarpets.com

FOUR�OF�THE�BEST�ANTIqUE RUGS

1 Yamout Hatchile wool rug from Turkestan c1900, £1,975, Bruce Lapere at Liberty 2 Part silk Qum rug from central Persia, made in  

the second half of the 20th century, sold for £7,500 by Christies South Kensington 3 Persian Afshar rug, c1930, £1,210, The Rug Studio  

4 Vintage Afshar wool rug, £2,000, London House Rugs
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Cormar’s Home Counties carpet range.

A collection of stylish plain shades 

in New Zealand wool,

made to glamorise your home.

For local stockists: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk 

Made in Great Britain 

HOME 
COUNTIES
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Don’t miss these exciting  
sales taking place at auction  
houses around the country

AUCTION�HOUSE
NOTICEBOARD

ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURE

4

2

2

midlandfurnitureauctions.co.uk � 01773 832555

�MIDLAND FURNITURE AUCTIONS 

Midland Furniture Auctions holds 
one of the UK’s biggest weekly 
furniture auctions every Wednesday 
in the heart of the country. Packed to 
the brim with the latest ranges and 
types of furniture, bidders can expect 
a fantastic choice and great prices. 
Conveniently located o� the M1 (J28) 
near Alfreton, Derbyshire. For further 
information visit the website or 
contact Dean Carpenter or Liz 
Darrington-Mosley. 

l 10 Grange Close, Clover Nook Industrial Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 4QT

fellows.co.uk � 01212 122131; 020 7127 4198

� FELLOWS & SONS 

Founded in 1876, Fellows is one of the UK’s leading 
auction houses, holding over 120 sales and over 100 
auctions each year. As specialists in a variety of fields 
and with an auction to cater for every need, its 
continually changing inventory makes Fellows a hub of 
excitement for lovers of watches, jewellery and 
antiques. Visit the website for free valuations.

Forthcoming sales:
Thursday 8th January: Watches & Jewellery
Thursday 15th January: Antique & Modern Jewellery
Monday 19th January: Vintage & Modern Wrist Watches
Thursday 22th January: Watches & Jewellery

l Augusta House, 19 Augusta Street, Birmingham, B18 6JA. 2nd floor, 3 Queen Street, 

London, W1J 5PA

specialauctionservices.com � 01635 580595

�SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES 

Special Auction Services is a specialist, traditional auction house proud of its 
high level of service to buyers and sellers.  Its two Newbury salerooms are 
strategically located to service the South of England and within easy reach of 
London. It holds popular and free valuation days every Wednesday, phone first 
for an appointment and come along and meet Thomas, Neil and the team. 

Forthcoming sales:
Tuesday 6th January: Monthly Antiques 
and Collectables
Tuesday 20th January: Express Cameras
Wednesday 28th January: Toy Auction
Tuesday 3rd February: Monthly Antiques 
and Collectables

l 80 and 81 Greenham Business Park, Newbury, 

RG19 6HW

mctears.co.uk � 01418 102880

� MCTEAR’S 

As proud holders of the Britain’s Best Auction House Award, McTear’s has 
become one of the UK’s best-known independent auction houses. The 
company’s auction calendar is brought together by 10 specialist departments 
covering Sco�ish, International and Contemporary Pictures, Watches, Jewellery, 
Whisky, Wine, Asian Art, Silver, Ceramics, Furniture, Clocks, Instruments & 
Militaria. The auctions are promoted on national television and press, and in 
2015 every single lot o�ered at McTear’s will be available to bid live online, 
providing a truly global audience for selling and buying. McTear’s is also a proud 
pioneer of timed bidding auctions in association with the-saleroom.com and 
ATG Media, the world’s leading online bidding platform. These timed auctions 
are di�erent from traditional auctions in that no auctioneer calls the sale; rather 
bidding is done solely online from across the globe.

Forthcoming sales:
Tuesday 13th to Sunday 18th January: January Auction Events Week
Tuesday 17th to Sunday 22nd February: February Auction Events Week

l 31 Meiklewood Road, Glasgow, G51 4EU 
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Toleware was the European way of imitating Asian lacquerwork in the 17th century. Tin-plated sheet iron was covered with asphaltum 

pigment, heat-dried, then painted with brightly coloured flowers. The examples here are French, date from the 1880s and were used 

as a lasting way to leave flowers at gravesides. They’re ideal for brightening up the winter while we wait for the snowdrops to blossom. 

Toleware flowers in vintage zinc pots, £125 each, Puckhaber Decorative Antiques, 16 High Street, New Romney, Kent, TN28 8BY (01797 364197; 
puckhaberdecorativeantiques.com)
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Springtime lasts all year round when you fill 
your home with 19th-century toleware flowers
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odern first editions 

comprise the fastest 

growing market in the book 

world. They attract both the 

well-off looking to build up an important 

collection and those with modest incomes 

hoping to have a nice edition of a book that 

they love. I came into this area through my 

love of early 20th century literature: the 

thought of handling a book by the likes of 

James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway or TS Eliot 

in a similar state to when it first came off 

the press – let alone one that might have 

been handled or signed by the author him 

or herself – filled me with excitement. 

HOW�WOULD�YOU�DESCRIBE�A�

‘MODERN�FIRST�EDITION’?�

They are the classic titles by the greatest 

authors of modern English literature (that is 

literature written in English not necessarily 

by English authors.) They are mostly books 

written in the 20th century but include 

some authors from the late 19th century 

such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

In collecting terms a ‘first edition’ refers 

to the very first ‘print-run’ or the first time 

a novel is published and offered for sale – 

their numbers are by nature much smaller 

than later editions, which is what makes 

them so valuable. 

WHOSE�WORK�ARE�WE 

TALKING�ABOUT?

Think of the authors considered to be 

‘greats’, so Graham Greene, F Scott 

Fitzgerald, Evelyn Waugh, Virginia Woolf, 

James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, Agatha 

Christie, Daphne du Maurier, even Roald 

Dahl and PG Wodehouse. 

HOW�CAN�YOU�TELL�IF�A� 

BOOK�IS�A�FIRST�EDITION?

There are a number of different ways,  

but generally you are looking for what is  

not there: if the book in your hands 

mentions a ‘new edition’ or a ‘second 

printing’ then it is not a first edition. 

Another key element to check for in some 

books published after the 1970s (although 

not all) is a number line. This is the line of 

numbers that appears on the back of the 

Our expert
Max Hasler

Bloomsbury Auctions is one of the 

world’s leading auctioneers of rare 

books. Max joined as its specialist in 

modern first editions in 2010 and has 

overseen a number of significant sales, 

including that of the private collection 

of Clive Hirschhorn in 2012.

First print runs of modern literature classics are a collecting area on the up. 
Our expert Max Hasler explains how to judge a book by its cover

Modern first editions

INSTANT EXPERT

1 Guys and Dolls by Damon Runyon, Frederick A Stokes Company, New York, 1931, sold for £11,000, Bloomsbury Auctions 2 Peril at End House by 
Agatha Christie, The Crime Club, London, 1932, sold for £4,000, Bloomsbury Auctions 3 A Handful of Dust by Evelyn Waugh, signed presentation 
inscription from the author, Chapman and Hall, London, 1934, sold for £14,000, Bloomsbury Auctions 4 High Fidelity, A Novel by Nick Hornby, Victor 
Gollancz, London, 1995, £275, Shapero Rare Books 5 The Hobbit by JRR Tolkien, George Allen & Unwin, London, 1937, sold for £15,000, Bloomsbury 
Auctions 6 The Catcher in the Rye by JD Salinger, Li�le Brown, Boston, 1951, sold for £6,000, Bloomsbury Auctions 7 The Shining by Stephen King, 
signed presentation inscription from the author, Doubleday, New York, 1977, sold for £1,100, Bloomsbury Auctions 8 Strangers on a Train by Patricia 
Highsmith, signed presentation inscription from the author, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1950, sold for £2,800, Bloomsbury Auctions 9 Gone with the 
Wind by Margaret Mitchell, signed by the author, Macmillan, New York, 1936, sold for £6,500, Bloomsbury Auctions

TOP OF THE TREE 

The Great Gatsby by F Sco� Fitzgerald

Francis Cugat’s jacket design is one of the most desirable in 

modern literature and my personal favourite as it captures 

the spirit of the novel perfectly. What makes this artwork 

special is that it even contributed to the book’s composition. 

Fitzgerald wrote to his publisher saying; ‘For Christ’s sake 

don’t give anyone that jacket you’re saving for me. I’ve wri�en 

it into the book’. This one recently sold for £198,000.
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1 Casino Royale by Ian Fleming, Jonathan Cape, London, 1953, sold for £19,500,  
Bloomsbury Auctions 2 Moonraker by Ian Fleming, Jonathan Cape, London, 1955,  
£7,500, Adrian Harrington Rare Books 3 The Spy Who Loved Me by Ian Fleming, Jonathan 
Cape, London, 1962, £480, Shapero Rare Books 4 Dr. No by Ian Fleming, Jonathan Cape,  
London, 1958, £3,000, Shapero Rare Books 5 Thunderball by Ian Fleming, Jonathan  
Cape, London, 1961, £950, Shapero Rare Books

title page (not to be confused with an ISBN 

number). Generally the numbers will count 

down in order and you are looking for the 

lowest number to tell you which printing it 

is. The first edition of Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone for example should read 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1.

WHY�DO�PEOPLE�LIKE�

COLLECTING�THEM?

Obviously this can be personal – you  

may have particularly loved Catcher in the 

Rye, To Kill a Mockingbird or the works of 

JRR Tolkien, for example. Some people 

collect books based on the design of the  

dust-jackets, with many of these becoming 

as iconic as the books themselves.

WHAT�AFFECTS�VALUE?

Condition is paramount. To have a first 

edition is to see the book as it was originally 

intended to be – the better the condition, 

the closer it is to when it first came off the 

shelf. And it’s not just the condition of the 

book itself, as this only comprises about 

10 per cent of the value. That flimsy piece 

of paper that wraps around the book, the 

dust-jacket, is where most of the value lies. 

Not only is its presence key, but also its 

condition: a first edition with a fine example 

of the dust-jacket can fetch 10 times more 

than one without. 

WHAT�ELSE�AFFECTS�VALUE?

Another factor is the presence of an  

author’s inscription. Presentation copies 

can vary enormously in their appeal to 

collectors: an affectionate inscription to  

an important influence in the author’s 

life (for example, a family member, 

another literary giant, or a book-character 

inspiration) has more appeal than ‘to  

Joe Bloggs from the author’.

IS�IT�JUST�FICTION�THAT�IS�

POPULAR�WITH�COLLECTORS? 

Generally, yes. There are a small number 

of non-fiction works that are sought-after 

– works by Maynard Keynes or James 

Watson’s The Double Helix.

Poetry, on the whole, is not as popular as 

fiction, although certain poets such as TS 

Eliot, Seamus Heaney, and Philip Larkin are 

sought after. With the anniversary of World 

War I, war poets such as Wilfred Owen are 

very much in vogue.

�

� � �

�

LICENCE TO SELL

Some of the most valuable first editions are those by James Bond creator  

Ian Fleming. His books are always in demand and I can’t see this changing. 

He is unusual in that even the later books in the James Bond series are 

collectable. Part of their appeal is who James Bond is – the first of the action 

heroes – and it’s no surprise that these books are especially popular with  

the male market. The films have a lot to do with it as they make sure that 

James Bond is forever in the public consciousness, but the appeal is also  

in the iconic 1950s and 60s dust-jacket designs, all but two of which are  

by British illustrator Richard Chopping.
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DO�FILMS�HAVE�AN�IMPACT� 

ON�COLLECTABILITY?

Yes, very much so. Anything that pushes a 

book back into the public conversation will 

have a positive effect on the value. It’s not 

just films, though. Keynes’s books have seen 

a notable rise since the debate surrounding 

his work and the 2008 financial crash.

WHAT�ELSE�DO�COLLECTORS�

LOOK�FOR?

Collectors are keen on books printed before 

World War II in good condition, partly 

because they are so difficult to find, and 

partly because of the dust-jacket designs. 

Also, authors whose books were published 

in difficult circumstances are desirable. 

George Orwell is a good example of this. He 

was a socialist who was closely monitored 

by the authorities (the Metropolitan 

Police Special Branch maintained a file 

on Orwell for more than 20 years). It was 

politically risky publishing his books so 

print runs were particularly small. As a 

result, many first editions of his books are 

extraordinarily difficult to find.

WHAT’S�THE�PRICE�RANGE?

For a copy in good condition by an author 

who will still be remembered (and therefore 

collected) in years to come, you should 

be looking at a minimum of around £100. 

Beyond that, first editions have been known 

to sell for hundreds of thousands of pounds.

IS�THERE�A�HOLY�GRAIL�FOR�

COLLECTORS?

Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the 

Baskervilles has only appeared in a dust-

jacket once on the open market, in 1998, 

when it made $120,000 (£77,000). If a copy 

came up now, it would almost certainly 

make more than $500,000 (£321,000).

WHAT�SHOULD�NEW�

COLLECTORS�LOOK�FOR?

A good strategy is to go for the authors who 

are well-known and are already established 

as ‘greats’. Alternatively, you could  

collect works of greater significance to  

you personally or try to pick out the next  

JK Rowling or Ian Fleming – but this may 

not be the most lucrative avenue as you 

might get it wrong. Beware of collecting 

very modern first editions as print runs  

are larger than they used to be and the 

books may prove to be a flash in the pan. 

HOW�SHOULD�PEOPLE�CARE�FOR�

THEIR�FIRST�EDITIONS?�

Keep them upright or flat, out of direct 

sunlight, and in a stable environment free 

from damp that is, if possible, temperature-

controlled and not near or above a radiator. 

It’s not a good idea to read or overly handle 

your first edition as finger-marks or tearing 

the dust-jacket will lower the value. In fact, 

it’s best to read a cheaper copy!

WHAT�WOULD�YOU�RECOMMEND�

INVESTING�IN�NOW?

Even though Harry Potter is making a lot 

‘To have a first edition is to see the book as it was originally intended to be  

– the better the condition, the closer it is to when it first came off the shelf ’

BETTER

Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell 

This is another iconic title and the copy 

shown here is in superb condition with 

the very scarce wraparound band. Sold 

at auction for £6,500.

BEST

Lord of the Flies by William Golding 

The author’s first novel and this copy 

is not only signed by him, but also 

belonged to the writer Graham Greene. 

Sold at auction for £15,000.

GOOD

To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee  

This is an iconic title but this copy is  

a first British edition as opposed to 

American. Still a lovely design though. 

Recently sold at auction for £400.

THREE OF THE BEST

ANTIQUES
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FIND OUT MORE 

WHERE TO BUY

n Adrian Harrington Rare Books,  

64a Kensington Church Street, 

London. 020 7937 1465; 

harringtonbooks.co.uk 

n Chelsea Antiquarian Book fair, 

Chelsea Old Town Hall, King’s 

Road, London. 020 7421 4681, 

chelseabookfair.com

n Bloomsbury Auctions,  

Bloomsbury House, 24 Maddox 

St, London. 020 7495 9494; 

bloomsburyauctions.com

n London International  

Antiquarian book fair, Olympia, 

London, 28th-30th May 2015. 020 

7421 4681 olympiabookfair.com

n Shapero Rare Books, 32 St  

George St, London. 020 7493 0876; 

shapero.com

n York Book Fair, York Racecourse. 

01904 624414; yorkbookfair.com

USEFUL WEBSITES: 

n Antiquarian Booksellers’ 

Association aba.org.uk

n First Edition Points Fedpo.com

n viaLibri vialibri.net

of money now, there is a generation of people 

coming through who grew up with it – when 

they get to a collecting age you are likely to  

see the price peak again. 

ANY�OTHER�ADVICE?
Make sure you buy the true first edition – if  

the author is British you should generally  

make sure your copy was published in the  

UK; for an American author, look for US 

editions. The other thing to note is that the 

later the title in a series, the less valuable it  

will be, as publishers often increase print runs 

to cope with demand as an author’s reputation 

grows. So, for example, while a first edition 

of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone is 

worth £15,000-£20,000, a first edition of the 

Chamber of Secrets (the second book) is only 

worth £400-£600 and The Prisoner of Azkaban 

(the third) £200-£300. 

My final words of advice are to ignore the  

old adage: make sure you do judge a book by  

its cover and always buy something you love.  

1 The Hound of The Baskervilles 
by Arthur Conan Doyle, George 
Newnes, London, 1902, £3,000, 
Adrian Harrington Rare Books  
2 Lucky Jim by Kingsley Amis, 
signed presentation inscription 
from the author, Victor Gollancz, 
London, 1953, sold for £7,000, 
Bloomsbury Auctions 3 A Farewell 
to Arms by Ernest Hemingway, 
Scribners, New York, 1929, sold 
for £2,000, Bloomsbury Auctions 
4 The Lord of the Rings by JRR 
Tolkien, George Allen & Unwin, 
London, 1954, 1954, 1955, £7,500, 
Adrian Harrington Rare Books

� ��

�

‘The later the title in a 

series, the less valuable  

it will be, as publishers 

often increase print runs 

to cope with demand’
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The Macdonalds’ living room fireplace was 
made by a local stone mason to match one in 
the kitchen. The chandelier is from Ardingly 

Antiques Fair, while one of the chaises  
longues is from Josephine Ryan Antiques

Almost everything in Clare Macdonald’s Brixton 

home is pre-owned – even the bathroom sink…

Better than new

FEATURE LOUISE LAWRENCE  PHOTOGRAPHS PENNY WINCER



THE ESSENTIALS

�ʜ����ɴ�ʀ Clare and Alex Macdonald live here  

with their seven year-old twin daughters Coco and 

Lydia. Alex works as a director of photography and 

Clare as a stylist.

�ʜ���ʀ���ʀ�ʏ This double-fronted Victorian house 

is located in Brixton. Downstairs has been divided 

into two large spaces, a double living room and a 

kitchen-diner. Upstairs, there are three bedrooms,  

a large bathroom and a study.

‘M
ost of our furnishings and accessories have been 

rescued from somewhere,’ says Clare Macdonald, 

who moved into her Brixton home with husband 

Alex in 2002. ‘The basin in the bathroom came 

from my grandmother’s home, the 5ft mirror in the living room was 

bought at auction for £200 and the bed in the master bedroom was 

found at a French brocante and transported back in Alex’s van.’ 

In the kitchen, an old school desk and salvaged blackboard  

creates a charming homework area for the couple’s twin daughters, 

Coco and Lydia, while the Victorian dresser is home to Clare’s  

ever-expanding collection of candy-hued vintage china. ‘Antique 

and vintage pieces are generally much better quality than new 

items,’ says Clare. ‘And I love the thought that a piece has had  

a previous owner or even several.’

Before viewing this Victorian property, the couple had been 

gazumped twice within 18 months and were on the brink of  

giving up on the house hunt. ‘Alex finally dragged me kicking  

and screaming from Fulham to his home ground south of the  

river. It was totally unknown territory for me but I knew that we 

couldn’t afford a house unless we moved further out,’ says Clare.

This place had been divided into six small bedsits with a  

grotty communal kitchen and bathroom, but the couple loved  

its original cornicing and fireplaces. After moving in, they lived  

with the existing layout for six months before drawing up plans  

and employing a local builder to reconfigure the ground floor.  

The new design involved removing most internal walls, leaving  

�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ����ʙ����The 19th-century mirror in 
the living room was an auction find; Clare bought the Challen 
piano from a retired piano teacher and believes it to be c1930; 
Clare in her living room; the double-fronted house is in Brixton
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two cavernous spaces for the living room and kitchen-diner.  

‘It was pretty tough when the building work was taking place,’  

says Clare. ‘We were living in the upstairs rooms with two lodgers. 

Our kitchen was a fridge with a microwave taped on top and we 

used the bathroom basin as a kitchen sink.’ The couple had a strict 

budget so, to keep costs down, spent every evening stripping paint 

and sanding woodwork. 

ORIGINAL�FEATURES

It wasn’t all bad though. After pulling up layers of old carpet, Clare 

and Alex were delighted to discover the original floorboards – many 

in mint condition. ‘Alex lifted and relaid every board before we 

sanded, stained and varnished them,’ says Clare. ‘The process was 

slowed down after our cat jumped on to the freshly varnished hall 

floor, ran around and then got stuck to the windowsill!’ 

By the time that the renovations upstairs were almost finished 

(an airy bathroom created in what was a bedroom and the other  

rooms opened up by removing internal walls), Clare was expecting  

twins, which gave the couple a rather tight deadline. ‘After they  

‘The process was slowed down after 

our cat jumped on to the freshly 

varnished hall floor, ran around and 

then got stuck to the windowsill’

A CLOSER LOOK

Vintage china
‘As I work as an interiors stylist, I have an excuse  

to continually add to my collection of kitchenware,’ 

says Clare, who admits to having a weakness  

for car boot sales, charity shops and junk shops. 

‘Visitors look at the dresser stacked with vintage 

tea plates, cups and saucers and my open shelves, 

filled with cake stands, and wonder if I bake  

cakes for a living. I only ever pay £2-£3 for a  

piece and am particularly drawn to pastel-hued 

bone china.’ For similar pieces, try China Search 

(01926 512402; chinasearch.co.uk).

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ��The kitchen dresser, bought from an antiques 
warehouse, is filled with Clare’s collection of vintage china 
�ʙ���﹐��ʀ���ʟ��� Daughters Coco and Lydia in the kitchen-
diner; the refectory table was made by a local carpenter
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were born, Alex spent every day in the hospital with the three of us 

and in the evening would go home and stay up all night decorating 

the nursery. It was such a surprise when I brought the babies home 

to the finished room,’ she says .

The pared-back palette that Alex and Clare have gone for 

emphasizes the beautiful proportions and all those original 

features, which the couple fell in love with on their first viewing. 

The cornicing in the downstairs rooms was painstakingly restored 

and any sections that were missing were replaced by plasterers, 

ceiling roses were made by a local company and the original  

marble fireplace in the kitchen was scrubbed of ‘layers of filth’. 

ROOM�TO�GROW

Since finishing the house eight years ago, the family has fully 

embraced their life there. The downstairs rooms provide plenty  

of space for Coco and Lydia to play in and, in the garden, they have 

their own garden house, where they proudly display their own sets 

of cups and saucers. ‘The girls do get dragged around car boot sales 

and charity shops with me and often choose pieces they like,’ says 

�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ���ʟ����The basin came from Clare’s 
grandmother’s house. The chair and towel rail are repainted car 
boot finds; the bath is from Chadder & Co; Clare found the picture 
and upholstered chair at an antiques fair at Firle Place in Sussex

‘The girls do get dragged around  

car boot sales and charity shops with 

me. They seem to have inherited my 

love of all things vintage’

�����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



The bed and sofa in the master 
bedroom were both found in France. 
‘We brought the antique bed back  
in sections in Alex’s van,’ says Clare

HOMES 



The twin beds in the girls’ bedroom 
are from Ikea and the li�le shelf is 
from Browsers Barn in East Sussex



Get the look

1 ‘Brontë’ chaise longue, from £895, Loaf 2 ‘Apollo’ wall mirror, £155, The French Bedroom Company 3 Green velvet ‘Padua’ stool, £475, Oka 

4 ‘Country’ bunting, £22, iDecorate 5 ‘Chiddingfold’ recycled glass base, £75, Laura Ashley 6 Metal jug, £7, The Contemporary Home  

7 School chairs, £365 for six, The Old Cinema D For stockist information see page 161

Clare. ‘They seem to have inherited my love of all things vintage, 

including the china.’ No wonder then that Alex has had to put 

his foot down to curb the girls’ collecting habits. ‘We’re currently 

debating whether we should do a loft conversion as we need more 

space,’ says Clare. ‘But perhaps it would be easier to get rid of  

some of my china.’ 

�ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ�������ʟ��� The chair in Coco and Lydia’s 
bedroom was found at a local house clearance shop and reupholstered; 
Coco and Lydia’s Wendy house; the girls have their own collection of 
kitchenware; bunting adds colour to the whitewashed walls
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The pick of this month’s saleroom lots, including vintage posters and a�ordable 
antique jewellery. Plus, discover what’s hot in the watches market 

AUCTION�PREVIEW

SELL
Rolex Daytonas 
(launched in 1963) 
that were made in 
the Sixties and 
Seventies – their 
value has shot up  
in recent times,  
so it’s a good idea 
to cash in and 
reinvest elsewhere.

BUY
Tag Heuer and 
Breitling watches 
from the Sixties 
and Seventies in 
the best condition 
possible are hot 
property at the 
moment – these 
items are still 
undervalued.

HOLD
Vintage oversize 
watches that are 
larger than 36mm 
in diameter, from 
any of the great 
marques: namely, 
Audemars Piguet, 
Vacheron 
Constantin or 
Jaeger-LeCoultre.

Snow scenes

FEATURE CAROLINE WHEATER

3rd Antiques & Interiors, 

Bearnes Hampton & Li�lewood, Exeter, 

Devon. 01392 413100; bhandl.co.uk

4th Impressionist & Modern Art, 

Sotheby’s, New Bond Street, London. 

020 7293 5000; sothebys.com

10th Tribal Art & Antiquities, 

Woolley & Wallis, Salisbury, Wiltshire. 

01722 424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk

11th Militaria, Halls, Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire. 01743 450700; 

hallsestateagents.co.uk/fine-art

12th Jewellery & Silver, 

Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh. 

0131 557 8844; lyonandturnbull.com

14th Vintage Fashion & Wedding 

Dresses, Mallams, Oxford. 

01865 241358; mallams.co.uk

17th Period Design, Bonhams 

Knightsbridge, London. 

020 7393 3900; bonhams.com 

18th Stamps & Postal History, 

Tennants, Leyburn, North Yorkshire. 

01969 623780; tennants.co.uk

19th-21st Antiques & Collectors 

Auction, Hansons, Etwall, Derbyshire. 

01283 733988; hansonauctioneers.co.uk

20th Model Trains, Vectis, Thornaby, 

Stockton-on-Tees, North Yorkshire. 

01642 750616; vectis.co.uk

25th A Private Collection of British 

Art Po�ery, Woolley & Wallis, 

Salisbury, Wiltshire. 01722 424500; 

woolleyandwallis.co.uk 

26th British & Continental Ceramics 

& Glass, Toovey’s, Washington, West 

Sussex. 01903 891955; tooveys.com

27th Needlework, Textiles & Clothing, 

Toovey’s, Washington, West Sussex. 

01903 891955; tooveys.com

28th Toys, Halls, Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire. 01743 450700; 

hallsestateagents.co.uk/fine-art

February 
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

Director

ADRIAN 
HAILWOOD

FELLOWS, BIRMINGHAM

You can almost feel the freshness of the 

mountain air, so graphic are the ski posters 

included in Christie’s South Kensington’s 

forthcoming Ski Sale. Says Christie’s 

specialist Sophie Churcher, ‘The designs 

are full of movement and action, with the 

most popular dating to the Twenties and 

Thirties, when skiing was in its infancy.’

The 260 lots date from the 1890s to the 

1960s, with estimates ranging from £800 to 

£25,000. The posters were often printed 

using stone lithography, which produces 

rich colours and sharp details. ‘They 

would have been printed in editions of 

several hundred each,’ says Sophie, ‘but 

they were usually torn down 

at the end of the season, so 

it’s quite rare to find them in 

good condition.’ Highlights 

include ‘St Moritz’, 1932, by 

Alois Carigiet (est £3,000 to 

£5,000); ‘Gstaad’, 1946, by 

Martin Peikert (est £4,000  

to £6,000); and ‘Les Sports 

D’Hiver St Pierre de 

Chartreuse’, 1930, by Roger 

Broders (£10,000 to £15,000). 

Ski Sale, 22nd January, Christie’s 

South Kensington, London.  

020 7930 6074; christies.com 
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�SWORDERS

Art Deco, Mid Century 

& Modern Design – 

27th January

Stig Lindberg was a 

leading light in post-war 

ceramic design, and art 

director of Stockholm’s 

Gustavsberg po�ery 

from 1949. His ‘Karneval’ 

cylindrical vase, c1965, 

 is sure to be snapped  

up by an enthusiast.  

01279 817778; 

sworder.co.uk 

�WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

Jewellery – 22nd January

Depicting an iris, a symbol of 

friendship, this art nouveau 

period gold pendant would 

make a lovely Valentine’s 

or Mother’s Day gi�. You 

could put a tiny photo  

or a wisp of hair inside the 

locket. 01722 424500; 

woolleyandwallis.co.uk

�WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

Silver – 20th & 21st January

Only the Victorians could have devised 

a dictionary as tiny as this. By David 

Bryce & Sons of Glasgow, the 3cm-long 

novelty item for a chatelaine (a waist 

chain worn by women) is hallmarked 

1890 and encased in 14-carat gold. 

01722 424500; woolleyandwallis.co.uk

�LAWRENCES

Jewellery & Ceramics, Pictures & 

Furniture – 15th & 16th January

Like many artists of his time, Simon 

Albert Bussy (1869-1954) went on 

sketching trips to London Zoo, which is 

probably where he spo�ed this exotic, 

12-wired bird of paradise. The pastel 

composition dates to 1929. 

01460 73041; lawrences.co.uk

�SWORDERS

Art Deco, Mid Century & 

Modern Design – 27th January

Buyers can’t get enough of Scandinavian furniture 

from the Sixties and Seventies. This Danish six- 

drawer teak chest, 104cm high, has stylish handles 

and original key. 01279 817778; sworder.co.uk

REAL GEMS 
With Valentine’s Day looming, 

thoughts turn to bejewelled love 

tokens. Bonhams Oxford is the place 

to go for value, with lots ranging in 

estimate from £300 to £1,000. ‘We 

hold jewellery sales every month 

except August, aiming for 300 lots  

per sale,’ says Louise Dennis,  

jewellery specialist at the branch.

‘While we sell anything from 

Georgian chains to 1980s chunky 

collars, our focus is on period pieces  

of good quality, to reflect the revival  

in period fashion. Buyers find 

handmade antique jewellery more 

decorative and individual than modern 

mass-produced designs, and very 

wearable.’ Gemstones on Victorian, 

Edwardian and art deco pieces are  

‘old cut’ (cut by hand rather than 

machine), which gives a deeper profile 

and a more sparkly appearance.  

‘The mounts tend to be of a good 

weight, and the se�ings are hand-

pierced,’ adds Louise. 

Treasures in the next sale include, 

from the late Victorian period,  

a beautiful diamond-set floral spray 

brooch, pictured above (est £700 to 

£900), and a sapphire and 

diamond heart pendant 

(est £800 to £1,000). 

And, from the Twenties, 

a pair of jade and 

diamond ear pendants 

set in platinum, right 

(est £600 to £800).

Valentine’s Day 

Jewellery Sale,  

10th February, 

Bonhams Oxford. 

01865 853640; 

bonhams.com

The fine selection gathered here  

is going under the hammer soon. 

Turn the page to discover more 

highly prized pieces  

and the prices  

they fetched

COMING 
UP�SOON
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Up to £300

Bring some continental flair to your home with antique and vintage finds from 
mainland Europe and Scandinavia. Caroline Wheater picks some of the best  
pieces from over the water that have recently sold at auction

EUROPEAN�PIECES
AUCTION�PRICE�GUIDE

1 Rörstrand ceramic  

wall plaque

DATE�������

‘Rörstrand was the Wedgwood of Sweden,’ 

says Sworders’ John Black, ‘and sought out 

talented designers, such as Gunnar Nylund 

and Inger Persson, to work for them.’ As 

artistic director of the Rörstrand Atelje 

(studio range) from 1963-71, Olle Alberius 

launched a range of stoneware wall plaques 

and tiles featuring bold, abstract designs in 

kaleidoscopic colours. ‘They have a folksy, 

Arts and Cra�s feel that is fashionable 

again today,’ says John. Discover more 

at the Rörstrand Museum in Lidköping 

(rorstrand-museum.se/en).

Valued at £100 to £150  
x�Sold for £85  
SWORDERS

2 Silver condiment set

DATE�������

Greenland-born Just Andersen (1884-1943) 

was the creator of this unusual lobed 

condiment trio, comprising salt, pepper and 

mustard pots, the la�er with blue-glass liner 

and wooden spoon. Andersen trained at 

the School of Danish Cra�s in Copenhagen 

and specialised in making 

metalware – he founded 

Just Andersen Pewter 

in 1918. He later 

worked for Georg 

Jensen, designing 

‘Blok’ flatware (cutlery).

Valued at £100  
to £200  
x�Sold for £100  

SWORDERS

3 Bohemian glass tazza

DATE��LATE���TH�OR� 

EARLY���TH�CENTURY

This handmade glass tazza – engraved, 

gilded and 29.5cm high – hails from Bohemia 

(now known as the Czech Republic), which 

exported massive amounts of glass to the 

rest of Europe during the second half of 

the 19th century. Typically, Bohemian glass 

features strong colours, such as green, 

cranberry, ruby, blue and amber as well as 

clear glass. ‘While the market for anything 

Victorian in look is not as fashionable as 

it used to be, there is still a demand for 

Bohemian glass, provided it’s in perfect 

condition, as this piece was,’ says Richard 

Haywood of Che�ns. 

Valued at £200 to £400  
x�Sold for £280  

CHEFFINS

4 Painted coffer

DATE��FIRST�HALF����ʜ�CENTURY

The private bidder who won this 

Scandinavian treasure got themselves an 

original co�er with no significant repairs 

or damage, aside from a li�le wear to the 

painted surfaces. ‘Painted decoration, 

usually featuring flowers and foliage, is 

typically seen on Scandinavian storage 

furniture of the 19th century,’ says Ben 

Brown of Drewea�s. Probably made of 

pine, the co�er would most likely have 

been used to store household linen and 

clothes. Nowadays, you can add toys, 

games, photographs and antique  

collections to that list.

Valued at £200 to £300   
x�Sold for £240  
DREWEATTS

1

2

4
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V�PICK�OF�THE�MONTH

Savona maiolica tazza
DATE�������

Pronounced ‘tatza’, tazzas (standing 

bowls) were used to serve fruit, 

sweetmeats and dainty cakes or pastries 

in the past, but they also make elegant 

table centrepieces today. This small 

tazza (19cm diameter) was made in the 

Liguria region in the north west of Italy 

– specifically the area known as Savona, 

which is named a�er the nearby seaport 

and renowned for ceramic manufacture. 

Towards the end of the 16th century 

15 active kilns were recorded in Savona 

and the production of tin-glazed 

earthenware, or maiolica, reached its 

peak during the 17th and 18th centuries. 

Highly decorated, yet naïvely so, this 

tazza depicts two exotic birds perching 

among flowers and foliage. Traditionally, 

birds symbolise marriage, new life and 

hope so perhaps this was a betrothal gi�. 

The piece has excellent provenance, 

having been part of the collection of 

the late Eva Weininger, which was sold 

by Sworders on 9th September last 

year (see ‘Auction Preview’ in H&A’s 

Septemeber 2014 issue to find out more 

about Eva and her collection). Eva was  

a renowned antiques lover and collector, 

with a keen eye for early continental 

ceramics. She bought this piece from 

Maria Baer, whose late husband, 

Hermann, was a renowned Mayfair 

antiques dealer.

Valued at £1,000 to £2,000  
x�Sold for £550  

SWORDERS

5 David-Andersen brooch
DATE��MID����ʜ�CENTURY

Founded in 1876 in Oslo, the David-Andersen 

company is known for its a�ordable enamel 

jewellery. This bu�erfly brooch, one of six 

brooches in the lot, was decorated with 

guilloche enamel. ‘We don’t see much David-

Andersen jewellery but a small collection 

was consigned to us by a Norwegian family,’ 

says John Black of Sworders.

Valued at £100 to £150  
x�Sold for £240  

SWORDERS

6 Beechwood fauteuil
DATE��MID�TO�LATE����ʜ�CENTURY

With its cabriole legs and cartouche back 

this French low ‘fauteuil’ or ‘open-elbow’ 

chair harks back to the Louis XV style of the 

early to mid 18th century. ‘One of a pair, this 

chair could have been part of a salon suite,’ 

says Mark Richards at Woolley & Wallis.

Valued at £150 to £250  
x�Sold for £100 

WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

7 Orrefors ‘Kraka’ vase
DATE�������

The ‘Kraka’ range was one of many designs 

launched by Swedish glassmaker Orrefors 

in the mid 20th century. Decorated with 

trapped air bubbles, ‘Kraka’ pieces were 

created by Sven Palmqvist in 1945 and 

produced until 1986. Those made by  

the man himself, as here, were signed  

‘Sven Palmqvist’ or ‘S Palmqvist’.

Valued at £200 to £250  
x�Sold for £190 

FIELDINGS

5
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‘This tazza has excellent provenance, 

having been part of the collection  

of the late Eva Weininger’

‘Decorated with trapped 

air bubbles, ‘Kraka’ pieces 

were created by Sven 

Palmqvist in 1945’

ANTIQUES
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1 Berlin porcelain plaque

DATE������

In the 19th century porcelain wall plaques 

featuring copies of well-known paintings 

were much liked. ‘The best were made by 

the Berlin, Dresden and Vienna porcelain 

factories,’ says John Black at Sworders. 

Probably made by the Berlin factory, this 

small 17cm-wide plaque (they could be up 

to 60cm wide), is a copy of The Penitent 

Magdalene – a very popular painting by the 

18th-century Italian artist Pompeo Batoni. 

The original Batoni painting, was displayed 

at the Dresden Museum but destroyed 

during World War II.

Valued at £150 to £200  
x�Sold for £320  

SWORDERS

2 Boch Frères Keramis vase

DATE���������

This tactile earthenware ceramic, 27cm tall, 

with ma� glaze, was part of an 82-lot private 

collection of vases, all made by the long-

established Belgian company, Boch Frères 

Keramis (known as Royal Boch today). ‘The 

vases were designed by Charles Ca�eau 

whose work is sought a�er by collectors in 

Europe and America,’ comments Michael 

Je�ery of Woolley & Wallis. Charles 

Ca�eau was at the heart of the art deco 

movement, joining Boch Frères in 1906 

before being appointed manager of its 

Fantaisie workshop in 1907 where he 

stayed until 1948. At the famous Paris 

Exhibition of 1925 Ca�eau won a gold 

medal for various earthenwares, including 

a huge vase decorated with leaping deer. 

His abstract, geometrical flora and fauna 

designs typify art deco motifs and are  

still popular. 

Valued at £300 to £500  
x�Sold for £420 

WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

Up to £700

3 Jaeger LeCoultre lady’s 

wristwatch

DATE������

‘Throughout the 20th century the Swiss 

company Jaeger LeCoultre produced top 

quality watches. This integral bracelet 

watch is a typical design of the 1960s and 

early 1970s that is comfortable to wear and 

dressy,’ says Adam Wasdell of Tennants. 

Snapped up by a lady bidder, the 9ct gold 

watch has ‘dagger’-shaped markers on the 

dial (which were introduced in the 1950s 

and continued to be used through the 

decade and into the 1960s) and a silvered 

dial that has mellowed to a pearly finish. 

Valued at £300 to £400  
x�Sold for £420  

TENNANTS�

4 Two teak chests and  

a wall mirror

DATE�������

‘Scandinavian furniture from the mid-20th 

century is well made, well designed and 

popular with buyers,’ points out Sworders’ 

director John Black. Simple machining 

techniques would have been used to make 

these chests by Norwegian company Skeie 

& Co, and the mirror, probably by Danish 

cabinetmaker Aksel Kjersgaard. It’s likely 

that the items were bought at Heal’s, which 

put on a seminal selling exhibition called 

‘Scandinavian Design for Living’ in 1951, 

featuring furniture from Denmark, Norway, 

Sweden and Finland. 

Valued at £150 to £250  
x�Sold for £360  

SWORDERS

‘Simple machining 

techniques would have 

been used to make  

these chests’
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5 Marius Hammer 
fringe necklace
DATE�������

The silversmith Marius Hammer 

(1847-1927) founded his workshop 

in Bergen, Norway and, together with 

Oslo jewellers David-Andersen, specialised 

in enamelling and plique-à-jour on jewellery, 

boxes, spoons and other ‘smalls’. Hammer 

pieces, such as this 40cm-long enamel 

necklace with fan and floral clusters and 

identified by his monogram: a capital M  

with a superimposed hammer, sometimes 

come up for sale in British auctions. 

Perhaps his most distinctive designs  

are the silver gilt salts (small salt dishes) 

with dragon or horse head handles  

based on Viking longboat design. His  

style is unmistakably Nordic.

Valued at £250 to £350  
x�Sold for £312  

BONHAMS�OXFORD�

6 Giltwood wall niche
DATE��LATE����ʜ�CENTURY

When a well heeled person travelled  

across Europe for pleasure during the  

19th century, they usually returned with  

a trunkful of souvenirs. ‘Renaissance-style 

niches were very popular souvenirs at  

the time,’ explains John Black of Sworders, 

‘and they were a speciality of the cra�smen 

of Florence and Siena.’ The cra�smen  

could have copied directly from, or been 

inspired by, wall niches in local churches. 

Angels were popular subjects and from  

this niche the warrior-like Archangel 

Michael gazes out.

Valued at £150 to £250  
x�Sold for £550 

SWORDERS

7 Venetian-style mirror
DATE��LATE����ʜ�CENTURY

‘Venetian-style mirrors are always 

popular with interior decorators, 

and despite a li�le bit of damage 

to the top of the mirror, where the foil 

has come adri� from the base wood, 

this one whizzed out of the saleroom,’  

says Sworders’ John Black. At a sizeable  

119 x 85cm, the mirror was a statement 

piece, enhanced by blue-glass plates.  

‘It carried a French label but I suspect  

it is Italian-made,’ says John. 

Valued at £300 to £500 
x�Sold for £500  

SWORDERS

8 Sèvres tea cup and saucer
DATE�������

The market for Sèvres is strong so there 

was an air of excitement when a single-

owner collection of French porcelain 

came up for sale in the Woolley & Wallis 

saleroom last September. ‘Compared to 

its German rival Meissen, Sèvres porcelain 

was feminine and floral, influenced by Marie 

Antoine�e, wife of Louis XVI,’ explains 

ceramic specialist Clare Durham. The tea 

cup and saucer bear the interlaced LL 

mark used by Sèvres but though they are 

thought to have been made around 1760, 

the decoration could have been added 

anywhere between two and 40 years later. 

‘It was common practice for ceramics 

factories to sell blanks to independent 

decorators,’ says Clare.

Valued at £150 to £250  
x�Sold for £550  

WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

6

7

5
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‘Compared to its German 

rival Meissen, Sèvres 

porcelain was feminine 

and floral, influenced by  

Marie Antoinette’
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‘This teak ‘Extension’ 
table was created in 
1960 by designers 
Peter Hvidt and Orla 
Mølgaard-Nielsen’

Over £700

1 Silver and enamel  
cigarette case 
DATE�������

‘Risque images were very popular during 

the 1920s and a wide range of subjects 

in this genre were available. They were 

produced chiefly in Germany and Austria 

but exported all over Europe, particularly 

to the UK and USA,’ explains Michael 

Prevezer at Christie’s South Kensington. 

The enamelling on this cigare�e case had 

some surface scratches but importantly  

it hadn’t been chipped or restored, 

which can seriously a�ect value of such 

items. ‘Enamel cigare�e cases are very 

collectable, especially in Italy, and are 

usually displayed in cabinets or frames.’

Valued at £1,000 to £1,500  
x�Sold for £750  
CHRISTIE’S�SOUTH�KENSINGTON

2 Loetz iridescent vase
DATE�������

Among the top five glass factories of  

the period, Loetz is synonymous with art 

nouveau glass. ‘Along with Ti�any, Loetz 

produced a gleaming iridescence or “petrol” 

finish in a variety of pa�erns. It was a 

glamorous look that sat well with the times,’ 

says Gemma Mitchell of Bonhams. This 

stretched floral pa�ern vase, 23.7cm high 

(paired with another wave pa�ern vase in the 

same lot), is fi�ed with a gilt metal collar that 

was probably applied a�er leaving the 

Loetz factory in southern Bohemia, 

now the Czech Republic. ‘Loetz was 

prolific and pieces o�en go unmarked 

but the quality of workmanship 

identifies them,’ adds Gemma.

Valued at £600 to £800  
x�Sold for £875 

BONHAMS

1

2

3

3 Dutch botanical tile
DATE����������

‘Botanical tiles are very rare, only 

occasionally coming up for sale at auction,’ 

says Clare Durham of Woolley & Wallis. 

‘This tulip tile was probably made in 

Haarlem and would have been one of  

a pair, the matching tile depicting the  

stem and leaves.’ Its twin could have been 

lost or cracked and discarded over the 

years but, originally, the whole tulip tile 

panel would have been framed and hung  

on a wall or set into a fireplace. Fi�ingly,  

the tile has returned to The Netherlands. 

Valued at £300 to £400  
x�Sold for £1,700  

WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

4 ‘Extension’ dining table 
and ‘Model 75’ chairs
DATE�����������

This teak ‘Extension’ table was created  

in 1960 by Danish design partnership  

Peter Hvidt and Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen  

for the furniture maker France & Søn.  

The ‘Model 75’ chair design, with woven  

paper cord seats, dates to 1954 and was  

by Dane Niels O Møller for family firm  

JL Møllers Møbelfabrik.

Valued at £700 to £1,000  
x�Sold for £1,400  

CHEFFINS

4
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5 Müller Frères cameo vase

DATE��EARLY����ʜ�CENTURY

The Müller Frères (Henri, Désiré, Eugene, 

Pierre and Victor) trained at the Gallé 

glassworks before se�ing up their own 

factories in Lorraine, the first in Lunéville 

in 1895. The Brothers’ main output was 

art nouveau-style cameo glass featuring 

landscape scenes. A�er World War I they 

started producing lamps, chandeliers 

and wall sconces in quantity, too. This 

vase is signed ‘Muller Fres, Luneville’.

Valued at £500 to £700  
x�Sold for £850  

SWORDERS 

6 Giltwood angel

DATE��LATE����ʜ�CENTURY

‘We know this angel is from South Germany 

because carvings of the region are typically 

handcra�ed from so�wood, either pine 

or lime. And this one is pine,’ says Pippa 

Green at Christie’s South Kensington. 

Originally, the angel would have been 

part of a decorative scheme in a church 

or a public building. Somehow salvaged, 

albeit in a slightly ba�ered state, this angel 

(and others like him) will probably be 

reinvented as wall art.

Valued at £1,000 to £1,500  
x�Sold for £1,000  

CHRISTIE’S�SOUTH�KENSINGTON

7 Tortoiseshell box

DATE��EARLY����ʜ�CENTURY

The soaraway price fetched by this 7.7cm 

long box, painted with a bucolic landscape, 

proved its exquisite quality. ‘The painting 

is so fine and detailed that you can see 

the dust under the horses’ hooves,’ points 

out John Black of Sworders. The base is 

made from tortoiseshell (the shell of the 

hawksbill turtle), moulded into shape either 

by heating and pressing or building it up 

in layers. ‘A painted box such as this was 

probably a high-quality souvenir, designed 

to be displayed in a cabinet,’ adds John.

Valued at £500 to £1,000  
x�Sold for £1,650  

SWORDERS

8 Giltwood canapé

DATE��MID�TO�LATE����ʜ�CENTURY

This small French sofa, or canapé en 

corbeille (with curving sides), had been  

re-gilded and reupholstered in smart new 

silk fabric and looked in tiptop condition.  

‘It is Louis XV in style, so inspired by 18th-

century furniture, which enjoyed a massive 

revival in late 19th-century France,’ says 

Ned Pakenham at Christie’s  

South Kensington. 

Valued at £2,000 to £3,000  
x�Sold for £2,250  

CHRISTIE’S�SOUTH�KENSINGTON 
 
9 Biedermeier chest  

of drawers

DATE��MID����ʜ�CENTURY

The small proportions and honeyed tones 

of this Swedish chest in the Biedermeier 

style appealed greatly to bidders. ‘Made 

of silver birch, it was in good order and had 

nice fan-bracket feet, column supports and 

diamond-shaped rosewood escutcheons,’ 

says Mark Richards of Woolley & Wallis. 

Valued at £600 to £800 
x�Sold for £1,000  

WOOLLEY�&�WALLIS

AUCTIONEERS’  

CONTACT INFORMATION

x� Bonhams London 020 7447 7447; 

bonhams.com

x� Bonhams Oxford 01865 853640; 

bonhams.com

x� Cheffins 01223 213343;  

che�ns.co.uk/fineart

x� Christie’s South Kensington  

020 7930 6074; christies.com

x� Drewea�s & Bloomsbury  

01635 553553; dnfa.com

x� Fieldings 01384 444140; 

fieldingsauctioneers.co.uk

x� Sworders 01279 817778;  

sworder.co.uk

x� Tennants 01969 623780;  

tennants.co.uk

x�Woolley & Wallis 01722 424500; 

woolleyandwallis.co.uk
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ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURE

TIME�FOR�A�CUPPA?
Invite your friends and family to make Time for a Cuppa this March and support  
families a�ected by dementia

T
here are over 800,000 people living with dementia in the UK 

and this is expected to increase to 1 million by 2025. 

Dementia UK is the only charity in the UK to provide 

Admiral Nurses, specialist dementia nurses who give expert, 

practical and emotional care and support for family carers, as well as 

the person with dementia. We want everyone who needs the support  

of an Admiral Nurse to have one.

‘I cannot tell you how much the support of an Admiral Nurse has 

helped my father, who is my mother’s main carer. She has helped 

emotionally and practically by giving us all sorts of useful tips. It’s 

really important not to allow the carers to feel that they are alone 

without support,’ says Jane in Kent.

By making Time for a Cuppa from 1st to 8th March, you will  

help raise funds to ensure people with dementia receive the care  

and support they need.

Every pound raised at your Time for a Cuppa event will help our 

Admiral Nurses to support more 

families affected by dementia.

You can sign up on online at  

www.timeforacuppa.org or call  

0845 257 3320 for your free Time for  

a Cuppa fundraising pack.

CONTACT�DETAILS�
��ʟ��ʜ�ɴ��0845 257 3320 
���ɪʟ�timeforacuppa@dementiauk.org 
��ʙ�ɪ���www.timeforacuppa.org

�ʜɪ��ɪ��ɢ��Helen 
and Eileen at their 
Time for a Cuppa 

party ʙ�ʟ���
Paule�e having fun 

at her Time for a 
Cuppa event

Sign 
up for your 

free Time for a 
Cuppa pack at www.
timeforacuppa.org 

or call 0845 257 
3320
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Eleanor O’Kane visits this alternative Cotswold 

destination to discover award-winning markets 

and a newly vibrant vintage shopping trail

STROUD

Exploring…

A
t the western edge of the 

Cotswolds, Stroud defiantly  

lacks the gloss of many of its 

honey-coloured neighbours. This is partly 

due to the town’s history: Stroud was once 

a centre for the wool industry thanks to 

the Cotswold sheep that made many a local 

merchant his fortune. Today, what the 

town lacks in country outfitters and cream 

teas it more than makes up for in integrity 

and spirit. Heritage and authenticity are 

celebrated throughout this town, from the 

stalls at the local farmers’ market laden with 

local cheeses to the independent, vintage 

and antique shops lining its steep streets. 

A treasure trail

Rebecca Black is owner of Strangeness and 

Charm Vintage (see Best Kept Secrets) and 

the founder of the Stroud Vintage Shopping 

Trail. ‘Stroud is like the black sheep of the 

Cotswolds’, she says. ‘It’s home to some 

really great shops and has a very different 

feel to the typical Cotswolds.’ 

The free pocket map, found in the town’s 

independent shops and cafes, marks 

some of Stroud’s best spots for seeking 

out period finds. For more information 

visit the Strangeness and Charm website 

(strangenessandcharmvintage.com) and 

click on Vintage Shopping in Stroud.

Market magic

Held in the Cornhill market place each 

Saturday, Stroud’s award-winning farmers’ 

market has been lauded by everyone from 

Radio 4 to Rick Stein – it’s almost certainly 

the only one to have been launched by 

stylist Isabella Blow and designer Jasper 

Conran. Many stalls are certified organic 

and in bountiful times the market spills  

out on to the surrounding streets.

By the entrance to St Laurence’s 

Church, the Shambles is Stroud’s historic 

marketplace, dating back to the Middle 

Ages. Its name is derived from an old 

term for a meat market and open-air 

slaughterhouse. Nowadays, on Fridays and 

Saturdays, shoppers visit stalls selling local 

produce as well as old and new goods. 

A delicious detour

A few miles south, Nailsworth is another 

hub of independent shopping. It’s easy to 

while away a few hours here, browsing for 

interiors and crafts. For a local pint try  

the Village Inn (The Cross, Bath Road;  

01453 835715, villageinn-nailsworth. 

co.uk). Delicatessen Williams Fish  

Market and Food Hall is another local  

favourite (3 Fountain Street, Nailsworth;  

01453 832240, williamsfoodhall.co.uk),  

with much of its seafood delivered daily  

�����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



from Cornish fishing boats. The town  

is also home to bakery Hobbs House  

(4 George Street, Nailsworth; 01454  

321629, hobbshousebakery.co.uk). The 

Herbert family have been making bread  

in the area since the 1920s so pop in for  

a slice of Cotswolds heritage. 

A proud past

Stroud is the meeting point of five valleys 

and countryside spreads away from the 

town in every direction. Along the old 

canal network, restored buildings and 

peaceful towpaths provide an alternative 

way to discover the area. A former brewery 

at Salmon Springs is the region’s newest 

antiques destination. The Malt House 

(Painswick Road, Stroud; 07552 458732, 

malthouseemporium.com) has been 

attracting local dealers, including Andrew 

Ablett, who runs Andy’s Attic (01453 

299079, andys-attic.co.uk). As a frequent 

visitor to French brocantes, his repertoire 

includes French furniture and signage. 

An enduring Heritage

Well worth a visit is Painswick, a pretty 

village a few miles north of Stroud. Its 

streets, lined with Georgian houses and 

Cotswold cottages built from locally 

quarried stone, are picture perfect. 

In the early 20th century the Cotswolds 

was home to Arts and Crafts designers  

and it feels as though the ethos of the 

movement lives on. A love of good honest 

design continues to influence life here, 

rewarding the visitor in delightful ways. 

Black sheep or not, long may it continue.

���ɪɴɢ���ɢ�﹐��ʀ���ʟ���� 
The pre�y town of 
Nailsworth is home to a 
string of independent shops; 
Stroud’s canals are perfect 
for a springtime stroll �ʜɪ��
��ɢ�﹐��ʟ����ɪ����ʀ���
ʀɪɢʜ��Have a rummage 
around Stroud’s historic 
Shambles market; the town’s 
historic clock tower and 
war memorial; the Village 
Inn is home to Nailsworth 
Brewery; vintage fashion 
and homeware abound at 
Stroud’s Time A�er Time

Turn the page to discover the best  
vintage and antiques boutiques that  
Stroud has to o�er…

need to know

HOW�TO�GET�THERE

By road Stroud is located very 

close to the M5, junction 13. 

London is around two hours  

from Stroud by road. 

By rail Stroud’s railway station is 

in the town centre. Direct trains 

to London Paddington take 

around one hour 40 minutes.

By air The nearest airports are 

Bristol and Birmingham.

For more information about 

Stroud and the Five Valleys  

visit visi�hecotswolds.org.uk  

and cotswolds.com

WHERE�TO�STAY

The Close, Minchinhampton.

This Queen Anne former 

doctor’s house is located in the 

tucked-away market town of 

Minchinhampton, just four miles 

from Stroud. Proprietor Karen 

Champney has restored many 

of its original features, including 

the ornate cornices in the hall 

and dining room, and furnished 

the three bedrooms with period 

pieces from local auction houses. 

The Georgian staircase, peaceful 

garden and elegant si�ing room 

are all favourites of visitors. 

The Close, Well Hill, 

Minchinhampton, Stroud, 

Gloucestershire, GL6 9JE. 01453 

883338; theclosebnb.co.uk

TRAVEL
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4. Made in Stroud 

16 Kendrick Street; 01453 

840265, madeinstroud.org

Owned by Clare Honeyfield, 

who also established the 

farmers’ market, this shop sells 

hand-produced work by around 

200 local artist-designers. 

Ceramics, so� furnishings, 

glassware and candles are 

among the locally produced 

items on sale. Don’t miss the 

le�erpress posters created by 

local creative stalwart Dennis 

Gould, who runs a bookstall in 

The Shambles market.
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STROUD’S
BEST�KEPT�SECRETS 

5. Sprauncy

46 High Street; 01453 750756

Former furniture restorer David 

Lewis has over 30 years in the 

business and now he packs this 

li�le shop at the top of Stroud’s 

high street with all manner of 

antiques. Fans of Georgian 

glassware and Victorian 

kitchenalia should have 

Sprauncy on their shopping list.

2. Strangeness and 

Charm Vintage

Gloucester Street; 07815 

893833, strangeness 

andcharmvintage.com

Owned by Rebecca Black, who 

launched the Stroud Vintage 

Shopping Trail, this boutique 

stocks a mix of 19th and 20th-

century clothing, accessories 

and costume jewellery. With 

years of collecting experience 

and a love for authentic vintage, 

Rebecca is able to accurately 

date all her stock. 

1. Painswick Fabrics

New Street, Painswick; 01452 

812616, painswickfabrics.co.uk

Situated on the high street of 

this Cotswold stone village, 

Painswick Fabrics has an 

unassuming exterior. Go inside, 

though, and you’re immersed 

in a sumptuous world of silks, 

velvets and linens. The shop  

is beloved of interior designers 

and stylists, who journey here  

to buy high-end fabrics at  

huge discounts.

Arts and Crafts heritage

Rodmarton Manor, Cirencester;  

01285 841442, rodmarton-manor.co.uk

In the late 19th century, the Cotswolds drew 

important figures from the Arts and Cra�s 

movement who le� their mark on the area, perhaps 

nowhere more impressively than at Rodmarton 

Manor. In February visitors flock to the eight-acre 

garden to admire some 150 varieties of snowdrop, 

while in summer roses stun with scent and hue.  

Visit the website for details of opening times.

Strangeness and 
Charm Vintage

3. Vintage Mary 

The Shambles Market; 07791 

964451, facebook.com/

vintagemarystroud

One of the Friday market’s  

best-loved stalls, Vintage Mary 

has been trading here since 

1980. O�ering an astounding 

array of homewares, the 

stallholders will also do a 

custom search if you’ve got 

something particular in mind. 

Unsurprisingly, Vintage Mary 

was first port of call for the 

set designers of the 2014 BBC 

remake of Cider With Rosie.

6. Domestic Science 

Days Mill, Nailsworth;  

01453 833123, domestic-

science-home.co.uk

At this old-fashioned general 

store, they curate and sell  

old and new homewares.  

No country is o� bounds,  

so expect antique French  

table linen si�ing alongside a 

stack of broad wooden panels 

from a Dutch cheese factory. 

Domestic 
Science

�����H&A�FEBRUARY�����



8. Vintage and 

Architectural 

Cirencester Road,  

Aston Down; 01285 

760886, vintageand 

architectural.co.uk

In the village of Aston 

Down, five miles from 

Nailsworth, Vintage and 

Architectural has a large 

selection of antique  

items for the home and 

garden, including restored 

cast-iron radiators, antique 

European bateau baths 

and original floor tiles and 

timber. Quirkier delights 

on sale include a vintage 

showman’s wagon and 

Swiss safety deposit boxes 

from a Zurich bank. 

7. Studio Works Gallery 

26 Fountain St, Nailsworth;  

01453 833733

In the serene interior of Studio 

Works Gallery, Paul Bradley sells 

contemporary and early studio 

po�ery, including work by artists 

from the Leach Po�ery in St Ives, 

considered by many to be the 

birthplace of British studio po�ery. 

With his studio in the back, Paul’s  

own work is for sale too and he is 

more than happy to talk through  

the work on display. 

Studio Works 
Gallery 

TRAVEL
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Terms and Conditions: Price of £1,295 is based on two people sharing a Cat. E Stateroom on the 8-day Treasures of the Rhine cruise departing in March 2015 and is subject to availability 
at the time of booking. Price correct at time of print (October 2014). Supplements apply for upgraded accommodation and suites with balconies. Butler services vary depending on cabin 
category. Flights from London Heathrow are included in the price. Regional departures from a choice of 13 UK airports and travel by Eurostar are available from £95 per person. All drinks are 
included on-board except for a very small number of rare, fi ne and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits. A 1.5% credit card charge may apply when booking. For full itineraries and booking 
conditions, please see our 2015 Luxury River Cruise brochure or visit www.scenictours.co.uk. 

INCLUDED 

ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING

Discover Europe’s waterways with Scenic Tours and enter an unrivalled world of river cruise luxury. Our fi ve-star all-inclusive journeys go 
above and beyond to guarantee a holiday like no other. Enjoy daily excursions as part of your fl exible Scenic FreeChoice itinerary and indulge 
in once-in-a-lifetime experiences with Scenic Enrich. The bar is always open and drinks on-board are always free. Our complimentary 
dining venues offer a diverse range of tantalising cuisine. Plus, all fl ights, tips, taxes and porterage are also included in the price.

Ultra-all-inclusive luxury river cruises, 8 days from only £1,295 per person

all meals
Fantastic cuisine and fi ne 

dining is an important part of 

the Scenic Tours experience. 

Choose from a range of 

on-board dining venues: the 

beautiful Crystal Restaurant, 

the delicious Portobello’s and 

the casual River Café. 

included
every drink
All drinks are complimentary 

all the time, including locally 

produced and international 

wines, beers, spirits, and 

specialty teas and coffees. 

You’ll also enjoy a free 

mini-bar in your suite that’s 

replenished daily. 

included
luxurious ships
Discover a level of luxury 

that’s unique on a river cruise 

ship, from spacious suites 

that come replete with lavish 

features and fi ne fi nishing 

touches, to a choice of on-

board dining venues, bars 

and beautiful public areas.   

included
butler service
No matter your cabin grade, 

our renowned butler service 

is included and available 

to each and every guest. 

It’s a level of luxury that’s 

uncommon on the rivers of 

Europe, but something our 

guests have come to expect. 

included

Request your free brochure and DVD today to explore our full collection 

Call us FREE on 0808 102 0506 or visit www.scenictours.co.uk

Æ�M`QJQTQ\a
Personalise your days with 

must-see attractions with our 

Scenic FreeChoice programme. 

Indulge in unforgettable 

experiences with Scenic Enrich 

highlights. Explore at your 

own pace with our unique 

Tailormade GPS device.

included
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ABc boat hire

A
t ABC Boat Hire we 
have 14 start locations 
throughout the waterway 

network, from Falkirk in Scotland 
to Hilperton in Wiltshire.

Progress is made at an 
unhurried rate, with the 
freedom to cruise at your leisure 
between dawn and dusk, and 
moor virtually anywhere you 
please with waterside pubs, 

villages, towns, cities and 
historic treasures to visit. With 
almost 200 boats at start points 
throughout the UK, you have 
the choice of over 1,500 miles of 
waterways to explore.

Seeing the country by 
canal can give a whole new 
perspective to an area you know 
well. Or perhaps there’s an 
historic town or site that you’ve 
always meant to explore but 
never had the chance to?

There is no itinerary – you 
set your own agenda. In a week 
by canal you are likely to cover 
the same distance you could 
cover in an hour by car, but the 
journey will be a far richer one. 

Our boat layouts ensure that 
you choose the vessel that’s 
right for you and your crew. 
Taking the holiday at your pace, 
two active adults can easily 
handle a narrowboat. If you are 
considering a route with more 

locks, or travelling with younger 
children, consider taking a larger 
boat with family or friends.

As you cruise along, one 
person steers and the other 
members of the crew are free to 
take in the scenery or even walk 
the towpath alongside. At locks 
(and when mooring) one person 
stays on the boat to steer whilst 
at least one person works the 
lock mechanism.  

For a few relaxing days or 
to see what a holiday afloat 
is all about, a short break on 
a narrowboat is perfect. A 
three- or four-night break is long 
enough to unwind and get used 
to the slow pace of life. 

We have short-break boats 
available from all start locations.  
A wide selection of boats with 
varying styles and arrangements 
are available – more detailed 
pictures and virtual tours can be 
viewed on our website.

O�ering the widest choice of self-drive boat hire and narrowboat holidays. 
A boating holiday is the fastest way to a slower pace of life. 

abcboathire.com ��0330 3330 590
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MA antiques

Since 2003, the MA Antiques Distance Learning course at the University 
of Central Lancashire has been inspiring researchers and practitioners; 
individuals who want to develop a specialised interest in antiques without 
the necessity of on-campus attendance, and who wish to do so through 
part-time study. Whether as a leisure activity, to follow your aspiration to be 
an antiques dealer, or as recognition of your professional status in antiques, 
the MA Antiques course offers a clear structure of progression. Balanced by 
flexible web-based personal tutorials, and online discussion forums, it is this 
bespoke interaction with academic staff that our students tell us they find 
both supportive and inspirational. For an informal discussion contact Karl  
K Jeffries, the course director, via the website.

uclan.ac.uk/antiques � 01772 895185 
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theartinstitute.co.uk  info@theartinstitute.co.uk

art appreciation courses

The Art Institute offers a comprehensive online art-appreciation course, 
presented and curated by art consultant Hilary Kay. Hilary has brought 
together 12 passionate art specialists to create an introductory course, 
designed to provide a broad understanding and to teach students to 
think critically and become art savvy. The knowledge and enthusiasm of 
the authors and tutors will ensure that the student finds the course both 
fulfilling and enjoyable, building confidence to enjoy art as a hobby or  
to start a new career. The Art Institute offers 24-hour support, and has  
a seven-day money-back guarantee and flexible payment options.
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artinthealgarve.com � 020 3287 7140

Art In The Algarve 

Art in the Algarve is a family-run painting-holiday provider with a range 
of international tutors teaching a huge variety of courses in all mediums 
throughout the year. It has tutors from England, Australia, America and Europe, 
and o�ers a fantastic mix of painting, sampling great food, meeting like-minded 
people and year-round sunshine! Tutors include Be�ina Schroeder, Roger Dellar, 
Paul Riley and many more. Visit the website for more details. Courses start at 
£795 for a one-week holiday.

Leather Courses Britain

Leather Courses Britain o�ers professional and friendly leatherwork courses, 
all of which are suitable for beginners. Visit the website to learn more about 
its popular bag-making course, which teaches you how to make your own 
beautiful leather tote, messenger or satchel, or join the taster day or mask- 
making course. All courses are completely ‘hands on’, with plenty of support 
and encouragement as you learn your new skill.

leathercoursesbritain.com  � 01437 563110
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art by camera

S
o you have a new camera but no idea what all those bu�ons, dials and 
knobs do. The manual is an inch thick – not exactly bedtime reading – so 
you have never moved away from the camera’s auto se�ings. But you really 

want to explore the capabilities of your new piece of kit. That’s where we can 
help with our one or two-day courses.

One-day course

You arrive at the studio at about 9am, whereupon we sit you down with a tea or 
co�ee, have a look at your camera and run through your photographic interests 
and what your level of experience is. It doesn’t ma�er whether this is your first 
digital camera and you haven’t got a clue, or you have just upgraded from a 
point-and-shoot to a DSLR or mirrorless camera, and now want to know how to 
get the most out of it – we can help.

Two-day course

You have had a look at our one-day course prospectus. How about a weekend 
two-day course? What else can we o�er? Well, with an extra day to play with,  
all sorts of things are possible!

The only proviso is that, for the second day, you will be working with a DSLR camera. 
While on day one we can show you how to get more from even the most modest 
point-and-shoot camera, this more-advanced work requires a DSLR. Not to worry if 
you don’t have one, as we will lend you one for the day, along with suitable lenses 
and a tripod. So if you are thinking of upgrading from a point-and-shoot to a DSLR, 
this is your chance to have a go and see how you like it.
Within our two-day course, we also o�er classes on Macro Photography,  
Studio Work, Mounting and Editing Photos. Come to the Lake District for a fun, 
interesting and, most of all, informative two days with Sue and Richard.

artbycamera.co.uk/Courses.html � 01768 899895

claireco�erillmosaics.co.uk  ��07982 246178

Claire Cotterill 

An opportunity to learn how to make mosaics in a relaxed, creative
environment in Birmingham’s renowned creative venue - The Custard Factory. 
Your tutor Claire Co�erill is a mosaic artist with a growing international 
reputation and has over 18 years experience in creating bespoke mosaics 
for interior and exterior environments in private, public and educational 
se�ings. She is a professional member of the British Association of Modern 
Mosaic. O�ering a range of courses or tailoring one to suit your individual 
requirements, Claire will assist you in learning new skills and creating 
something wonderful for your home or garden. For more information on 
classes and bespoke commissions, please call or visit the website.
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rockinghorse.co.uk  � 01759 368737

THE ROCKING HORSE SHOP 

Making, designing and restoring  
beautiful rocking horses since 1976,  
The Rocking Horse Shop just outside 
York o�ers courses for people of all 
abilities, whether you are a regular 
woodworker or have never carved 
before. You can choose what you carve, 
from a rocking-horse head to a mini 
rocking horse. All of the courses are 
supported by excellent plans, timber 
packs and high-quality accessories.
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royal-needlework.org.uk  � 020 3166 6938

ROYAL SCHOOL 

OF NEEDLEWORK 

Experience embroidery courses 
throughout the year at Hampton Court 
Palace and on regular dates in Exeter, 
Bristol, Rugby, Durham and Glasgow. 
Learn traditional hand-embroidery 
techniques in small, friendly classes 
with expert tuition, and enjoy meeting 
like-minded people. Everyone is 
welcome – there are introductory 
courses for beginners, and advanced 
classes to develop existing skills.

Textiles

http://artbycamera.co.uk/Courses.html
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bethrussellneedlepoint.com  ��020 7798 8151

Beth russell needlepoint

Stitching is a fulfilling and creative hobby, and Beth Russell has designed 
over 90 high-quality needlepoint kits, ranging from rugs to miniatures, 
suitable for all skill levels. Inspired by William Morris, the Arts and Crafts 
movement and Beth’s own collection of Victorian line drawings, the range 
offers something for everyone. Beth has just launched a website to show 
the full range online. With easy navigation, fabulous images and a secure 
shopping basket, it is sure to inspire! All the kits are supplied with high-
quality Zweigart, canvas and Appleton wools. A catalogue is also available.

bridgetbernade�ekarn.com  � 07766 352049

BRIDGET 

BERNADETTE KARN 

Bridget’s intensive nine-hour 
workshops teach you how to create 
inspirational works of felt art. Learn  
the techniques of wet felting, 
pre-felting, dry felting and needle 
felting through the process of making 
your picture. Bridget will take you 
through each step, explaining how  
to use the wool fibres to get the  
e�ects you want.
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THE TRADITIONAL 

UPHOLSTERY WORKSHOP 

This workshop will teach you how to 
restore upholstered furniture to its 
former glory. Learn to upholster in  
the traditional way, with professional 
tuition from a master upholsterer  
on a week-long course in rural Wales. 
Each course will see a maximum  
of five students to two tutors,  
ensuring exceptional quality and 
individual tuition. 

upholsterycourses.com � 01994 232124
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wendyshorterinteriors.co.uk  ��01727 824358

Wendy Shorter interiors

Wendy Shorter Interiors is a multi-award-winning training centre recognised 
by Ofsted and o�ering qualifications accredited by the Association of Master 
Upholsterers & So� Furnishers. Based in Hertfordshire, it o�ers a range of 
courses, from one and two-day beginner courses in curtain making, roman 
blinds, cushions and chair caning, to weekly upholstery classes and professional 
diploma qualification courses in upholstery and so� furnishings. The company 
prides itself on the quality of work that its students achieve, with a consistently 
high level of credit and distinctions. Students also enjoy the added value of 
its enrichment programme, where they have the opportunity to participate in 
various industry-based visits and competitions.
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facebook.com/pages/lazykate-handspun-yarn  cathy.lazykate@gmail.com

LAZYKATE

Cathy Wright has worked in textiles  
for 14 years, focusing on handspun 
yarn, dyeing and embroidery. She is  
the owner and founder of Lazykate,  
a company specialising in educational 
workshops, consultancy and textile  
art. Her workshops include beginner, 
intermediate and advanced spinning, as 
well as dyeing and creative embroidery. 
The classes are held in locations in the 
North West, as well as online.
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susiegillespie.com  � 07902 041424

CREATIVE WOVEN 

TEXTILE COURSES 

Spend a couple of creative days at 
Susie Gillespie’s weaving studio, set  
in an orchard next to a 16th-century 
cider farm near Totnes, Devon. It is  
the perfect place to inspire beginners 
as well as experienced students.  
Make your own artwork, cushion or 
needle case using a linen warp on  
a large floor loom. Experiment with 
wrapping, twill and inlay.
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we�blown.com  � 07930 657900

WEFT BLOWN
We� Blown creates weather-inspired, 
handwoven fabric for you and your 
home. From its Cra� Town Scotland 
studio in the Ayrshire coastal town  
of West Kilbride, it teaches people  
of all ages how to weave their own 
cloth and spin their own yarn. Classes 
range from one-day beginner weaving 
or spinning to three-day table- 
loom workshops. Go along and  
make your very own cloth and yarn.
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The wood workshop

T
he Wood Workshop, a small business based in Cumbria, o�ers woodwork 
courses at beginner, intermediate and advanced level, which run 
throughout the year. The courses are aimed at giving you the confidence to 

use hand tools and power tools safely and e�ectively. Spend five fun and relaxed 
days with Richard Harrison, and complete a project you can be proud of. 

Course one

This is a self-interest woodwork course where the aim is to give you the 
confidence and knowledge to use basic hand tools and some of the more 
common power tools. You will be shown how to look a�er your tools, keeping 
them sharp and in a good, usable state; what to look for when shopping for tools, 
and the safe use of handheld power tools. 

Course two

This is a continuation of course one, with the emphasis on timber. You will 
discover what the acceptable and unacceptable defects in timber are, how to 
write out a cu�ing list that means something to your supplier, and what to look  
for when buying wood and what to avoid. You will ideally have taken part in 
course one, or have a working knowledge of how to use hand tools and handheld 
power tools.

Course three

The advanced course is rather di�erent from the previous two. To take part in 
this course, you will need to have taken both the other courses and have used 
your skills at home on your own projects.

These courses are intended to be relaxed, happy and informal. There is no 
pressure or exam at the end, but it is hoped that you will complete your course 
with a sense of achievement, along with the desire and skills to make more things 
from wood. 

woodworkshop.co.uk  � 01768 899895
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quirky workshops, north lakes
Traditional English Longbow making, Cob Oven building, Glastonbury 
Letterpress printing, Artisan Cheese making, Stone Carving (Simon Keeley 
& Pip Hall), ‘Bird in a Day’ Whittling, Silver, Glass, Sculpture, Lino Cut (Janet 
Dickson) Willow Sculptures (Phil Bradley) Wood Carving, Blacksmithing, 
Bladesmithing (Mark Constable), Wire Sculpture (Sue Nichols), Traditional 
Baking, Mosaics (Martin Cheek) Calligraphy with Gaynor Goffe, Textiles 
- Emma Tennant & Heather Ritchie rugs, Felting, Weaving, Spinning, Tote 
Bag Making (Hole House) & much more. Many inspiring courses combining 
excellent tutors, Aga lunches and a unique, tranquil rural setting close to 
Ullswater in Cumbria’s North Lakes, 5 miles off M6 J40 and A66. Lovely 
relaxed days of discovery & making.

greystokecyclecafe.co.uk/workshops.htm ��01768 483984
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THE GOODLIFE CENTRE  
The Goodlife Centre is an independent 
learning space situated in Waterloo, 
central London. In its light, airy studio,  
it o�ers practical, creative workshops  
in DIY, decorating, woodwork and 
carpentry, furniture upcycling and 
upholstery, as well as various traditional 
hand-cra�s. Its popular range of 
upholstery workshops is designed for 
complete novices, but a�er just one 
weekend workshop you will leave with 
your own beautiful footstool, upholstered 
using traditional skills and tools.

thegoodlifecentre.co.uk � 020 7760 7613

http://www.woodworkshop.co.uk
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T
hink of the Royal Horticultural Society’s exhibition space 

in London’s Victoria, and flower and vegetable shows may 

spring to mind. But Lindley Hall, which is named after the 

botanist John Lindley and first opened its doors in 1904 

as a purpose-built venue for RHS displays, is as well known for its 

monthly Sunday antiques fair as it is for its orchid showcases. 

Organiser Matthew Adams, who also runs the Frock Me! Vintage 

Fashion Fair at Chelsea Old Town Hall, has been holding his antiques 

fair at ‘The Horti’, as it’s affectionately known, since the 1970s. After 

almost 40 years, it’s still as popular as ever, and several dealers insist 

that it’s ‘the best antiques fair in town’.

Beneath the Edwardian glass-vaulted ceiling, which was designed  

to let in natural light for the exhibitions, around 140 dealers lay out  

a cornucopia of delights – samplers, Staffordshire figurines, Loetz 

vases, botanical prints, costume jewellery and Victorian bread forks.  

Shoppers consist of foreign antiques buyers stocking up on pieces 

to take back home to sell, tourists popping in for an original 

FEATURE ROSANNA MORRIS  PHOTOGRAPHS SARAH CUTTLE

After almost 40 years, this monthly event – held in London’s spectacular 
Lindley Hall – is still a favourite place to browse for bygone treasures

Adams Antiques Fair

memento of their visit, and dapper, well-heeled residents of SW1 

enjoying an afternoon browse.

At first glance, you may think that the offering is predominantly 

small collectables – SylvaC bunnies, Royal Worcester tea sets, Lea 

Stein brooches and the like. Indeed, one of the leading dealers in  

Toby jugs is here, but once you’re well into the hall you’ll see that 

there’s something for every taste: vintage clothes (including,  

bizarrely, a 1950s Austrian boy’s lederhosen for £45), an old fez,  

early 18th-century miniatures (£200-£300), four vintage school 

stacking stools (£240), a collection of Victorian children’s shoes  

and riding boots, Chinese gaming counters and the most lovely  

fine watercolours of butterflies and insects, which were commissioned 

in the 1920s for an encyclopaedia. 

Fittingly, we also chance upon a photograph for sale of Edward VII 

on the deck of a boat with his beloved dog, Caesar (£65). It was 

Edward who proposed the idea that the RHS should have a spectacular 

venue such as this, and who officially opened it over a century ago. 
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���ɪɴɢ���ɢ� Adams Antiques 
Fair is held in London’s 
Lindley Hall �ʜɪ����ɢ�﹐�
�ʟ����ɪ����ʀ�������ʟ��� 
Anna Gri�en bought two 
antique 1850 papier mache 
face shields. ‘They were used 
to stop women’s faces going 
red when they were si�ing by 
the fire’; a stand of blue and 
white 19th century English 
transfer ware; playing cards 
in original boxes; Paul Lawson 
treated himself to two 18th 
century Chinese carvings; 
colourful jewellery beneath 
the glass-vaulted ceiling; 
Victorian children’s shoes

IN�BRIEF
The next Adams 

Antiques Fair is on 

Sunday 8th February. 

Show this page to 

receive 2-for-1 entry. 

Lindley Hall, Victoria, 

London SW1P 2QW. 

10am-4.30pm. £4. 

020 7254 4054; 

adamsantiques 

fairs.com 

£70

£1
30
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Buyer’s tip
When you’re done 

shopping, head 
over to the Tate 
Britain nearby to 

see the JMW Turner 
exhibition ‘The EY 

Exhibition: Late 
Turner – Painting  
Set Free’, on until 

25th January 

Isabel Goldsmith is keen on glassware 
and pounced on a beautiful 18th-century 
glass for £15. ‘I love antiques and I really 
enjoy this fair. I like how dealers explain 
everything and give a nice story’ 

£15
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STALL�STORIES
SGS COLLECTIBLES

Necklaces and earrings are arranged like a 

rainbow of boiled sweets on Sally Greville-Smith’s 

stand; pieces of costume jewellery so bright you 

might find it hard to believe that some of them 

are over a hundred years old. ‘I like to colour-

coordinate my display,’ says Sally, brushing her 

hand over some 1920s amber earrings, a 1910 

yellow art deco beaded choker and a 1950s 

bronze porcelain beaded necklace.  

Sally has experimented with various vocations 

during her career, from hairdresser to knitwear 

designer. And it was while working for Vidal 

Sassoon in London that she styled the hair of 

some of the top jewellers in the capital. ‘I became 

more and more interested in jewellery,’ she says. 

Most of her pieces date from the turn of the 

century through to the 1970s. As well as the 

Adams Antiques Fair, you will find Sally at  

Dorking Halls Antiques Fair, Hammersmith Vintage 

Fashion Fair and Sunbury Antiques Market.  

07938 035202; sgs-collectibles.com

David Emsworth from 
Kensington was chu�ed 
with his two regimental 

swagger sticks. ‘I collect 
sticks and canes – these 

were a real bargain’

Sarah Bannister,  
who was over from 
Italy on a buying  
trip with her  
London friend 
Carole Edwards, 
bought four large  
tea canisters

£350

£30
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February fair dates
Our guide to some of the best fairs around the country this month, with special ticket o�ers and  
details of where you can pick up great H&A deals, including magazines, subscriptions and more…

NORTH & SCOTLAND

30th January–1st February 

Luxury Antiques Weekend at 

The Mere, The Mere Golf Resort 

& Spa, Chester Road, Mere, 

Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 6LJ. 

Opening times vary. £5.  

01797 252030; merefair.com 

8th Vintage Village,  

Stockport Covered Market 

Hall, Market Place, Stockport, 

Greater Manchester,  

SK1 1EU. 10am-4pm. Free. 

thevintagevillage.co.uk

12th-15th Chester Antiques 

Show, County Grandstand, 

Chester Racecourse, Watergate 

Square, Chester, Cheshire, CH1 

2LY. 10.30am-5.30pm (10.30am-

5pm on Sunday). £5. 01886 

833091; penman-fairs.co.uk

20th-22nd Galloway Antiques 

& Fine Art Fair, Stonyhurst 

College, Clitheroe, Lancashire, 

BB7 9PZ. 10.30am-5pm. £5. 

01423 522122; gallowayfairs.co.uk

21st-22nd Edinburgh  

Antiques & Collectors Fair,  

The Royal Highland Centre, 

Ingliston, Edinburgh, EH28 8NB.  

10am-4.30pm Saturday,  

10am-4pm Sunday. £4.  

01636 676531; b2bevents.info

 

22nd The National Vintage 

Wedding Fair, Old Swan  

Hotel, Harrogate, North 

Yorkshire, HG1 2SR. 11am-

4pm. £4. 07817 855287; 

vintageweddingfair.co.uk

28th February-1st March The 

Great Wetherby Racecourse  

Antiques and Collectors 

Fair, Wetherby Racecourse, 

Wetherby, West Yorkshire,  

LS22 5EJ. 8am-5pm Saturday, 

9am-5pm Sunday. £4-£5.  

01332 830444; jaguarfairs.com

WEST & WALES

1st Liberty Green Antiques  

& Collectables Fair,  

The Beaufort Park Hotel,  

Mold, Flintshire, CH7 6RQ. 

9am-4pm. £1. 07572 109520; 

libertygreenantiques.co.uk

1st & 22nd Bath Vintage  

& Antiques Market, Green 

Park Station, Green Park 

Road, Bath, BA1 1JB. 9.30am-

4pm. Free. 07723 611249; 

vintageandantiques.co.uk

14th-15th Antiques & Collectors 

Fair, Westpoint Centre,  

Clyst St Mary, Exeter, Devon, 

EX5 1DJ. 8.30am-5pm Saturday, 

10am-5pm Sunday. £10  

(8.30am-10am Saturday), £5 

(a�er 10am Saturday and all 

day Sunday). 01584 873634; 

continuityfairs.co.uk

21st Devon County Antiques 

Fairs, The Matford Centre, 

Matford Park Road, Exeter, 

Devon, EX2 8FD. 9am-4pm. £3 

(£4 before 10am). 01363 776600; 

antiques-fairs.com 

22nd Shepton Giant Flea  

and Collectors Market, 

The Royal Bath and West 

Showground, Shepton Mallet, 

Somerset, BA4 6QN. £3.50. 

01278 784912; sheptonflea.com

27th February-1st March  

Wilton House Antiques Fair, 

Wilton House, Wilton, Salisbury, 

SP2 0BJ. 10.30am-5pm. £5.50. 

01722 746700; wiltonhouse.co.uk

28th Vintage Jumble Sale, 

Selwyn Hall, Box, Corsham, 

Wiltshire, SN13 8NT. 10am-1pm. 

Free. vintageandhandmade.co.uk

CENTRAL

30th January-1st February 

Sta�ord Bingley Hall  

Antiques Fair, County 

Showground, Sta�ord, ST18  

0BD. 10am-5pm. £5. 01274 

588505; antiquesfairs.com 

2nd-3rd Lincolnshire Antiques 

& Home Show, Lincolnshire 

Showground, Lincoln, LN2 2NA. 

8am-5pm. £20 (Mon), £5 (Tue). 

01298 27493; asfairs.com 

5th-6th IACF Newark 

International Antiques & 

Collectors Fair, Newark & 

No�inghamshire Showground, 

NG24 2NY. £20 (Thursday), £5 

(Friday). 01636 702326; iacf.co.uk

8th Lincoln Sunday  

Antiques Market, Lincolnshire 

Showground, Grange-de-Lings, 

Lincolnshire, LN2 2NA.  

9am-3pm. £2. 01298 27493; 

asfairs.com

2-FOR-1 on tickets 

to this event (please 

show this page on 

entry)

2-FOR-FREE on 

tickets to this event 

(please show this 

page on entry)

Come and see the 

Homes & Antiques 
team at this fair for 

fantastic offers

Key

Pre-1940s ivory figurines 
from China and India



Call

01473 826695

for a free 
Brochure

NOTHING SIMILAR 

IS QUITE THE SAME

Visit www.jim-lawrence.co.uk   Call 01473 826695   

Workshop & showroom at  

The Ironworks, Lady Lane, Hadleigh, Suffolk IP7 6BQ

Lighting & Home *To access the 2for1 Offer register www.iacf.co.uk/offers

Fri 16 to Sun 18 Jan
Fri 13 to Sun 15 Mar

Fri 12noon - 5pm £10 (Friday ticket allows 
entry Sat & Sun) Sat 9am - 5pm £5 O�Sun 10am - 4pm £5 

Royal Bath & West Showground, SOMERSET BA4 6QN

Largest Antiques, Vintage & Collectors  
Fair in the West Country

WEEKEND

8am - 9.30am £12�O�9.30am - 4.30pm £6 
Alexandra Palace Way, LONDON N22 7AY

Sun 8 Mar�O�Sun 3 May
Alexandr

a
Palace

London’s LARGEST Sunday Fair

Thurs 5 & Fri 6 Feb
Thurs 9 & Fri 10 Apr

Largest Antiques Fair in EUROPE

Thurs 9am - 6pm £20 (Thurs ticket 
allows entry on Friday) Fri 8am - 4pm £5

Newark & NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Showground NG24 2NY

INTERNATIONAL

8am-10am £10�O�10am onwards £5 
RAF Swinderby, NR LINCOLN LN6 9QG

ONE DAY MONDAY FAIR

Mon 9 Mar�O�Mon 27 Apr

8am-10am £10�O�10am onwards £5 
Newbury Racecourse, BERKSHIRE RG14 7NZ

ONE DAY Monday Fair

Mon 30 Mar�O�Mon 29 June

Tues 9am - 5pm £20 (Tues ticket allows 
entry on Weds) Weds 8am - 4pm £5  

O�12 miles from Gatwick O�1 hour South of London O  
South of Eng. Showground, WEST SUSSEX RH17 6TL

Tue 17 & Wed 18 Feb
Tue 21 & Wed 22 Apr

The Largest International Fair in the South

INTERNATIONAL

01636 702326
enquiries@iacf.co.uk
www.iacf.co.uk

Kick-start
2015 at these...
Antiques&CollectorsFairs
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14th Stamford Vintage  

Fair, Stamford Arts  

Centre, St Mary’s Street, 

Stamford, Lincolnshire,  

PE9 2DL. 11am-4pm. £1.  

07827 228747; 

northamptonvintagefair.

blogspot.com 

15th Antiques Fair,  

Petwood Hotel, Stixwould  

Road, Woodhall Spa,  

Lincolnshire, LN10 6QG.  

9.30am-4pm. £2. 01636  

700497; fielddogfairs.com

15th Malvern Flea & 

Collectors Fair, Three 

Counties Showground, Malvern, 

Worcestershire, WR13 6NW. 

7.30am-3.30pm. £4. 01636 

676531; b2bevents.info

16th Donington Park  

Antiques Market, Donington 

Park, Derby, DE74 2RP.  

9am-1pm. £2. 01298 27493; 

asfairs.com

28th Birmingham  

Antiques & Vintage  

Bazaar, The Custard  

Factory, Gibb Street, 

Birmingham, B9 4AA.  

10am-4pm. Free. 01636  

676531; b2bevents.info 

SOUTH 

1st Frock Me! Vintage Fashion 

Fair, Chelsea Old Town Hall, 

Kings Road, London, SW3 5EE. 

11am-5.30pm. £4. 020 7503 9171; 

frockmevintagefashion.com 

5th-8th Works on Paper Fair, 

Science Museum, London, 

SW7 2DD. 11am-6pm (11am-9pm 

on Thur). £15. 01798 215007; 

worksonpaperfair.com

6th-8th Petersfield Antiques 

Fair, Festival Hall, Petersfield, 

Hampshire, GU31 4EA. 10.30am-

5.30pm every day. £3. 01825 

744074; penman-fairs.co.uk

7th Antiques & Collectors Fair, 

Mill Hill Village, St Paul’s Church 

Hall, The Ridgeway, London, 

NW7 1QU. 9am-4pm. £1. 07887 

648 255; marcelfairs.com

8th Adams Antiques Fair,  

Lindley Hall, London, SW1P 

2QW. 10am-4.30pm. £4.  

020 7254 4054; 

adamsantiquesfairs.com 

8th London Vintage Fashion, 

Textiles & Accessories Fair, 

Hammersmith Town Hall, 

London, W6 9JU. 8am-5pm. £10 

(8am-10am), £5 (10am-5pm). 020 

8543 3028; pa-antiques.co.uk

8th Decades Of Design Fair, 

Assembly Hall, Stoke Abbo� 

Road, West Sussex, BN11 1HQ. 

10am-4pm. £3. 07812 510298; 

abbeyfairs.co.uk

10th & 24th Sunbury Antiques 

Market, Kempton Park 

Racecourse, Staines Road  

East, Sunbury-on-Thames, 

Middlesex, TW16 5AQ. 6.30am-

2pm. Free. 01932 230946; 

sunburyantiques.com

14th Vintage & Very Nice 

Market Bazaar, The Assembly 

Rooms, North Street, 

Chichester, West Sussex,  

PO19 1LQ. 10am-5pm. 

Free. 01243 531074; 

vintageandverynice.co.uk

15th Dorking Halls Antiques 

Fair, Dorking Halls, Reigate 

Road, Dorking, Surrey, 

RH4 1SG. £2.50. 10am-4pm. 

07952 689717; 

15th The National Vintage 

Wedding Fair, Chiswick 

Town Hall, Heathfield 

Terrace, London, W4 4JN. 

11am-4pm. £4. 07817 855287; 

vintageweddingfair.co.uk

15th Sandown Park Antique 

& Vintage Fair, Sandown Park 

Racecourse, Esher, Surrey, KT10 

9AJ. 10am-4pm. £3. 020 7249 

4050; wonderwhistle.co.uk

15th Brighton & Hove Art Deco 

Fair, Thistle Hotel, Kings Road, 

Brighton, BN1 2GS. 10am-4pm. 

£3. 07932 115385; decofairs.co.uk

17th-18th Ardingly 

International Antiques & 

Collectors Fair, South of 

England Showground, Ardingly, 

Nr Haywards Heath, West 

Sussex, RH17 6TL. 9am-5pm 

(Tue), 8am-4pm (Wed). £20  

(Tue), £5 (Wed). 01636 702326; 

iacf.co.uk

EAST

14th Norwich Antiques Market, 

The Old Fire Station, Bethel 

Street, Norwich, NR2 1NR. 

9.30am to 4.30pm. £2. 01603 

630763; norwichantiques

market.com

21st Mainwaring’s Seaside 

Brocante, St Mary’s Hall, Oxford 

Street, Whitstable, Kent, CT5 

1DD. 10am-4pm. £1. 01227 773037 

 AT THE FAIRS 

Come and say hello and pick up great deals on 
magazines and subscriptions – use our handy key  

to find out where we are in February and read  
our fair reports at homesandantiques.com

Hand-painted 
reproductions of  

1066 heraldic shields 
based on authentic 

historic pa�erns
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From                 , Superdrug, 
Holland & Barrett, GNC, 
supermarkets, health stores,
pharmacies & www.vitabiotics.com

† Professor Beckett is not cited in the capacity of a health professional, 

but as a product inventor and former Chairman of Vitabiotics.

Whether you are looking for an ideal general multi-vitamin or more specific support, the award winning

Vitabiotics women’s range offers comprehensive nutritional support from sensible, balanced formulae. 
With over 40 years’ experience, there’s no women’s supplement range more relied on than Vitabiotics.

The UK’s leading supplements for women’s health

†
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ASK�THE�EXPERTS
Take a picture of your latest junk-shop find, auction triumph or favourite  
family heirloom, email it to H&A and let the experts tell you all about it…

WHAT GOES AROUND…

Q I bought this revolving bookcase 

30 years ago. It’s mahogany but 

the revolving mechanism is broken. 

Who made it and how old is it?

Tony Difford, Sevenoaks, Kent

A This bookcase dates to around 

1920 and would have been made 

by a firm such as Waring & Gillow 

or Maple & Co. At this time, most 

British cities had furniture factories, 

so, unless this case is marked, it’s 

impossible to know who made it. It 

might fetch £200-£300 at auction, 

but fixing the revolving mechanism 

would add to the value. Seek advice 

from The British Antique Furniture 

Restorers Association (01939 210826).

Charles Ashton, Che�ns,  

Cambridge

FASCINATING FOLIO

Q I have a box of 80 prints measuring 

49 x 28cm. Each print shows a 

di�erent design, which is described in 

three languages: English, French and an 

Arabic script. Can you tell me anything 

about them?

Marilyn Aldis, Leighton Buzzard

A Your folio of prints illustrates 

various forms of traditional Tunisian 

handicra�, such as po�ery, carved 

wood, textiles, carpets and jewellery. 

It was published by the National O�ce 

of Tunisian Handicra�s, which stages 

an annual trade fair for such wares. The 

folio is probably a promotional tool for 

one of the fairs, and is printed in English, 

Tunisian and French, as Tunisia is a 

former French colony and the language 

is still widely spoken there. Judging 

by the typography, I would date the 

folio to the 1970s or 1980s. The value is 

relatively low but it’s a very interesting 

item regardless.

Lisa Lloyd, Antiques Roadshow 

miscellaneous expert

a box OF TRICKS

Q This tortoiseshell and silver 

jewellery box made by Saunders 

& Shepard, hallmarked 1893, was le� 

to me in 1977 by my granny, who was 

a housekeeper at Thornton Castle in 

Laurencekirk. I believe it was a gi� to  

her and had a connection with Lady 

Thornton, whose name may have been 

Clarissa George Middleton, as it bears  

the monogram ‘CGM’.  

Patricia Ann Mu�i, Poole, Dorset

A Founded in 1862, Saunders 

& Shepard were prolific 

manufacturers of high-quality items. 

The design and style of your box 

is typically Victorian, with deep 

embossing to the silverwork and a 

‘busy’ scroll, shell and floral motif. 

Fine materials such as silver and 

tortoiseshell were expensive, so this box 

would have been priced to match. The 

engraved monogram also indicates that it 

was a luxury item reserved for a well-to-

do woman, perhaps an engagement or 

wedding gi�. Your casket would certainly 

have befi�ed the chatelaine of Thornton 

Castle, and I would expect it to make 

between £700 and £1,000 at auction. 

Maryanne Lineker-Mobberley,  

Halls, Shropshire
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QThis Doulton  

siliconware vase 

belonged to my grandmother, who passed 

away in 1907. It bears the initials ‘MMR’. 

Can you tell me more about it? 

Peter Patche�, Liverpool

AThe Doulton ceramics factory was 

established by John Doulton in 1815 

in Lambeth, south London, and specialised 

in making stoneware pipes, sanitary ware 

and bo�les. By 1870, under the direction 

of John’s son, Henry, Doulton began to 

explore ‘art po�ery’ – decorated ceramics 

designed to ornament the home. 

Commercial art po�ery was a Victorian 

invention, and Doulton led the way, 

o�ering an alternative to the pre�ily 

decorated but mass-made bone china 

objects available at the time. Henry 

nurtured a relationship with the nearby 

Lambeth School of Art, employing artists 

who had trained there – such as the 

Barlow siblings, Arthur, Hannah, Florence 

and Lucy – to create bold designs.

One of Doulton’s art-po�ery lines, 

produced from 1880, was siliconware –  

a high-fired stoneware sealed with a ma� 

glaze called ‘smear’. The range 

was very robust and included 

vases of all shapes and sizes, 

inspired by Turkish and Islamic 

forms of decoration. 

A vase such as yours 

would have been thrown 

in one piece on the 

po�er’s wheel, then 

decorated by a chief 

designer. In this case, the 

chief designer was Martha 

M Rogers, who joined 

Doulton in 1879 and le� in 

1885, so the presence of her 

initials, ‘MMR’, dates your vase to this 

period. Martha specialised in the pâte-sur-

pâte (paste-on-paste) technique, creating 

decoration with coloured clay slip – the 

white flowers on the black background will 

be hers. Other elements, such as rose�es, 

stalks and leaves, were made 

separately from raw clay, stained 

with colour and applied to the 

vessel. Martha’s assistant would 

probably have tooled the 

incised ‘sgra�to’ decoration 

onto the brown parts of  

the vase.

Siliconware is not wildly 

popular right now but your 

vase is a nice early example, 

and would be worth £200-

£300 at auction, or at least 

double that if purchased from  

a gallery or dealer.

ASK ERIC
Antiques Roadshow ceramics expert Eric Knowles throws light on a Doulton vase of the Victorian era

A GEM OF A GIFT

Q I’d love to know more about 

this marcasite brooch that was 

given to me years ago. It’s in mint 

condition and in its original ‘British 

Empire Exhibition’ box of 1925/26. 

Emma Diffey, Oxford

A Your bar brooch is typically 

Edwardian – especially with 

the li�le beaded border called a 

millegrain – and would have been 

worn at the collar of a high-necked 

blouse or dress. However, it’s 

not marcasite that makes it 

sparkle, but tiny diamonds set 

into white and yellow gold. 

The ‘British Empire Exhibition’ 

box is a red herring: the brooch is 

too long for the case, and jewellery 

associated with this event is rare. The 

two are likely to be a ‘marriage’, the 

box having been made for another 

item. At auction, your brooch would 

be worth £40-£60, compared with 

£5-£10 had it been marcasite.

Angela Marshall, Che�ns, 

Cambridge

Inspired by the master 

Q I bought this glass bowl in an online auction, 

but have been unable to identify its maker. It is 

almost 30cm in diameter and heavy. Can you help?

Arturs Vikmanis, Riga, Latvia

A Like a lot of glass from the 1920s and 1930s, this 

is inspired by René Lalique. But most Lalique-

style glass wasn’t made by him. Unless a piece is 

signed ‘Lalique’, it falls – as your dish does – into the 

class of ‘in Lalique manner’. This bowl was probably 

made in France or Czechoslovakia in the 1930s  

but, without a signature, is di�cult to a�ribute to  

a specific designer/maker. If it was Lalique, it could 

have fetched £1,000 but, being Lalique-inspired, is 

worth around £100. 

Andy McConnell, Antiques Roadshow glass expert

Brooches from the  

Victorian and Edwardian 

periods are currently out of 

fashion, so collect now 

while prices are low.

ANTIQUES
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Judith’s pick
For a chance to win this wall sconce, 

send your name and contact details, 

and 50 words about why you’d like 

it, to Personal Shopper (February) 

at the address on page 8 or to 

homesandantiques@immediate.co.uk 

by 4th February.

T

oleware seems to be rather 

in vogue at present (take a 

look at our Antique of the 

Moment on p99). Inspired 

by the trend, I found this ornamental 

wall sconce in the Forestwood Antiques 

Mall in Dallas, Texas – my favourite 

American antiques hunting ground. 

There are over 200 dealers covering 

everything from the decorative arts  

to ceramics, watches, clocks, objets 

de virtue and costume jewellery.  

It is a cornucopia for collectors.  

I was spoilt for choice but fell for the 

decorative appeal of this sconce. It is 

nicely distressed, which I think adds 

to the desirability. I paid $148 (£94) for 

it. It was difficult to get it on the plane 

home, but that’s all part of the story. 

ABOUT JUDITH’S PIECE

1

This sconce most likely began life 

somewhere in the south of France. 

The fashion for painted, decorative 

objects like this (known as toleware 

and similar in method to the imitation 

lacquer technique known as japanning) 

was at its zenith in the late 19th and early 

20th centuries. Tole is the folk art of 

decorative painting on tin, or sometimes 

wooden objects. Typical metal pieces 

include utensils and co�ee pots.

2

In traditional tole, oil paint 

was the medium used. Two or 

more colours were put on the 

paintbrush and painted wet-on-wet in 

one stroke – which is why tole is o�en 

referred to as ‘one-stroke painting’. 

The fruit, leaves, etc, were then  

built up to create the final design.

3

Tole was a cheaper alternative 

to gilded sconces, but no less 

desirable. This sconce has  

a particular naive charm, and suits  

a taste for ‘shabby chic’. It would add 

real character to a room.

4

The depiction of lemons hanging 

from branches with naturalistic 

colours is a good example of 

the Art Nouveau style of the period. 

Designs like this were o�en used outside 

on pergolas to light dinner on balmy 

summer nights – something we can 

dream of through the last of winter.

Three-step guide
HOW TO HAVE YOUR OBJECT FEATURED IN H&A 

3

7

1
Take a high-resolution digital  

picture of your object against  

a plain, light background. The object  

must be well lit in natural light and 

in sharp focus. Blurred or very dark 

images can’t be featured.

2
Tell us briefly what you can about 

the item, such as when and how  

you came by it, and we’ll pass it on to 

the experts. Be sure to include any 

specific questions you want answered.

3
Email us at asktheexperts@

immediate.co.uk, making sure  

you a�ach your print-quality image. 

Only submissions published in these 

pages will be answered.

GROWING INTEREST 

Q My wife inherited this gardener figure 

and we would like to know two things: 

was it one of a pair and who made it? 

Peter and Norma Bishop, Herefordshire

A This figure is made by a li�le-

known East German porcelain 

manufacturer, Rudolf Kämmer of 

Volkstedt, Thuringia. Founded in 1953, 

the company is still going today. The 

po�ery mark found on the figure was in 

use between 1961 and 1972, and the faint 

numbers above it are the model numbers. 

It’s made in the style of 18th-century 

Meissen porcelain, and would have come 

as part of a pair or group of figures. The 

fashion for display china has waned, so I’d 

give it an auction estimate of £40-£60.

Peter Greenway, Roseberys, London

Judith Miller goes shopping: she buys it, you keep it! This month,  
she hunts out a decorative French toleware wall sconce

Personal shopper
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Email your advertisements to us at buyandsell@immediate.co.uk

BUY & SELL 
FOR SALE
Furniture

Bevan Funnell extending drum 

dining table. Three leaves, 

made of yew. Includes six sabre-

leg chairs with two carvers. 

Excellent condition, photos 

available. £950 ono. Buyer 

collects. 01760 447459 (Norfolk)

Oval walnut carved pedestal 

dining table. 5� 7in x 3� 8in. 

Date unknown but in very  

good condition. £95. 01404 

822198 (Exeter)

Antique pitch pine pew with 

custom-made seat cushion. 

200 x 45 x 85cm. Excellent 

condition. £295. Buyer collects. 

01234 781721 (Bedford)

Two vintage pine single beds. 

Antique wax finish, in very good 

condition. £85 each or £160  

for the pair. Buyer collects.  

0121 704 2958 (West Midlands)

Solid oak Richard Stamp 

farmhouse table and chair set. 

Table 178 x 90cm. Six chairs.  

All in immaculate condition. 

£900. Buyer collects. 01902 

427905 (Wolverhampton)

Pair of French-style dressing 

tables. Centre drawer, slim 

legs, excellent condition. £425. 

Pair of armchairs re-covered in 

cream silk. Unused. £370. 01536 

511375 (Northamptonshire)

TABLEWARE

Two antique Davonport plates. 

Blue-and-white ‘Colondine’ 

pa�ern, size 9in. Very good 

condition. £9 each. 01656 

668640 (Bridgend)

1960s Old Hall stainless steel 

three-pint teapot. Several hot 

water jugs, one toast rack and  

a four-piece condiment set.  

£30 plus P&P. 01444 628241 

(West Sussex)

Royal Albert ‘Paragon Country 

Lane’ tea set. Consists of six 

teacups, saucers and cake 

plates; large teapot; sugar 

bowl; and milk jug. £100. Buyer 

collects. 03000 589360 (Kent)

53-piece Royal Worcester 

‘Royal Garden’ dinner and tea 

set. Never used. £600. 21-piece 

Crown Derby ‘Billingsley Rose’ 

tea set. £400. 01554 891745 

(Carmarthenshire)

jewellery

18ct white gold ring. Marquise 

shape sapphire and diamond 

cluster ring. In original box from 

George Pragnell. Size 0. £275. 

01425 653484 (Dorset)

DECORATIVE CERAMICS

Royal Doulton Beswick Ware 

‘Mad Ha�er’s Tea Party’ 

tableau. 1998, limited edition, 

boxed with certificate and  

plinth. £85 plus P&P or buyer  

collects. 01926 407623 (Warwick) 

Cranberry glass celery vase, 

bowl, jug and wine glass. £120. 

Collection of owls and egg cups. 

O�ers. Buyer collects. 01993 

830142 (West Oxfordshire)

Royal Worcester limited 

edition Santa Gertrudis bull. 

Includes certificate and base, 

in perfect condition. £330 plus 

P&P. 01204 593808 (Lancashire)

PRINTED MATTER

The History of the Great War, 

published by Waverley. 14 

volumes, hardback. Illustrated 

colour plates, photographs, 

drawings and maps. O�ers. 

01724 843026 (Lincolnshire)

Bakelite Jewellery by Tony 

Grasso. 2002 edition, as new. 

£6 plus P&P. 01564 78352  

(West Midlands) 

FASHION AND TEXTILES

1940s Saxone red leather 

handbag. Good condition.  

1970s briefcase, unused. O�ers. 

0151 424 3177 (Cheshire)

Gold brocade, pinch-pleated 

interlined curtains. 98in long, 

will fit 100in rail. Five cushions 

and extra material to make a 

pelmet. £250. 020 8594 4883 

(London)

MISCELLANEOUS

Two sets of Wade NatWest 

pigs. One set with stoppers  

and the other without. £90 

for both or will sell separately. 

01702 332854 (Essex)

Small loco whistle without 

knuckle. £170. 020 8870 1962 

(London)

Mahogany duet music stand. 

Early Victorian, adjustable 

swivel top. Carved stem and 

tripod base. Photos available. 

£995. 07816 231726 (Su�olk)

Superba sewing machine, 1896. 

Complete with wooden case, 

spare spools and needles. £50. 

Buyer collects. 01993 881649 

(Oxfordshire)

1950s Kenwood Chef mixer  

in working order with whisk, 

dough hook and K-beater. 

Original boxes and instructions. 

O�ers. 01271 830803 (Devon)

WANTED
Fabric by Warner & Sons  

Ltd. ‘Peony Garden’ from  

the collection of ‘Jasmine  

and Jade’ by Gree�.  

01747 825702 (Dorset)

Women’s magazines,  

1915-70, British or American. 

Also beauty/cosmetics trade 

magazines and catalogues from 

same period. 020 8205 1518 

(London)

By post or email

To place an ad, email 
details of the item to: 
buyandsell@immediate.
co.uk or write to: Buy & 
Sell, Homes & Antiques, 
Immediate Media, Tower 
House, Fairfax Street, 
Bristol, BS1 3BN 

Before you submit  

an advert…

Please include the 
category under which you 
wish to advertise, your 
name, address, phone 
number, email address 
and price (up to £1,000). 
There is a 25-word limit 
for your description (not 
including phone number 
and location). We are 
unable to acknowledge 
receipt of your ad or 
accept phone enquiries 
for this section. This is 
a free service available 
to private collectors 
only. H&A cannot be 
held responsible for the 
validity of goods o�ered 
by users of this service. 
Buyers are advised to 
satisfy themselves of 
validity before making 
a final transaction. We 
cannot accept adverts  
for back issues of H&A. 

H&A subscribers

To get your ad fast-
tracked into H&A, write 
‘Subscriber’ and your 
subscription number at  
the top of your description.

SEND US  

YOUR ADVERT

MARKETPLACE 
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THE�GUIDE�TO 

ANTI�UES�SHOPPING
Head o� to one of these antiques centres or fairs around the UK and enter the world 
of fascinating antiques and collectables, from vintage kitchenalia to antique jewellery

1

2

ANTI�UES
CENTRES

FAIRS

AUCTION�HOUSE3
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gallowayfairs.co.uk � 01423 522122

�GALLOWAY ANTIqUES & 

FINE ART FAIRS 

Quality fairs in truly majestic se�ings.  
A wide range of antiques and vintage 
items as well as contemporary fine art 
will be o�ered for sale by some of the 
country’s leading dealers. Receive 2-for-1 
entry with this advertisement.

l Friday 20th to Sunday 22nd February, 

10.30am-5pm daily, 4.30pm on Sunday, £5. 

Stonyhurst College, Nr Clitheroe, 

Lancashire, BB7 9PZ

l Friday 6th to Sunday 8th March, 

10.30am-5pm daily, 4.30pm on Sunday, £5. 

Scone Palace, Perth, PH2 6DB

2-
fo

r-1

penman-fairs.co.uk � 01886 833091

�CHESTER ANTIqUES 

SHOW  
More than 40 stands filling three floors 
of the County Grandstand with stylish 
quality antiques and fine art. Free 
parking and good food for a full day out. 
E-tickets available via the website. 

l Thursday 12th to Sunday 15th February, 

10.30am-5.30pm, Sunday 5pm, £5. Chester 

Racecourse, Chester, CH1 2LY

b2bevents.info � 01636 676531

�B2B JANUARY SALE 

Keep history alive at a B2B event in 
Kent, Worcestershire, Birmingham, 
Northants or Edinburgh. All things 
second-hand, ripe for interior designers, 
collectors and upcyclers.

l Detling Antiques & Collectors Fair, 

Saturday 10th and Sunday 11th January, 

public 10am-4.30pm, £5; Saturday early 

entry 8.30am-10am, £6; Sunday 

10am-3.30pm, £4. The Kent Country 

Showground, Maidstone, ME14 3JF

 l Malvern Antiques and Collectors Fair, 25th 

January, public 10am-4pm, £3; early entry 

8.30am, £4. Three Counties Showground, 

Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6NW 

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

�SHEPTON MALLET 

ANTIqUES, VINTAGE & 

COLLECTORS FAIR   
Join the professionals and head to 
Shepton Mallet for the fabulous 
antiques and vintage fair. With 
hundreds of stalls it's easy to see why 
they favour this plentifully stocked, 
quality weekend fair. 

l Friday 16th to Sunday 18th January; 

Friday 13th to Sunday 15th March. Royal 

Bath & West Showground, Shepton Mallet, 

Somerset, BA4 6QN



ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURE

asfairs.com � 01298 27493

�ARTHUR SWALLOW 

FAIRS 

With 2,500 international stalls selling 
the most beautiful antiques, jewellery, 
furniture, reclamation items, French 
linens, vintage clothing and accessories, 
the world-famous Lincolnshire Antiques 
and Home Show is the largest in Europe 
and a�racts thousands of buyers from 
all over the world.

l Monday 2nd and Tuesday 3rd February, 

8am-5pm; Monday 6th and Tuesday 7th April, 

8am-5pm, Mondays £20 (also permits Tuesday 

entry), Tuesdays £5. Lincolnshire Showground, 

Grange-de-Lings, Linoln, LN2 2NA

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

�NEWARK 

INTERNATIONAL 

ANTIqUES & COLLECTORS 

FAIR  
Immerse yourself among millions of 
antique items at the largest antiques 
fair in the UK and Europe. Thousands of 
stalls make it the ultimate vintage 
shopping experience.

l Thursday 5th and Friday 6th February; 

Thursday 9th and Friday 10th April. 

Newark & No�ingham Showground, 

Newark, No�inghamshire, NG24 2NY

vintageandantiques.co.uk � 07723 611249

�BATH VA UNDERCOVER 

VINATAGE & ANTIqUES 

MARKETS  
The BathVA markets held at Green Park 
(the former railway station) o�er 70 
stalls selling antique and mid-century 
furniture, vintage fashion and jewellery, 
homewares, curiosities, decorative 
accessories, silverware, books, 
collectable vinyl, militaria, Arts and 
Cra�s and much more.

l First and last Sunday of each month, 4th 

and 25th January; 1st and 22nd February. 

free entry. Green Park Station, Green Park 

Road, Bath, BA1 1JB  

�HEMSWELL ANTIqUES 

CENTRES 

Visit the home of Europe’s largest range 
of antiques and collectables, with more 
than 375 dealers in four large buildings. 
A wide range of stock is always on 
display, including period furniture, 
decorative antiques, vintage toys, 
clocks, mirrors, books, lighting, linen, 
silver, glass, jewellery, ceramics, 
paintings and Arts and Cra�s. 
Nationwide delivery available.

l Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. 

Caenby Corner Estate, Hemswell Cli�, 

Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, DN21 5TJ

hemswell-antiques.com � 01427 668389

art&antiques@smtmanagementltd.co.uk      � 07585 123583

�WINCHESTER 

ANTIqUES, 

COLLECTIBLES, VINTAGE & 

RETRO MARKET 
Held in the High Street of this historic 
town, this market o�ers a huge 
selection of antiques and 20th-century 
collectables in over 80 stalls, together 
with all things vintage and retro 
including homeware, toys and clothing.

l First Sunday of every month, 10am-4pm. 

No entry fees, free parking.

��PETERSFIELD 

ANTIqUES FAIR 

A range of 36 unpretentious, stylish and 
high-quality stands from across the UK, 
ve�ed for authenticity. Refreshments 
available, plus an adjacent car park. 
E-tickets available via website.

l Friday 6th to Sunday 8th February, 

10.30am-5.30pm, Sunday 5pm, £3.50. 

Festival Hall, Heath Road, Hampshire, 

GU31 4EA

penman-fairs.co.uk � 01886 833091

cambridgeglassfair.com � 07887 762872

��CAMBRIDGE GLASS 

FAIR @ KNEBWORTH 

This leading specialist fair features up 
to 70 exhibitors selling fine quality 
collectable glass from all periods, 
including contemporary artists showing 
their own work. As usual there will be 
an exhibition in the fair which will 
highlight a particular type of glass.
With refreshments and free parking a 
visit to the Cambridge Glass Fair at 
Knebworth makes a great day out.

l Sunday 22nd February 10.30am-4pm, £5, 

accompanied children free. Knebworth 

House, Stevenage, SG1 2AX

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

��ARDINGLY 

INTERNATIONAL 

ANTIqUES & COLLECTORS 

FAIR  
Indulge in a li�le antiques retail therapy 
with a flair of the continent. Over a 
thousand stallholders from the UK, 
Europe and beyond selling everything 
from teddy bears to textiles at the 
largest fair in the south of England.

l Tuesday 17th and Wednesday 18th 

February; Tuesday 21st and Wednesday 

22nd April. South of England Showground, 

Nr Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6TL
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iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

��ALEXANDRA PALACE 

ANTIqUES & 

COLLECTORS FAIR  
The largest Sunday antiques fair in the 
capital is a prestigious event. Hundreds 
of stalls, free antiques valuations and a 
pop-up vintage fair make it a fair not to 
be missed.

l Sunday 8th March and Sunday 3rd May. 

Alexandra Palace, Alexandra Palace Way, 

London, N22 7AY

sco�ish-antiques.com � 01828 686401 (Abernyte); 01786 841203 (Doune)

���SCOTTISH ANTIqUE  

& ARTS CENTRE 

These two centres o�er visitors the 
opportunity to purchase antique 
furniture, silver, ceramics, paintings, 
collectables and jewellery from more 
than 250 antiques dealers. Modern 
furniture, design-led accessories, gi�s 
and fashion are also available. Enjoy 
the ambience of Cafe Circa for 
breakfast and lunch or co�ee and  
cake. Ample parking.

l Open seven days a week, 10am–5pm. 

Abernyte, Perthshire, PH14 9SJ 

Doune, Stirlingshire, FK16 6HG

iacf.co.uk � 01636 702326

��NEWBURY ONE DAY 

MONDAY ANTIqUES 

AND COLLECTORS FAIR  
Enjoy a burst of antiques shopping at 
this single-day event. An eclectic 
o�ering awaits, with items for the 
individual, home and garden from both 
indoor stands and outside pitches.

l Monday 30th March and Monday 29th 

June. Newbury Racecourse, Newbury, 

Berkshire, RG14 7NZ

fellows.co.uk � 0121 212 2131; 020 7127 4198

��FELLOWS & SONS  
Founded in 1876, Fellows is one of 

the UK’s leading auction houses, holding 
over 100 auctions each year. As specialists 
in a variety of fields and with an auction to 
cater for every need, its continually 
changing inventory makes Fellows a hub of 
excitement for lovers of watches, jewellery 
and antiques. See website for sale 
information and free valuations.
l 8th January: Watches & Jewellery; 15th 

January: Antique & Modern Jewellery; 19th 

January: Vintage & Modern Wrist Watches. 

Augusta House, 19 Augusta Street, Birmingham, 

B18 6JA. London o�ce (by appointment): 2nd 

floor, 3 Queen Street, London, W1J 5PA

dairyhouseantiques.com  � 01747 853317

��DAIRY HOUSE 

ANTIqUES 

Dairy House Antiques and Interiors 
o�ers an ever-changing selection of 
antique and vintage furniture, lighting, 
prints, rugs, pictures, mirrors, 
collectables, costume jewellery, silver 
and other decorative items for the 
home and garden. All sorts of original, 
one-o� items, ideal for gi�s. Enjoy fresh 
co�ee, tea, sandwiches and homemade 
cakes by the roaring log burner at the 
Tea Shed cafe. 

l Station Road, Semley, Sha�esbury, 

Dorset, SP7 9AN

happydaysvintagehomestore.co.uk � 01446 771191

��HAPPY DAYS VINTAGE 

HOMESTORE  
Situated in the ancient market town of 
Cowbridge, a visit is a must for everyone 
loving vintage, antiques and interiors. 
Happy Days o�ers a delightful shopping 
experience and a fantastic range, 
including a tea room all under one roof. 
As seen at The Handmade Fair. Open 
seven days a week.

l Monday to Saturday, 9.30am-5pm, 

Sunday and bank holidays, 11am to 4pm. 

Church Street, Cowbridge, CF71 7BB

fielddogfairs.com � 07772 349431

��FIELD DOG FAIRS  
Field Dog Fairs Ltd has a 2015 

diary comprising 32 antiques, collectors 
and vintage fairs brimming with dealers 
selling a wide and eclectic range of items 
to suit most tastes and budgets. Great 
events for all the family. For full event 
details visit the website.

l Sunday 1st February. The Grove Sports 

Centre, Newark, NG24 3AL

l Sunday 15th February. The Petwood Hotel, 

Woodhall Spa, LN10 6QG 

l Sunday 22nd February. Tuxford Academy, 

Tuxford, No�s, NG22 0JH
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K
nights Oriental Rugs of Henley-on 
Thames are one of the UK’s largest 
suppliers of old and antique Oriental 

carpets and rugs; with a stock of over 1,000 
items, ranging from small, nomadic tribal rugs 
and bags to large, decorative furnishing carpets. 

Knights Oriental Rugs specialise in 
19th-century carpets and rugs from the 
nomadic tribes and villages of Persia, Turkey, 
The Caucasus, Turkmenistan and Afghanistan, 
and are one of the last remaining companies in 
the UK importing old and antique rugs directly 
from families in Northern Afghanistan.

Simon Knight, the owner, is pleased to visit 
clients anywhere in the UK to advise on their 
requirements for furnishing properties, 

whether it be for a single rug or a large 
country property. All of the items held in stock 
are available for home trial without obligation. 
Customers are welcome to visit the showroom 
in Henley-on-Thames to view our stock and 
make their selections or view the website to 
see over 500 items online.

A full rug cleaning and restoration service is 
o�ered to the public, with our own facility in 
UK where we have both Turkish and Persian 
restorers, or at our partner workshop in 
Turkey. We are able to carry out anything from 
a simple wash and stain removal to the full 
re-weaving of large antique carpets; please 
contact us for a quotation or a site visit.

Knights Oriental Rugs

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

TEL: 01491 414124
WEB: knightsantiques.co.uk Knights Oriental Rugs
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ARTS, CRAFTS & GIFTS

ANTIQUES

ANTIQUES & VINTAGE

BATHROOMS

  
TO�ADVERTISE� 

IN�H&A�CALL� 

NATHAN 

�������������

H&A 

Set of 9 Mahogany Chairs, c1840.
Excellent condition. £3,750 ono.

18th Century Finely Carved Pine. 
£4,750 ono. Also, another smaller 
and plainer. Good provenance.

Private sale, view Windsor. Telephone: 01753 869380

Pocket watch stands, Hourglasses, 

Magnifying Glasses, Gavels & Blocks etc.

Mike Fitz Designs HA14 

37 Meadway, Harpenden, 

Herts AL5 1JN

Brochure Tel: 01582 762231

www.mikefitzdesigns.co.uk

HAND MADE GIFTS

(Est. 36 yrs)

Your Tapestries & Needleworks…

Beautifully stretched and made-up into cushions, wall hangings, 

bell-pulls, rugs etc… www.sarabarnsneedlework.co.uk

E
xperienced professional high quality 21 day service.  

Unfinished tapestries and other needleworks completed. 

Designs painted onto canvas. Specialist framing service.  

Multi-panel rugs completed and made-up.

The Old Swan | 5 School Road | Great Massingham | Norfolk | PE32 2JA

Sara Barns Needlework  01485 520 151  

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Request your brochure on 01255 831605
or go to: www.albionbathco.com

What makes an Albion Bath unique?
6\Y�L_JS\ZP]L�IH[O�TH[LYPHS�JYLH[LZ�H�KPăLYLUJL�`V\�JHU�MLLS����

Etruscan bath

 

www.kernowfurniturewarehouse.co.uk

J J J  

100’s of antique - 

mid century items 

in stock

Delivery available 

on all items

J J J  

UK 

ARCHITECTURAL 

HERITAGe

Quality Architectural Antiques 

www.uk-heritage.co.uk.

0845 644 9051
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BEDS & BEDDING

WWW�HOMESANDANTIQUES�COM

www.obc-uk.net

020 7351 1955

18 bed designs available in any size

� All beds are guaranteed for 10 years

� We provide free delivery & installation 

� We offer a 21 day money back promise

To request a brochure telephone or visit our website:

Tel: 01777 869 669
www.revivalbeds.co.uk

HAND-CRAFTED
TO LAST FOR A
LIFETIME

B E D S  � B E D R O O M  F U R N I T U R E  � M A T T R E S S E S  � B E D D I N G

200 YEARS

BRITISH
CRAFTSMANSHIP

British wool. Italian design. Iconic bedding.

“After two glorious months of refreshing sleep - how immensely 
grateful we are for the wool bedding and pillows! Your ingenuity, 
foresight and everything else that goes into having an idea, 
developing it and seeing it through deserves greater recognition!  
I have never in my life given any product such a glowing 
endorsement - I am telling everyone how clever you are with your 
product and its whole ethos”.  Fiona H

Vastly improved sleep  

and harmony from clever,  

happy sheep.

Call Jessica on: 01730 827 148  

or visit southdownduvets.com
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CARPETS

The Old Parsonage, Church Street, Crondall, Surrey, GU10 5QQ     01252 851215 

www.farnhamantiquecarpets.com

Specialists in antique carpets and rugs, as well as stocking a vast selection of high quality 
handmade modern and contemporary rugs. 

Visit our barn showroom in Crondall, Surrey where you can view one of the largest 
collections of antique carpets and rugs in the UK. 

 We offer the service of viewing any carpet or rug in-situ to determine which works best 
with your interior.
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CURTAINS

EDUCATION & COURSES

FLOORING

LIGHTING

CHIMNEYS

DON'T�FORGET�TO�MENTION�HOMES�&�

ANTIQUES�WHEN�RESPONDING�TO�ADVERTS

WWW�HOMESANDANTIQUES�COM

ANTIQUES

H&A

EXCEPTIONAL
QUALITY

OUTSTANDING 
CHOICE

UNRIVALLED
SERVICE

 T’s & C’s apply

TO BOOK A FREE HOME APPOINTMENT WITH A LOCAL ADVISOR 
CALL 0800 916 6568 OR VISIT HILLARYS.CO.UK

Made-to-measure

CURTAINS
UP TO 50% OFF

MEASURING &  
FITTING INCLUDED

S C U M B L E   G O O S I E  
“Extraordinary name.                           Extraordinary furniture.”

V i n t a g e  L i g h t b u l b s 
f r o m  j u s t  £ 7 

 www.scumblegoosie.com
0 1 4 5 3  7 3 1 3 0 5

(plus p & p)

The Chimes

Tel: 07767 617507 or 01663 733209

www.antique–clock.co.uk 

For a superb 
selection of Genuine 
Antique longcase, wall 

and bracket clocks

Open 7 days by appointment

Whaley Bridge, 

High Peak, Derbyshire

Antique

Centre
Clock

THE UPHOLSTERY WORKSHOP
Member of the Association of Master Upholsterers

Stuck in a rut, need a change? Learn the professional way!

Individual tuition by Master Upholsterer • Residential courses in the heart 

of Wiltshire • Choose from Upholstery, Soft Furnishings or Loose Covers

Telephone: 01722 710274       www.upholsteryworkshop.com
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FASHION

FURNITURE

0845 485 2102
ǁǁǁ�ǁŝůůŽǁĂŶĚŚĂůů�ĐŽ�ƵŬ�ĂŶƟ�ƋƵĞƐ

Inspirational British living and bedroom furniture without the high street price tag

The Chamberlain

Traditional handmade English furniture
�������ę�������������Ĝ��������������������������ǭ��Ĝ�������������������

�
������������������

CALL 01706 853636 OR SHOP ONLINE

������������������������������������������ę���������

   ǯ�������ę����������ǯ��ǯ��

http://www.willowandhall.co.uk/antiques
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VINTAGE

PUBLISHINGKITCHENS

FOR�MORE�PRODUCTS�

AND�SERVICES�

VISIT�THE�

HOMES�&�ANTIQUES�

ONLINE�DIRECTORY

WWW�HOMESANDANTIQUES�COM

H&A 

Handmade kitchens, bathrooms & interiors, sensibly priced

www.kitstone.co.uk

N O T  J U S T  K I T C H E N S . . .  B O O K  A  F R E E  I N I T I A L  D E S I G N  C O N S U L T A T I O N

follow us... 

P R E M I E R  P A R T N E R

 N A T U R A L  W O O D  F U R N I T U R E  .  C L A S S I C  S O F A S  .  P A I N T E D  K I T C H E N S

HANDBUILT BESPOKE
KITCHEN FURNITURE 
Order your kitchen catalogue now

H
A
0
1
_
J
A
N
1
5

Lynx Trading Estate, YEOVIL 
BA20 2HL  01935 434700 
creamerykitchens.co.uk
(Price excludes taps, appliances, delivery and fitting)

Somerset freestanding sink unit only  £1,299

AUTHORS
Please submit synopsis

plus 3 sample chapters 

for consideration to:

Olympia Publishers
60 Cannon St,

London, 
EC4N 6NP

www.olympiapublishers.com

AUTHORS
Synopsis and sample chapters

welcome, please send to:

CGC - 33 -  01,
25 Canada Square,

Canary Wharf,  
London, E14 5LQ
Tel:0207 0388212

editors@austinmacauley.com
w w w. a u s t i n m a c a u l e y . c o m

All  genres welcome

LOVE LITTER
VINTAGE FURNITURE DEPOSITORY

WWW.LOVELITTER.CO.UK
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SOFAS

WRITING COURSES

Order by 31st January and we’ll send you a bundle of comfy 
goodies! For more info, visit www.sofa.com/ant, pop to our 
London or Bath showroom or call us on 0345 400 2222.

adorably 
soft...

As a freelance writer, you can earn very good
money in your spare time, writing the stories,
articles, books, scripts etc that editors and
publishers want. Millions of pounds are paid
annually in fees and royalties. Earning your
share can be fun, profitable and creatively
most fulfilling.

To help you become a successful writer we offer
you a first-class, home-study course from
professional writers – with individual guidance
from expert tutors and flexible tuition tailored to
your own require ments. You are shown how to
make the most of your abilities, where to find
ideas, how to turn them into publishable writing
and how to sell them. In short, we show you
exactly how to become a published writer. If you
want writing success – this is the way to start!

Whatever your writing ambitions, we can help
you to achieve them. For we give you an
effective, stimulating and most enjoyable
creative writing course… appreciated by
students and acclaimed by experts.

It’s ideal for beginners. No previous experience
or special back ground is required. You write and
study at your own pace – you do not have to rush
– as you have four years to complete your course.
Many others have been successful this way. If
they can do it – why can’t you?

We are so confident that we can help you
become a published writer that we give you a full
refund guarantee. If you have not earned your
course fees from published writing by the time
you finish the course, we will refund them in
full.

If you want to be a writer start by requesting a
free copy of our prospectus ‘Write and be
Published’. Please call our freephone number or
visit our website NOW!

COURSE FEATURES

� 27 FACT-PACKED MODULES 

� 2 SPECIALIST SUPPLEMENTS

� 20 WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 

� ADVISORY SERVICE

� TUTORIAL SUPPORT

� FLEXIBLE STUDY PROGRAMME

� STUDENT COMMUNITY AREA

� HOW TO PRESENT YOUR WORK

� HOW TO SELL YOUR WRITING

� 15 DAY TRIAL PERIOD

� FULL REFUND GUARANTEE

FREEPHONE

0800 856 2008

24 HOURS

email: 15W1@writersbureau.com
Please include your name and address

How To
Become

Michael Foley, Essex  “Completing The Writers Bureau
course has made it possible for me to attain my life-long
ambition of becoming a published writer. The level of success
I have achieved has far outweighed what I was hoping for
when beginning the course. By the end of this year I should
have eight books already published and hopefully two more
finished.”

www.writersbureau.com

NAME ........................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS .................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

EMAIL .......................................................................................................................................

Please send me free details on how to become a successful,
freelance writer:

Freepost RSSK-JZAC-JCJG

The Writers Bureau

Dept JN5115 

Manchester, M3 1LE

POST CODE

A Successful Writer!
Hannah Evans, Winchester  “I’ve been published in The
Guardian and Good Life earning £400. And now I’ve got
my first book published by Bloomsbury called MOB Rule:
Lessons Learned by a Mother of Boys. The Writers
Bureau course provided me with structure, stopped my
procrastination but most importantly it provided the
impetus to try something different.”

www.facebook.com/writersbureau
www.twitter.com/writersbureau

Jane Isaac, Northamptonshire  “When I started the
Writers Bureau course, I wanted to explore avenues for
my writing and develop and strengthen my personal
style. I had no idea that it would lead to me being a
published writer of novels and short stories.”

Years of
Success26

Members of BILD 
and ABCC

Quote:

JN5115
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Terms & conditions  New customers (18 or over) only. One case per household. No further discounts applicable. Free delivery  
(usually £7.99). O�er ends 5th March 2015. Delivery within 3 working days (except NI and Sco�ish Highlands). Wine from Direct  
Wines, New Aquitaine House, Exeter Way, Reading RG7 4PL. We occasionally make names and addresses (but not email addresses) 
available to companies whose products or services may interest you. If you do not wish to receive such o�ers, please call us on  
03330 148198 or write to Laithwaite’s at the address above. Visit laithwaites.co.uk/terms for full terms & conditions. Unless  
otherwise stated, all wines contain sulphites.

A
�er the excitement of the 

holidays, it’s time to slow down 

and enjoy some cosy nights in. 

And thanks to this amazing half-price 

o�er from Laithwaite’s Wine you can 

do just that. This outstanding selection 

is comprised of six pairs of the finest 

reds so order promptly to avoid 

disappointment. 

Se�ing the bar is the first of the 

six pairs – Marqués de Valdecañas, 

a mature Gran Reserva from Spain, 

full of old-vine intensity and barrel-

aged to perfection. Alongside that, 

is the Saracosa, a mini Super Tuscan 

combining Sangiovese, Cabernet and 

Merlot. The third wine, Visionario 

Rosso hails from northern Italy and 

has a smooth, juicy style inspired by 

Valpolicella Ripasso. Your next thrilling 

red is Niño de las Uvas, a rich, gold 

medal-winning Monastrell from Bullas, 

which lies 800 metres above sea level 

in the Murcia region of Spain. 

This superb case is rounded o� with 

a pair of classics from the Languedoc 

made from Grenache, Syrah and 

Carignan. La Croix des Cabustines 

2010 shows just how remarkable 

vintage Corbières can be. It’s a 

triple gold medal-winning cuvée of 

great opulence. Finally, Combe de 

Caramany, itself a double Gold medal-

winner, comes from premium Côtes 

de Roussillon villages in the Pyrenean 

foothills, south west of Perpignan.

HOW TO order  

Your 12-bo�le case comes with 
Laithwaite’s 100% money-back 

guarantee and free delivery to your 
door. Order for just £69.94 (usually 
£139.88) and save 50%�on the cost  

of buying the wines individually.

ORDER A CASE OF SMOOTH  

RED WINES FOR HALF PRICE
Swap the cold winter blues for luxuriously warm reds with a case of Laithwaite’s finest wine. Take 
advantage of this amazing o�er and you’ll save an astounding £69.94 – that’s just £5.83 a bo�le

50%
Save

ON �� BOTTLES 

OF�RED�WINE

Call ������������� 
and quote NHZ�A�or visit 
laithwaites.co.uk/nhz1a



Shopping directory

Terms and conditions for competitions Promoter: Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited. Entrants must be UK residents aged 18 years or older, excluding the promoter’s employees. By entering, you agree 

to be bound by all the rules of the promotion. Only one entry per person allowed. No responsibility accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries. Winning entries will be chosen at random from all 

eligible entries. The draw is final and no correspondence will be entered into. For details of the winners, send an SAE to Immediate Media Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN 

within two months of the closing date. If any winner is unable to be contacted within one month of the closing date, the promoter will o�er the prize to a runner-up. Promoter reserves the right to substitute the 

prize with one of the same or greater value but there is no cash alternative. See homesandantiques.com/competitionterms for full terms and conditions.

Competitions Send a postcard with your name, address, phone number and the name of the competition you wish to enter to: Homes & 

Antiques magazine, PO Box 501, Leicester, LE94 0AA. Closing date for this issue is midnight on 4th February 2015 unless otherwise stated.

A
A Pre�y Penny  

apre�ypenny.co.uk

Alexander & Pearl 020 8508 

0411; alexanderandpearl.co.uk

Alison at Home 020 7087 2907; 

alisonathome.com

Amy Perry Antiques  

01666 500354;  

amyperryantiques.co.uk

Ardingly Antiques & Collectors 

Fair 01636 702326;  

iacf.co.uk/ardingly

B
Bonnie & Bell  

bonnieandbell.com

Browsers Barn 01580 200938; 

browsersbarn.co.uk

C
Case Furniture 020 7622 

3506; casefurniture.co.uk

The Cast Iron Bath Company 

01723 585896;  

castironbath.co.uk

Catesbys 01223 355444;  

catesbys.co.uk

Chadder & Co 01342 823243; 

chadder.com

China Search 01926 512402; 

chinasearch.co.uk

The Conran Shop 0844 848 

4000; conranshop.co.uk 

Cotswold Trading Company  

01386 853331;  

cotswoldtrading.com

D
Darlings of Chelsea  

020 3627 2774; 

darlingsofchelsea.co.uk

Dee Puddy 01794 323020; 

deepuddy.co.uk

Designers Guild 020 7893 7400; 

designersguild.com

Disney Flooring 01934 615005; 

disney-flooring.com

E
Ebay  

ebay.co.uk

The Exotic Teapot 01202 

434935; exoticteapot.co.uk

F
Fabric and Papers  

01273 495500; 

fabricsandpapers.com

Fiona Banner fionabanner.com

The French Bedroom 

Company 01444 415430; 

frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk

G
Graham & Green  

0845 1306622; 

grahamandgreen.co.uk

Green & Stone 020 7352 0837; 

greenandstone.com

H
H is for Home 01706 819941; 

hisforhome.com

Habitat 0844 499 1111;  

habitat.co.uk

Homebarn, 01628 474011; 

homebarnshop.co.uk

I
iDecorate  

idecorateshop.com

Ikea 0845 358 3363; ikea.com

J
Jane Beck Welsh Blankets 

01570 493241;  

welshblankets.co.uk

Jay Crowther 07929 348765; 

jaycrowther.co.uk

John Lewis 08456 049049; 

johnlewis.com

Josephine Ryan Antiques  

020 7352 5618; 

josephineryanantiques.co.uk

K
Kiki Voltaire 07946 618907; 

kikivoltaire.com

L
Laura Ashley 0871 983 5999; 

lauraashley.com

Lewes Antiques Centre  

01273 476148

The Libra Company  

01223 895800;  

thelibracompany.co.uk

LightsWorld 0344 482 7611; 

lightsworld.co.uk

Loaf 0845 468 0698; loaf.com

M
Made.com 03442 571 888; 

made.com

Marks & Spencer 0845 302 1234; 

marksandspencer.com

Midcentury Home 

Stores etsy.com/shop/

midcenturyhomestores

Minerva Cra�s 01254 708068; 

minervacra�s.com

Mini Moderns 020 7737 6767; 

minimoderns.com

The Modern Warehouse  

020 8986 0740; 

themodernwarehouse.com

N 
Nellianna  

etsy.com/uk/shop/nellianna

Niki Jones 0141 959 4090;  

niki-jones.co.uk

O 
The OK Corral 01983 

568175; theokcorral.co.uk

Oka 0844 815 7380;  

okadirect.com 

The Old Cinema 020 8995 4166; 

theoldcinema.co.uk

Orford Cra�s 01394 450678; 

orford.org.uk

P
PJ Woodcra�  

07932 395249;  

etsy.com/uk/shop/pjwoodcra�

Paint Library 020 7823 7755; 

paintlibrary.co.uk

Paperchase 020 7467 6200; 

paperchase.co.uk

The Peanut Vendor 020 7226 

5727; thepeanutvendor.co.uk

Pelikan 07891 625026; 

pelikanonline.co.uk

Pineapple Retro 01590 624429; 

pineappleretro.co.uk

Present & Correct 020 7278 

2460; presentandcorrect.com

R
RE 01434 634567;  

re-foundobjects.com

Roddy & Ginger  

020 8676 4404;  

roddyandginger.co.uk

Roger Kelly rogerkelly.co.uk

S
Sam Douglas  

07854 935485;  

samdouglas.co.uk

Sanderson 0844 543 9500; 

sanderson-uk.com

Sebastian Bergne  

020 7622 3333;  

sebastianbergne.com

Selfridges 0800 123 400; 

selfridges.com

Sigmar 020 7751 5801; 

sigmarlondon.com

Stephen Mackey  

stephenmackey.com

Sunbury Antiques Market  

01932 230946;  

sunburyantiques.com

Surface View 0118 922 1327; 

surfaceview.co.uk

The Swedish Wooden Horse  

01444 414070; 

theswedishwoodenhorse.com

Sweetpea & Willow  

0845 257 2627;  

sweetpeaandwillow.com

V
Vintage Ceramics 

vintageceramics.co.uk

W
Winter’s Moon  

07783 768503;  

wintersmoon.co.uk

Y
Yay Retro 02380 844982; 

yayretro.co.uk

Yesterdays Home etsy.com/uk/

shop/yesterdayshome

#
1st Dibs 1stdibs.com

20th Century Parade 

01276 471278; etsy.com/uk/

shop/20thcenturyparade
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The interior designer tells us about 
her beloved vintage co�ee table  
and her cu�ing-edge new home

KELLY
HOPPEN

I couldn’t live without my black glass 

coffee table. It’s a fabulous vintage piece 

made with brass and polished steel. I think  

it dates from the 1970s.

I designed my entire living room around it.  

It’s a real statement piece, partly because 

it’s so big and partly because it’s an unusual 

shape – triangular with metal wrapped 

around the base.�

It came from a shop called Talisman, 

which is an amazing vintage and antiques 

showroom in a converted art deco garage 

on New King’s Road in London. It’s full of 

standout furniture and unusual designs.

 

On the table, I keep books filled with 

great photography. I collect black-and-

white images and spend a lot of my spare 

time at the Michael Hoppen Gallery in 

London, admiring the exquisite photos.�

My favourite photograph is of my father, 

shortly before he died. It’s in black and 

white and was taken when we were on 

holiday in Taormina, Sicily. Unfortunately,  

I don’t have many pictures of him.

The table won’t be in this house for  

much longer. I rent the house I live in now. 

At the moment, I’m working on my new 

home, which is a warehouse conversion.  

It’s going to be groundbreaking.

My current home is in an eclectic area. 

It’s�a townhouse in No�ing Hill, west 

London. It’s a diverse place, with Portobello 

Road antiques market being one of my 

favourite spots for finding a unique piece.

One of the first things I bought from the 

market was a Chinese trunk.�It was in my 

first flat and inspired my love for mixing 

eastern and western looks in interiors.

When London becomes too much, I run 

away to the Cotswolds. It’s lovely to be 

away from the madness of the city, to take 

some time out for peace and quiet.

I’m keeping myself busy as usual. I’ve just 

finished two interior projects in London, 

and completed the renovation of the LUX*  

Belle Mare hotel in Mauritius. To come,  

I have an amazing new bathware collection 

with Apaiser launching in the UK in 

February, several projects with the design 

company YOO in India, and a chalet in  

St Moritz that will be ready soon.

My new passion is designing film sets.  

I’m looking into projects at the moment 

– though we’re in the process of moving 

o�ces, so film sets might have to wait.

Kelly Hoppen’s new e-commerce site  

is at kellyhoppen.com

MY�FAVOURITE�THING
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